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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

T

he US AMOC program was established in 2008 to develop an improved understanding of the
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) and implement components of an AMOC
monitoring system and prediction capability. The US AMOC Science Team, comprised of funded
investigators, bears the responsibility of accomplishing the program objectives with guidance
and oversight from the supporting agencies (NSF, NOAA, NASA, and DOE). The report herein is
the eighth progress report submitted by the US AMOC Science Team. The purpose of this report
is to summarize progress on the main objectives of the program, identify any new programmatic
gaps, and provide updates on both near-term and long-term research priorities, action items, and
objectives for the program since the 2014 report.
The Science Team has been active in 2015-2016. This includes organizing a joint meeting with the
UK Rapid Program that was held in Bristol, UK in July 2015 and drew over 120 scientists. And in
2016, more than 20 Science Team members presented at the 2016 Ocean Sciences Meeting in
New Orleans, Louisiana in February. Several members of the Science Team also helped organize,
in collaboration with paleoceanographers, a workshop on “Connecting Paleo and Modern
Oceanographic Data to Understand AMOC over Decades to Centuries” in Boulder, Colorado in
May. The workshop identified synergistic research directions to improve the understanding of
AMOC and its influence on climate, with an emphasis on multidecadal variability over the past
millennium.
As reflected by the Task Team structure, the US AMOC program has four main objectives:
1. AMOC observing system implementation and evaluation;
2. An assessment of AMOC state, variability, and change;
3. An assessment of AMOC variability mechanisms and predictability; and
4. An assessment of the role of AMOC in global climate and ecosystems.

Progress on these main program objectives, since the 2014 report, is summarized in section 2. A
few highlights of these recent accomplishments are listed below:
• The AMOC observational network has expanded dramatically over the past few years with
trans-basin measurements being collected at multiple latitudes across the Atlantic Ocean,
allowing for the characterization of AMOC variability on multiple timescales (seasonal to
decadal) in both the North and South Atlantic Ocean. As a key component of improving
our understanding of AMOC water mass pathways, the networks observing water mass
exchanges between the Arctic and the Atlantic Ocean have also been enhanced.
• AMOC transports (including key boundary current components) have now been resolved
continuously over 10+ years by several moored arrays in the North Atlantic, as well as from
multi-year moored arrays in the South Atlantic. Quarterly to decadal snapshots of AMOC
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strength produced from repeated shipboard hydrographic sections (XBT and CTD), as well
as weekly to monthly AMOC transport estimates generated from Argo float data, satellite
altimetry, and satellite gravimetry, provide a complementary perspective on AMOC’s spatial
and temporal variability.
Based on models and observations, analysis of 50 years of heat content variability has
provided new evidence for a nearly monotonic warming over much of the upper 700 m of
the ocean. In general, warming in the subsurface appears to be a result of heat entering
(and spreading laterally) from the high-latitude ventilation regions associated with the
subtropical mode waters and is dominated by the heaving of isopycnals rather than salinity
compensated warming.
In the Atlantic Ocean, transport reconstruction using syntheses of in situ hydrography,
satellite based altimetry and atmospheric forcing are emerging as a valuable way to monitor
the circulation in a cost-efficient and sustained way.
A new mechanism has been proposed that may help explain how AMOC drives the observed
subpolar/subtropical heat-content dipole in the Atlantic upper ocean. The mechanism
suggests that relatively slow southward propagation of AMOC anomalies north of 34°N gives
rise to a north-south oriented dipole in ocean heat transport convergence anomalies.
A model intercomparison study, involving seven modeling centers, was conducted to study
the response of the AMOC on future Greenland Ice Sheet mass loss. The findings show
consistent reduction of the AMOC for RCP 4.5 until about year 2100 after which it recovers
or stabilizes. In contrast, the AMOC continues to weaken for RCP8.5 throughout the coming
three centuries.
A comprehensive review of existing literature was submitted on AMOC variability. The
review identified the western margin of the subtropical-subpolar gyre boundary, termed the
transition zone, as a critical region for understanding decadal AMOC variability.
Analysis of climate model output suggests that internal (unforced) AMOC variability is an
important control on multi-decadal to centennial variations of Arctic sea ice. Predictions of
AMOC weakening over the coming years may therefore lead to a slowdown in the rate of
Arctic sea ice loss.
A new webpage was created that lists available U.S. and international AMOC time series of
transports and fluxes derived from instrument arrays. While the quality-controlled raw data
collected from the individual instruments is commonly submitted to data repositories, there
is no collection site for AMOC time series products. The new AMOC time series webpage
provides a short overview of available moored time series of interest to the community with
links to either the time series itself or the project website.

The near-term research priorities, long-term research goals and objectives, and associated action
items for the program are presented in section 3, including some updates on their status since
the 2014 report. The updates include steps towards improving intra- and inter-communication
among observationalists and modelers; preliminary work towards defining a set of metrics that
can be used to characterize properties of the circulation that are relevant to mechanism and
predictability studies; and improved communications and collaborations with the paleo-climate
community, particularly following the US CLIVAR Paleo-AMOC Workshop in Boulder in May 2016.
There are also several new priorities and action items that have been identified. These include
seeking new potential funding mechanisms to sustain key elements of the US AMOC observational
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networks in the absence of secured funding; more regular engagement with the AtlantOS
effort; enhanced coordination among the Task Teams and with the paleo-climate community to
continue and complete defining the relevant metrics that would be used by the broader scientific
community; engaging the paleo community to develop joint studies and undertake data sharing to
promote understating of AMOC characteristics on long time scales (focusing on decadal, but also
extending to centennial to millennial); and several new science questions that emerged from the
Paleo-AMOC Workshop, including those related to AMOC’s impacts on sea-ice, land ice, sea level,
ecosystems, etc. The long-term objectives remain unchanged from those of the 2014 report.
A noteworthy activity is the creation of a Task Team 3 focus group interested in extended
discussions of the role of freshwater forcing and salinity feedbacks on AMOC variability and
stability, as well as other relevant topics to the group. A webinar series on this topic started in
March 2016. This webinar series has proven to be a very effective venue for quick and timely
exchange of scientific findings, fostering collaborative discussions of priority science questions.
The US AMOC Science Team provides a unique opportunity to exchange ideas and explore
collaborations among scientists studying modern observations, paleo proxies, and climate
modeling, and such synergistic activities should continue to be strongly encouraged and
supported.
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1

INTRODUCTION

T

he US Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) Program, a component of the
US Climate Variability and Predictability (CLIVAR) Program, was initiated in 2008 to increase
understanding of AMOC variability, mechanisms, and impacts; develop and implement an AMOC
monitoring system; and establish an AMOC prediction capability. A Science Team was established
in the first year to foster communication and collaboration among individuals with US agencyfunded research projects. Comprised of PIs, co-Is, post-docs, and students, the Science Team sets
and accomplishes the program goals, objectives, and priorities, with guidance and oversight from
the sponsoring agencies. The Science Team also organizes meetings to survey recent research
advances, identify science gaps, and refine priorities for collective progress. Now in its eighth year,
the Science Team includes scientists from 58 projects supported by NSF, NOAA, NASA, and DOE.
Planning activities within the US AMOC program continue to be organized under four Task
Teams, consisting of Science Team members, each led by a chair and vice-chair. The Task Team
leaders, together with the Science Team chair, form the US AMOC Executive Committee. Following
the protocol established in 2013, the Executive Committee selects Task Team leaders from the
nominations provided by the Science Team. A list of current leadership positions is as follows:
Science Team Chair: Gokhan Danabasoglu
Task Team 1: AMOC Observing System Implementation and Evaluation
(Chair: Renellys Perez; Vice-chair: M. Femke de Jong)
Task Team 2: AMOC State, Variability, and Change
(Chair: Alicia Karspeck; Vice-chair: Matthias Lankhorst)
Task Team 3: AMOC Mechanisms and Predictability
(Chair: Steve Yeager; Vice-chair: Wilbert Weijer)
Task Team 4: Climate Sensitivity to AMOC: Climate/Ecosystem Impacts
(Chair: Andreas Schmittner; Vice-chair: Rong Zhang)
The US AMOC Executive Committee provides overall program guidance and liaises with the US
CLIVAR Project Office and agency program managers. Specific terms of reference describing
the roles of the Task Teams in helping to coordinate research in these four areas are listed in
Appendix A, along with the current membership.
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The Science Team has held meetings annually since 2009. In 2011, 2013, and 2015, these meetings
were held jointly with the UK RAPID program in Bristol, UK; Baltimore, Maryland; and back
in Bristol, UK, respectively, as joint science conferences. This joint meeting arrangement (i.e.,
alternating US AMOC and joint meetings) will continue in the future but on an 18-month schedule
– rather than annual – with the next joint meeting to be held in 2018 in the US. Following this
new schedule, the next Science Team meeting is scheduled for May 23-25, 2017 in Sante Fe, New
Mexico and will be chaired by Wilbert Weijer (LANL).
The latest joint UK RAPID/US AMOC Science Conference was held in Bristol, UK on July 21-24, 2015.
The scientific organizing committee was chaired by Meric Srokosz (NOCS) and included Renellys
Perez (NOAA/AOML), Steve Yeager (NCAR), and Rong Zhang (NOAA/GFDL) from the US, and David
Smeed (NOCS), Penny Holliday (NOCS), and Rowan Sutton (University of Reading) from the UK. The
meeting brought together 120 international scientists to share research findings on four scientific
themes: i) characterizing the structure, variability, mechanisms, and oceanic response; ii) impacts
of AMOC on the atmosphere, cryosphere, and land; iii) AMOC state estimation, predictability,
and prediction; and iv) novel approaches to pan-Atlantic observations, modeling, analysis, and
synthesis. Presentations from the meeting are available online.
In conjunction with the 2015 international meeting, the US AMOC Executive Committee met
with UK RAPID Program Advisory Group to identify collaborations between the two programs.
They outlined a series of action items to be undertaken jointly, including: i) narrowing the list of
high-priority modeling experiments and motivate proposal submissions to funding agencies;
ii) engaging the EU-sponsored AtlantOS project for integrated observations for the Atlantic;
iii) opening the 2016 PaleoAMOC workshop to RAPID and international paleoceanography
communities; iv) linking UK RAPID with the US Ocean Carbon Biogeochemistry program on
coupled North Atlantic-Arctic interactions and their impacts on carbon and biogeochemistry; and
v) coordinating four to five synthesis papers as the US AMOC Science Team wraps up in 2019-2020
and following the UK RAPID program review in 2018.
The 2016 Ocean Sciences Meeting, held February 21-26 in New Orleans, included three plenary
and two poster sessions on AMOC: Past, Present, and Future, organized by by Mojib Latif
(GEOMAR), Monika Rhein (U. Bremen), Stuart Cunningham (SAMS), and Gokhan Danabasoglu
(NCAR). A total of 55 papers were presented, including 8 talks and 15 posters by Science Team
members and their collaborators.
Members of the Science Team helped organize a workshop “Connecting Paleo and Modern
Oceanographic Data to Understand AMOC over Decades to Centuries,” held May 23-25, 2016
in Boulder, Colorado, and co-sponsored by US CLIVAR, NSF Marine Geology and Geophysics
Program, and the international Past Global Changes (PAGES) Program. The workshop aimed
to identify promising, potentially synergistic research directions to improve the understanding
of AMOC and its influence on climate, with emphasis on multidecadal variability. The
multidisciplinary scientific organizing committee was chaired by Hali Kilbourne (U. Maryland) and
included Ian Hall (Cardiff U.), Patrick Heimbach (U. Texas), Delia Oppo (WHOI), Andreas Schmittner
(Oregon State U.), and Rong Zhang (NOAA GFDL). The workshop included approximately 60
participants, evenly divided between the modern AMOC the paleoceanographic communities.
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Considerable discussion at the workshop was focused on developing a common vocabulary and
sharing of understanding of the AMOC across timescales based on modern and proxy records,
theory, and modeling. A subset of paleoceanographic proxy records (e.g., from bivalves, corals,
estuary sediment records of sea level), limited spatially by their location, provide annual resolution
to enable the extension of observational time series for evaluating interdecadal variability. Coarser
time-resolution proxy records (e.g., deep sediments) can show larger centennial-scale variations
that help bound the shorter decadal signals over the past millennium. Rather than attempt
reconstructions of the AMOC, workshop participants recommended that proxy records target
other metrics (e.g., SST) that can be more readily reconstructed. A key recommendation emerged
for using models in combination with proxy and modern records to develop a reanalysis of
AMOC-related metrics for the last millennium. The workshop provided an initial cross-community
dialogue that the participants would like to continue, perhaps through a fifth US AMOC Task Team
(to be discussed by the US AMOC Executive Committee). The oral and poster presentation are
available online.
As one of its responsibilities, the Science Team produces reports that are intended to i) facilitate
the dissemination of recent research results; ii) help the agencies as well as the scientific
community identify gaps in our understanding and measurement of the AMOC; iii) identify and
document near- and long-term research priorities and goals; and iv) aid the coordination of
efforts across agencies. A further aim of the progress reports is to provide concise and timely
communication to international collaborators on the US AMOC efforts, including the identification
of evolving monitoring, modeling, and science issues.
The report herein is the eighth report submitted by the US AMOC Science Team. It describes the
progress made over the 18 months from January 2015 through June 2016 in the four major areas
of focus within the program, followed by updates on the near-term research priorities and specific
action items for the next year. Appendices provide the membership and charge for each of four
Task Teams, a list of current projects supported by sponsoring agencies, and brief individual
project reports.
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2

PROGRESS ON PROGRAM OBJECTIVES

2.1 Existing and approved observational programs
The AMOC observational network has expanded dramatically over the past few years with transbasin measurements being collected at multiple latitudes across the Atlantic Ocean. The expanded
network allows for the characterization of AMOC variability on multiple timescales (seasonal
to decadal) in both the North and South Atlantic Ocean. As a key component of improving our
understanding of AMOC water mass pathways, the networks observing water mass exchanges
between the Arctic and the Atlantic Ocean have also been enhanced. This growth in AMOCrelated observations moves the community closer to characterizing and understanding its basinwide variability, and the improved understanding of AMOC dynamics will lead to better climate
simulations and forecasts on seasonal to decadal timescales. The AMOC observational programs
with US funding are described from north to south in the following sections.

2.1.1 Subpolar North Atlantic and the connection with the Arctic
The following observational projects are providing insights on the hydrography and circulation in
Arctic and subarctic regions and how they relate to the AMOC in the subpolar North Atlantic:
• “The Arctic Observing Network: Sustained Observations at the Davis Strait Gateway” (Lee,
Gobat, Moritz, and Stafford) began monitoring the flow through a key Atlantic-Arctic
exchange pathway using a combination of moorings and gliders in September 2004. Current
support for the project is ending, and the instruments will be recovered in 2017. The project
is seeking to secure funding to continue these Arctic gateway measurements beyond 2017.
• “Pathways to the Denmark Strait Overflow: A Lagrangian Study in the Iceland Sea” (de Jong
and Bower) is a project to quantify the early pathways of the waters that will become the
cold deep limb of the AMOC by looking upstream of the overflow region in the Denmark
Straits. As part of this project, 52 floats (13 two-year floats, and 39 one-year floats) were
deployed upstream of the Denmark Strait sill. The first set of floats surfaced in June 2014,
and the remaining floats surfaced in June 2015. Preliminary float tracks resolve important
flow features within the Iceland Sea, such as cyclonic circulation within the interior basin,
and regions of high eddy activity on the eastern side of Kolbeinsey Ridge.
• “Upstream Sources of the Denmark Strait Overflow” (Harden and Pickart) is a project to
study the year-long transports and variability in the Denmark Straits overflow. This project
uses hydrographic and velocity data collected between September 2011 and August 2012
from a moored array 200 km upstream of the Denmark Straits sill.
• “The Norröna Section” (Rossby and Flagg) has collected eight years of year-round data on
the strength and structure of the Atlantic inflow into the Nordic Seas between Scotland, the
Faroes, and Iceland via Acoustic Doppler Current Profiler (ADCP) measurements on the ferry
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MF Norröna. Since 2013, the Norröna has been operating an automated XBT Instrument
System (AXIS), allowing the construction of thermal structure section data.
• “OSNAP: Overturning in the Subpolar North Atlantic Program” (Lozier, Bower, Johns, Pickart,
Straneo) is a US-led international project that provides a continuous record of the full water
column, trans-basin fluxes of heat, mass, and freshwater in the high-latitude subpolar North
Atlantic. OSNAP combines observations from current meter mooring arrays, RAFOS float
deployments, glider surveys, and repeat hydrographic sections. OSNAP consists of two
legs: one extending from southern Labrador to the southwestern tip of Greenland across
the mouth of the Labrador Sea (OSNAP West), and the second from the southeastern tip
of Greenland to Scotland (OSNAP East). In summer 2015, all moorings except those on the
eastern and western slopes of Greenland were recovered and redeployed during a series of
three cruises. Data from the full array will be recovered in summer 2016. Most of the RAFOS
floats will surface by 2017, and more float deployments are scheduled for 2016.
Shipboard ADCP data from the Norröna section, combined with data from three other sections,
were used to construct quantitative estimates of transports of North Atlantic water into the Nordic
Seas (Childers et al. 2015). The largest portion of the inflow into the Nordic Seas, approximately
6 Sv, entered through the central Iceland Basin. Moored observations of the complete volume
transport of Denmark Strait overflow water find total overflow values of approximately 3.5 Sv, with
weak seasonality and significant synoptic variability (Harden et al.,2016). Two distinct overflow
sources were documented, the East Greenland Current and the North Icelandic Jet. It is important
to quantify the time-mean and variability of freshwater export and deep water formation at highlatitudes, as this will strongly influence AMOC in the North Atlantic.

2.1.2 Subtropical North Atlantic
The following observational projects provide long-term measurements of the spatial and temporal
structure of AMOC volume transport, and in some cases heat and salt transport, in the subtropical
North Atlantic region:
• “Line W: A Sustained Measurement Program Sampling the North Atlantic DWBC and
Gulf Stream at 39°N” (Toole, McCartney, Curry, Joyce, and Smethie) completed a 10-year
observing program in 2014 studying interannual transport changes in the North Atlantic's
Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) and Gulf Stream at 39°N using data from a
sustained moored array and repeated occupation of a hydrographic section. Although a
proposal to extend Line W measurements was not funded, data analysis efforts are ongoing.
• “Western Boundary Time Series (WBTS)” (Baringer, Meinen, and Garzoli) has been
monitoring the warm, northward flowing, Florida Current and the cold, southward flowing,
DWBC nearly continuously since 1982 using a combination of submarine cable, a Pressureequipped Inverted Echo Sounders (PIES) mooring array, and hydrographic observations.
• “Measuring interannual variability of the AMOC and meridional ocean heat transport at
26.5°N: The RAPID-MOCHA Array” (Johns, Meinen, and Baringer) began in 2004 and has
completed 12 years of observations of meridional volume and heat transport through
its contributions to the joint UK-US trans-basin array. The joint array consists of over 20
moorings deployed along 26.5°N, and utilizes Florida Current cable observations. Funding
for the US component of the moored array will continue through at least 2020.
2016 US AMOC Science Team Report
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• “Comparison of Deepglider and RAPID-MOCHA Moored Array Observations” (Eriksen) is a
new project to develop and use long-range autonomous Deepgliders to help measure AMOC
on the western side of the RAPID-MOCHA section. Two Deepgliders deployed in mid-August
2015 completed 3-month long transits between Bermuda and the RAPID-MOCHA WB2
mooring.
• “The Oleander Project: Sustained observations of ocean currents in the Northwest Atlantic
between New York and Bermuda” (Donohue, Flagg, and Rossby).has collected weekly ADCP
and monthly TSG and XBT measurements since 1992 from container vessel CMV Oleander.
These measurements provide sustained measurements of ocean currents and temperature
between New Jersey and Bermuda, and sample across the shelf, slope, Gulf Stream, and
northwestern Sargasso Sea.
• “Meridional Overturning Variability Experiment (MOVE)” (Send and Lankhorst) began in 2000
and has collected 16 years of data on the lower branch of the AMOC at 16°N. The MOVE
array uses a system of moored instruments between the western boundary and the MidAtlantic Ridge.
• “Detecting Variability of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation with GRACE”
(Landerer, Bentel, Boening, and Zlotnicki) is a new project to determine the feasibility of
measuring AMOC variability with satellite gravimetry (GRACE) via ocean bottom pressure
variations. This project is focusing on reconstructions in the North Atlantic from 2003
through 2015. Once completed, this analysis will be extended to the South Atlantic.
Analysis of observations from three different dynamical regimes located along the Gulf Stream
path indicates that there is a lack of vertical coherence in the velocity and transport structure at
timesscales from weeks up to two years (Meinen and Luther 2016). At Line W, the dominant mode
of DWBC variability is associated with southward meanders of the Gulf Stream that force intense,
deep cyclonic circulations (Andres et al.,2016). Gulf Stream rings and topographic Rossby Waves
were also responsible for significant DWBC transport variability at Line W. These findings have
important implications for observing the spatial and temporal structure of key currents carrying
the warm upper (Gulf Stream) and cold lower (DWBC) limb of the AMOC. Frajka-Williams et al.
(2016) looked at the compensation between the various meridional flow components of the AMOC
at 26°N from ten years of observations. Near the western boundary most of the AMOC-related
interannual variability is associated with changes in isopycnal displacements, either within the top
1000 m or below 2000 m, which illustrates the importance of full-depth observations of the AMOC
flows.

2.1.3 South Atlantic
The following projects aim to observe changes in water mass properties and circulation in the
South Atlantic and how they contribute to AMOC:
• “Southwest Atlantic MOC project (SAM)” (Meinen, Garzoli, Perez, and Dong) measures both
the warm-upper and cold-deeper flows associated with AMOC near the western boundary at
34.5°S using a PIES mooring array and hydrographic sections. The array began in 2009 and
has now collected more than seven years of data. Additional deployments by international
partners in Brazil, France, and South Africa have led to the development of a fully transbasin array at 34.5°S – known as the South Atlantic MOC Basin-wide Array (“SAMBA”).
2016 US AMOC Science Team Report
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SAMBA has collected almost three years of overlapping measurements on both the eastern
and western boundaries beginning in September 2013. Data from the first year of SAMBA
measurements have been collected and are being analyzed, and the bulk of the array will be
turned around in 2016.
• “Meridional Variability of the South Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation” (Goni and
Dong) is a new project to examine the spatial and temporal variability of and heat transport
by AMOC,across multiple latitudes in the South Atlantic (20°S to 34.5°S) using a blend of in
situ and altimetric measurements. Estimates of AMOC volume and heat transport span the
altimetric record, 1993 to present.
• “Variability of the South Atlantic Subtropical Gyre” (Perez) aims to better quantify the
relationship between water mass and circulation changes within the South Atlantic
subtropical gyre and the AMOC in the South Atlantic using a combination of satellite and in
situ data, as well as synthesis products and numerical models.
The 20-year altimeter-Argo based AMOC and meridional heat transport (MHT) time series shows
that the relative importance of wind and buoyancy forcing on interannual AMOC and MHT vary
with both time and latitude (Dong et al. 2015). For example, they found that along 34.5°S the
geostrophic (buoyancy-driven) component of AMOC and MHT was most important during 19932006, and the Ekman (wind-driven) component was most important between 2006 and 2011.
These new estimates of the AMOC and MHT variations in the South Atlantic from moored arrays
and blended satellite-in situ products will be important for establishing links with AMOC variations
in the North Atlantic.

2.1.4 Relationship with other observing system and modeling programs
A key consideration when evaluating the effectiveness of the AMOC observing program is the
dependence of the programs on both international partners and on the backbone systems of the
Global Ocean Observing System. Many of the projects discussed above depend on international
partners, with the United Kingdom playing a critical role at 26°N; Canada, China, France, Germany,
the Netherlands, and the United Kingdom playing key roles in OSNAP near 58°N; and Argentina,
Brazil, France, and South Africa playing key roles at 34.5°S. Furthermore, additional projects by
international researchers are making (and will continue to make) important contributions, such as
the Tropical South Atlantic Array (TSAA) deployed by Germany at 11°S. Beyond direct participation
in the AMOC observing systems, the international community plays key roles in the Global Ocean
Observing System, parts of which are crucial to the success of the US AMOC observing system.
Examples include, but are not limited to, moored observations from the Ocean Observatories
Initiative (OOI) array, satellite observations (e.g., altimetry, gravimetry, radiometry), hydrographic
observations (e.g., repeat CTD and/or XBT sections, the Argo and developing Deep Argo float
system, underwater gliders and Deepgliders), and blended satellite-in situ products. The US AMOC
community is strongly supportive of the Global Ocean Observing System, as well as the crucial
contributions made by our international partners in the study of the AMOC.
Ocean general circulation models and coupled climate models will also continue to provide many
important insights into AMOC. Continued development of formal model-data synthesis techniques
will help provide a baseline for the use of the existing global observing system consisting of full
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suite of satellite data and in situ data to produce valuable ocean state estimates. Future advances
in AMOC observing will depend on improvements in numerical modeling and analysis, and
observations of the AMOC cannot be considered as independent of important advances in these
areas.

2.1.5 Data repositories
Over the past year, Task Team 1 created a webpage that lists available US and international AMOC
time series of transports and fluxes derived from instrument arrays. While the quality-controlled
raw data collected from the individual instruments is commonly submitted to data repositories,
there is no collection site for AMOC time series products. These products require substantial
post-processing that may differ depending on the instrument array configuration (e.g., types of
instruments, spatial and temporal coverage of the instruments). The AMOC time series webpage
(https://usclivar.org/amoc/amoc-time-series) provides a short overview of available moored time
series of interest to the AMOC community with links to either the time series itself or the project
website.
Quality-controlled observational data collected by US AMOC projects are made available for
community-wide access through the many project-maintained websites enumerated below (from
north to south). Note, this list includes hydrographic estimates, which are not presently linked to
the AMOC time series webpage.
US Cooperative Arctic Data and Information Service (CADIS):
http://www.aoncadis.org
Norröna:
http://po.msrc.sunysb.edu/Norrona/
OSNAP (Overturning in the Subpoloar North Atlantic Program):
http://www.o-snap.org/
Line W:
http://www.whoi.edu/science/PO/linew/index.htm
Oleander:
http://www.po.gso.uri.edu/rafos/research/ole/
North Atlantic XBT line, AX7:
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/soto/mht/ax7/index.php
Florida Current and WBTS (Western Boundary Time Series):
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/wbts/data.php
RAPID-MOCHA (Meridional Overturning Circulation and Heatflux Array):
http://www.rsmas.miami.edu/users/mocha/
RAPID-AMOC (MOC time series):
http://www.noc.soton.ac.uk/rapidmoc/
MOVE (Meridional Overturning Variability Experiment):
http://mooring.ucsd.edu/projects/move/move_intro.html
South Atlantic XBT line, AX18:
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/soto/mht/ax18/index.php
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SAM (Southwest Atlantic MOC):
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/research/moc/samoc/sam/
SAMOC/SAMBA (South Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation/SAMoc Basin-wide Array):
http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/SAMOC_international/

2.2 Evaluation of AMOC state, variability, and change
The US AMOC Program supports efforts to assess the current and historical state and variability
of the AMOC and, more broadly, the circulation of the Atlantic Ocean. This includes understanding
linkages between the circulation of the Atlantic Ocean and other aspects of the climate system.
Scientists supported by the US AMOC program draw on a variety of tools for these assessments,
including analysis of in situ and satellite observations, the use of a hierarchy of numerical
modeling platforms, and the use of ocean and atmospheric reanalysis products.
Many of the efforts integrate different techniques and approaches, including the combined use
of modeling experiments, simulations, and observations. Since one of the charges of Task Team
2 is to bridge the gap between modeling studies and observations, the focus of this group is
on developing deeper understanding and assessing variability during the observable historical
record. The projects covered here are:
• “Crossroads of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation: the Charlie-Gibbs Fracture
Zone (CGFZ)” (Bower and Spall)
• “The Atlantic Water Boundary Current in the Eastern Arctic: Composition, Transport,
Variability, and dynamics” (Pickart)
• “South Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation: Pathways and Modes of Variability”
(Perez, Garzoli, and Matano)
• “Transport in the Upper Branch of the South Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation”
(Schmid and Halliwell)
• “Diagnosing Overturning and Water Mass Transformation in the Labrador Sea from Argo
floats ” (Holte and Straneo)
• “State of the Climate: Quarterly Reports on the Meridional Heat Transport in the Atlantic
Ocean” (Baringer, Garzoli, and Goni)
• “Improved estimates of AMOC and Global Meridional Circulation Using Altimetry with In Situ
Tracers” (Rhines and Hakkinen)
• “Using Ocean Data Assimilation to Explore Arctic/Subarctic Climate Variability” (Carton,
Chepurin, Häkkinen, and Steele)
• “On the Evolution of the AMOC Fingerprint in the North Atlantic” (Zhang and Zhang)
• “Sources and Impacts of Variability of the Meridional Property Transport in the Atlantic
Ocean” (Kelly and Thompson)
• “Wave Processes Along 26°N in the Atlantic” (Szuts and Martini)

2.2.1 Toward understanding the circulation and transport associated with the AMOC during
the period of historical observation
While the zonally integrated circulation reflected in the AMOC is one important characteristic of
the system, this metric alone does not fully describe the complex, three-dimensional Lagrangian
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or Eulerian transport of volume and tracers in the Atlantic Ocean. The community of scientists
supported under Task Team 2 is working toward the development of a deeper, more refined
understanding and assessment of the system and its variability over the observable historical
record.
In terms of new, direct measurements of transport, two studies have reported results from the
current system connecting the high-latitude Atlantic with the Arctic. A short-term set of mooring
and hydrographic surveys across the Atlantic water boundary current in the Arctic has been used
to estimate 2.5 Sv of Atlantic water flowing through the current (Vage et al. 2016). Beaird et al.
(2016) have used Seagliders deployed near the Iceland Faroe Ridge to map the broad pathway of
warm surface waters of the Atlantic flowing poleward into the Arctic.
Within the Atlantic Ocean proper, transport reconstructions using sustained observational
platforms are emerging as an important method to monitor the circulation in an efficient and
sustained way. Holte and Straneo reported new results from hydrographic data suggesting that
the overturning in the Labrador Sea (at the AR7W line from Newfoundland to the Greenland) is
approximately 5 Sv annually, which sits at the mid-range of previous estimates, with the largest
circulation strength of 8 Sv in the spring and the lowest in the summer/fall (4.5 Sv). Majumder
et al. (2016) used a combination of Argo floats, satellite-based altimetry, and wind-stress from
atmospheric analysis to derive heat and volume transports across a few select lines in the South
Atlantic. Similar to estimates from the Northern Hemisphere, they find that the variability during
the 2000–2015 time period is dominated by the seasonal cycle. Carton et al. is leading efforts
to produce a new version of the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA v.3.4) ocean reanalysis
product. Interim integrations show reasonable agreement with RAPID-based 26°N estimates
of the AMOC and with Arctic sea ice extent from the National Sea Ice Data Center (NSIDC)—
suggesting that this reanalysis product can be used to examine multi-decadal climate variability at
high-latitudes.
Additional work has been done this year developing a more refined description and
understanding of flow in the South Atlantic. For example, collective analysis of observations,
models and reanalysis products reported in Palma and Matano (2016), Strub et al. (2015) and
Perez et al. (2015) suggest that the transport and SST variability in the South Atlantic is dominated
by basin-scale sea level changes. Furthermore, eddy-resolving simulations in the tropical and
subtropical South Atlantic being led by Matano et al. (2014) are beginning to shed light on the
coupling between the upper and deep circulations. Baringer et al. (2015), Dong et al. (2015), and
Goes et al. (2015) describe the ongoing development and refinement of methods that use XBT,
altimeter, and reanalysis products to estimate meridional heat transports at 35°S (quarterly
reports from these efforts are being published at the NOAA’s AOML website). Also at 35°S,
Kelly et al. (2016) concluded from an analysis of sea level variability associated with the Agulhas
Leakage that the recent AMOC slowdown reported at that latitude was driven by heat fluxes, not
freshwater fluxes.
Two high-resolution modeling studies have been performed this year that shed new light on the
Lagrangian path dynamics of deep flows. Xu et al. (2015) note that in their model the deepest
layers of the Denmark Strait Overflow Water (DSOW) spread widely across the Labrador Sea –
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following offshore pathways as they enter the subtropical gyre. Xu et al. (2016) argue that deepest
flowing branches of the circulation play a key role in closing the meridional heat budget in the
North Atlantic.
Finally, new PIs Szuts and Martini reported results from their analysis of wave motion from the
MOCHA/WBTS/RAPID mooring data at 26°N. They noted that the data do not support the common
hypothesis that the observed near-shore reduction of energy can be attributed to Rossby wave
reflection and dissipation.

2.2.2 Connections between the Atlantic Ocean circulation other relevant climate variables
A combination of modeling and observational approaches have also been used to more broadly
investigate the connections between Atlantic Ocean circulation and other aspects of the climate
system. This year, Hakkinen et al. (2016) have extended their work examining warming trends to
consider the global ocean. They find that trends in the last 50 years are dominated by isopycnal
sinking and that the warming is concentrated in the subtropical mode water, subtropical
evaporation sites, and subpolar/subtropical boundaries. Zhang et al. (2016) showed that sea level
variability in the North Atlantic stems from a diverse set of processes, driven by local heating
and momentum forcing and also Rossby wave propagation. Kelly and Thompson also reported
evidence that the ocean can impact the atmosphere in the Atlantic through the wintertime release
of heat at the subpolar/subtropical gyre boundary. Finally, Zhang and Zhang (2015) propose a new
mechanistic understanding of North Atlantic dynamics that may help explain the predictability
of upper ocean heat content in the North Atlantic: latitudinal changes in the southward AMOC
propagation speed drive ocean heat convergence/divergence in the subpolar/subtropical gyres.

2.3 Assessment of AMOC variability, mechanisms, and predictability
Task Team 3 investigators continue to study the dynamics of the AMOC, its variability, and its
predictability. Several projects wrapped up in the 2015-2016 period, while a series of exciting new
projects are spinning up.

2.3.1 Understanding the AMOC mean state
• “Pulling the Meridional Overturning Circulation from the South” (Cessi and Wolfe)
• “Subpolar-Subtropical Connectivity of the North Atlantic Circulation” (Xu and Chassignet)
• “Evaluation and Diagnosis of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation 3D Structure in
Climate Models” (Xu, Chassignet, Baringer, and Dong)
Several projects investigate the dynamics of the AMOC mean state. Cessi and Wolfe address
AMOC dynamics from a global perspective. In a noteworthy study, Wolfe and Cessi (2015) show
that even a quasi-adiabatic model of the AMOC can exhibit multiple equilibria, with an adiabatic
strong overturning state and a diffusely driven reverse state. This shows that the quasi-adiabatic
and diffusive paradigms of the overturning circulation may exhibit similar phenomena, but for
different reasons. Furthermore, Jones and Cessi (2016) explore the classic problem of why there
is preferred sinking in the Atlantic, rather than the Pacific. Their analysis points to the smaller
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width of the Atlantic and a consequently stronger salt advection into the subpolar basin as key
controlling factors. In a recently funded project, Xu and collaborators aim to understand the wide
spread in AMOC states among the CMIP ensemble of climate models, in the context of their water
mass structures and associated large-scale heat and freshwater transports (Xu et al. 2016).
On the other end of the spectrum, several studies focus on regional aspects of mean AMOC
dynamics. Xu and Chassignet explore the dynamics of the three-dimensional circulation in the
transition region in the western Newfoundland Basin and document the role played by this
relatively small region in the large-scale North Atlantic circulation. They show how potential
vorticity conservation provides a strong control on the spreading of the DSOW (Xu et al.,2015).
Yeager (2015) presents a detailed vorticity budget analysis of various forced ocean simulations,
which shows that the mean vorticity balances of the large-scale gyre and overturning circulations
are very different to the north and south of about 40°N. The latitudinal dependence of the
dominant climatological vorticity terms helps to explain how and where abyssal flow interaction
with bathymetry leads to coupling of the large-scale gyre and overturning circulations on
interannual to decadal timescales.

2.3.2 Understanding the AMOC sensitivity to freshwater forcing
• “Effects of the Bering Strait Closure on AMOC and Global Climate Under Different
Background Climates” (Hu)
• “High-Resolution Model Development to Quantify the Impact of Icebergs on the Stability of
the AMOC” (Condron and Bradley)
• “Modeling Effects of Ice Sheet Changes on AMOC Variability” (Schmittner, Hu, and Mernild)
• “High-Latitude Application and Testing of Global and Regional Climate Models (HiLAT): Arctic
Freshwater and AMOC Impacts” (Weijer)
• “Mechanisms of Freshwater Exchange Across the East Greenland Shelf” (Spall and Haine)
• “Forced Transients in Water Mass Transformation and the Meridional Overturning” (Spall)
Freshwater forcing of the subpolar North Atlantic as a control on the strength of the AMOC is the
topic of several projects. Hu et al. (2015) show how the AMOC and associated northward heat
transport is affected by the open connection between the Pacific and North Atlantic through
the Bering Strait. They argue that the Bering Strait throughflow enhances upper ocean water
exchange between the Arctic and North Atlantic, leading to freshening of the subpolar North
Atlantic and a weakening of the AMOC. Condron and Bradley examine the impact of accelerated
Greenland Ice Sheet (GIS) mass loss on the strength of the AMOC in an eddy-permitting model, by
explicitly representing icebergs. In a recent experiment, they find that AMOC weakens by about
17% (2 Sv) when subject to the upper-estimate of Greenland freshwater discharge projected for
2100. Schmittner and colleagues have organized an international model inter-comparison project
(AMOCMIP) in order to assess the AMOC response to global warming and GIS meltwater discharge
in several different climate models. They find that for the RCP8.5 scenario the AMOC continues
to weaken for three centuries, while the AMOC recovers or stabilizes for RCP4.5 (Bakker et al.,
2016). Interestingly, GIS melting leads to a significant additional AMOC reduction in some models
but not in others. They have also studied the ocean response to modeled Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS)
freshwater discharge, which displays significant multi-centennial variability over the Holocene.
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They propose a positive feedback, whereby AIS melting from subsurface ocean warming results
in meltwater fluxes, which stabilizes the water column in the Southern Ocean, amplifying the
subsurface warming. Arctic freshwater impacts on the AMOC are also one of the targets of DOE’s
new HiLAT project, which aims to explore the regional and global consequences of cryospheric
changes in the polar regions.
Spall and colleagues continue to study exchanges between boundary currents and basin interiors
using conceptual models. Spall and Haine, for instance, study the controls on the entrainment
of freshwater from the east Greenland shelf into the interior of the subpolar North Atlantic and
Nordic Seas. Spall and Thomas (2016) show how only the combination of both Ekman transport
and baroclinic instability results in significant diapycnal mixing of the fresh and salty waters. In
another project, Spall and colleagues have developed a simple dynamical systems model of a
convective basin to probe the frequency dependence of water mass transformation in response
to temporally varying thermal and freshwater forcing. Their model exhibits transitions from onedimensional behavior for high-frequency forcing to three-dimensional, quasi-steady behavior
for low-frequency forcing, with the transition frequency a function of boundary current stability,
strength of atmospheric forcing, and eddy flushing timescale (Yasuda and Spall 2015; Spall 2015).
They have also recently investigated how variations in wind forcing of the Beaufort Gyre of the
Arctic Ocean cause episodic releases of freshwater into the boundary current system that could
impact deep convection in the subpolar North Atlantic and Nordic Seas (Manucharyan et al. 2015,
2016).

2.3.3 Understanding AMOC and related North Atlantic heat content variability
• “Identifying Mechanisms of AMOC Variability in ECCO State Estimates and CMIP5 Models”
(Buckley, Heimbach, and Ponte)
• “Understanding Changes in the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) During
the 20th Century Using IPCC AR5 Model Ensembles” (Chang, Yeager, and Danabasoglu)
• “Low Frequency Intrinsic Variability in the Eddying Ocean” (Dewar, Wienders, and Deremble)
• “Variability, stochastic dynamics, and compensating model errors of the Atlantic Meridional
Ocean Circulation in coupled IPCC models” (Penland, MacMartin, and Tzipermann)
• “Subpolar North Atlantic air-sea fluxes, mid-latitude cyclones and their effect on AMOC”
(Romanou, Lozier, Bauer, Romanski and Hall)
• “The Interannual Variability of the Brazil Current” (Goes, Liu, Dong, and Lee)
• “The Role of Ocean Dynamical Feedback and Air-Sea Interaction in the Climate Response to
Global Warming” (Liu and Xie)
A significant effort of Task Team 3 PIs is devoted to understanding the variability of the AMOC,
the timescales and mechanisms associated with diverse intrinsic and external drivers, and the
processes that link AMOC change with North Atlantic Ocean heat content change. Buckley and
Marshall (2016) present a comprehensive review of existing literature on AMOC variability. They
identify the western margin of the subtropical-subpolar gyre boundary, termed the transition
zone, as a critical region for understanding decadal AMOC variability.
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Several studies aim to distinguish between different sources of variability. Penland and colleagues
explore the interplay of deterministic and stochastic processes in AMOC simulations in two
GCMs. They find that approximately 20% of the stochastic forcing of AMOC in CCSM4 is due
primarily to the surface heat flux. They conclude that surface stochastic forcing works primarily
on sub-monthly timescales, and that an important role for subsurface stochastic forcing is
possible. Heimbach contributed to a study of the forced variability of the AMOC using the adjoint
sensitivity approach (Pillar et al. 2016). The project finds that AMOC is most sensitive to wind
stress on short timescales but to buoyancy forcing on decadal timescales. A new project by
Dewar and collaborators aims to systematically address the sources of variability in the North
Atlantic, distinguishing between forced and intrinsic variability and between local and non-locally
generated variability.
The project by Chang and colleagues addresses the discrepancies in the simulated decadalto-multidecadal AMOC variability between fully coupled simulations of the 20th century and
historically forced ocean-sea-ice simulations. Kim et al. (2016a) conclude that the differences in
the simulated low-frequency variability of AMOC are related to differences in Labrador Sea deep
convection variability, which in turn are linked to differences in large-scale atmospheric conditions,
not synoptic variability, in the high-latitude North Atlantic. A case study of the resumption of
Labrador Sea deep convection in the winter of 2007-2008 (Kim et al. 2016b) also highlights the
dominant role of large-scale, persistent atmospheric conditions conducive to northwesterly winds
over the Labrador Sea in driving deep water formation there. Romanou and colleagues, in a newly
funded project, will explore the linkage between synoptic variability associated with regional
storms in the subpolar North Atlantic, water mass formation processes, and the AMOC.
Goes and colleagues are working on the only project focused on sources of variability of the
AMOC in the South Atlantic. They assign a role to remote forcing through the Interdecadal Pacific
Oscillation (IPO; Lopez et al. 2016).
The project by Liu and Xie addresses AMOC states and variability in a changing climate, by
studying AMOC under different climate states, in particular during the LGM and under future
scenarios. Zhu et al. (2015) show how the AMOC response to sudden doubling of CO2 depends on
the background state, with the AMOC under LGM conditions being amplified, while the modern
AMOC is weakened. Similarly, Liu et al. (2015) explore the stability of the AMOC during the last
deglaciation, suggesting that the deglacial AMOC may have been in the mono-stable regime.
Finally, Cheng et al. (2016) examine how AMOC variability changes in a changing climate. They find
that multi-decadal variability weakens significantly between pre-industrial and future warming
scenarios, a conclusion also reached by MacMartin et al. (2016). This is in contrast to simple box
models that predict a weaker mean circulation to be closer to a stability bifurcation point and
therefore accompanied by amplified variability.
Zhang et al. (2016) show that time-varying ocean heat transport convergence is the primary driver
of the Atlantic Multidecadal Variability (AMV) of SST in coupled climate model simulations with
active ocean components, in stark contrast to simulations that use slab ocean models that exclude
ocean dynamics. The analysis is meant to counter recent claims that AMV may simply reflect the
integration of stochastic atmospheric forcing by a passive ocean, i.e., Clement et al. (2015).
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2.3.4 AMOC predictability
• “Collaborative Research EaSM2: Mechanisms, Predictability, Prediction, and Regional and
Societal Impacts of Decadal Climate Variability” (Danabasoglu, Anderson, Branstator,
Lindsay, Tribbia, Frankignoul, Kwon, and Zhang)
• “A Collaborative Multi-Model Study: Understanding AMOC Variability Mechanisms and Their
Impacts on Decadal Prediction” (Danabasoglu, Yeager, Karspeck, Tribbia, Delworth, Msadek,
Rosati, Kwon, and Frankignoul)
Two broad, collaborative projects led by Danabasoglu and colleagues are aimed at developing a
deeper mechanistic understanding of decadal AMOC and related ocean heat content variability in
order to advance climate prediction on decadal timescales. The multi-model analysis of the 2nd
Coordinated Ocean-ice Response Experiment (CORE-II) simulations by Danabasoglu et al. (2016)
lends support to the idea that the AMOC strengthened between the mid-1970s and the 1990s,
with subsequent weakening in more recent years. The overall agreement of the low-frequency
AMOC behavior in twenty different ocean—sea ice models suggests that this variability is largely
imposed by the atmospheric boundary conditions. This and other studies have provided a
reasonable understanding of the variability mechanisms in the CORE-II-forced hindcasts, which
serve as initial conditions and validation datasets for coupled decadal prediction (DP) experiments.
This, in turn, greatly enhances our understanding of the DP results. In particular, recent analyses
suggest that any DP skill at multi-year lead times derives from successful prediction of buoyancydriven ocean variability, with very limited skill in predicting wind-driven ocean variability. The
North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO) is a primary driver of this thermohaline circulation, and recent
work by Delworth and Zeng (2016) elucidates how the ocean and climate system respond
to NAO forcing at distinct time scales. They find that the amplitude of the AMOC response is
approximately constant, but broader climate impacts are enhanced as the timescale of the forcing
is increased.
In another recent study, Yeager et al. (2015) demonstrate the potential for decadal-scale
prediction of Arctic winter sea ice extent, and forecast a slowdown in the rate of Atlantic sea
ice loss. The analysis presents a strong case that the NCAR CESM DP system can skillfully
predict decadal rates of Atlantic sea ice loss and describes how variations in the strength of the
thermohaline circulation, related to low-frequency changes in NAO forcing, are underpinning the
sea ice prediction skill.

2.4 Climate sensitivity to AMOC: Climate and ecosystem impacts
The AMOC transports heat, salt, nutrients, carbon, oxygen, and other physical and biogeochemical
tracers. Therefore AMOC variations affect both physical and biogeochemical systems. Task Team
4’s objectives are the assessment of impacts of AMOC changes on these systems with emphases
on four themes: (i) atmospheric circulation patterns, phenomena, and the hydrological cycle, (ii)
the cryosphere, (iii) sea level, (iv) carbon and other biogeochemical cycles, and marine ecosystems.
The following ten US AMOC projects have performed relevant research.
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• “Influence of the Equatorial Atlantic Cold Tongue and Angola Current on Atlantic Basin
Climate Variability” (Vizy and Cook) uses observations and models to investigate the role of
ocean/atmosphere interactions in forcing regional and remote Atlantic climate variability.
• “Decadal Variability of Interacting Climate Subsystems in the Northern Hemisphere”
(Kravtsov and Tsonis) examines modes of climate variability in the Northern Hemisphere in
climate models and observations.
• “Collaborative Research: Submarine Melting and Freshwater Export in Greenland’s Glacial
Fjords: The Role of Subglacial Discharge, Fjord Topography and Shelf Properties” (Cenedese,
Straneo, and Heimbach) investigates ocean-ice sheet interactions in Greenland’s fjords.
• “Understanding mechanisms of projected 21st century ocean warming around Greenland”
(Little and Yin) uses model simulations to study physical mechanisms that determine
warming of the ocean close to ice sheets.
• “Impact of Atlantic low-frequency variability on summer Arctic sea ice extent” (Zhang)
investigates the impact of Atlantic low-requency variability on summer Arctic sea ice extent.
• “Signature of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation in the North Atlantic Dynamic
Sea Level” (Yin, Griffies, Zhang) studies how the AMOC affects dynamic sea level in the North
Atlantic and along the east coast of North America.
• “The Panularis Hydrographic Stations: Year 60-65” (Bates and Johnson) provided
continuation of hydrographic measurements of physical and biogeochemical variables at
Hydrostation “S” in the Sargasso Sea.
• “Collaborative Research EaSM2: Mechanisms, Predictability, Prediction, and Regional
and Societal Impacts of Decadal Climate Variability” (Danabasoglu, Anderson, Branstator,
Lindsay, Tribba, Frankignoul, Kwon, and Zhang) aims to produce a decadal prediction system
including predictive capabilities for marine ecosystems and biogeochemical constituents.
• “Transport Pathways in the North Atlantic: Searching for Throughput” (Rypina and Pratt)
clarifies transport pathways in the North Atlantic, with implications for physical, chemical or
biological tracers.
• “Impact of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation on the decadal variability of the
Gulf Stream path and regional chlorophyll and nutrient concentrations” (Zhang) investigates
the AMOC’s impact on decadal variability in the Gulf Stream path and cholorphyll and
nutrient concentrations in the Gulf Stream region.

2.4.1 Impacts on atmospheric circulation patterns, its hydrological cycle and phenomena
Vizy and Cook (2016) have documented multidecadal trends from 1982-2013 in South Atlantic
SSTs and related those trends to changes in atmospheric circulation, sea level pressure, and
atmospheric and oceanic heat fluxes. Their results indicate that South Atlantic regional climate
variability is influenced by the interactions between the continental thermal low and the South
Atlantic anticyclone.
Cook and Vizy (2015) find that the Congo Basin Walker Circulation (CBWC), an equatorial zonal
overturning circulation with rising motion over the equatorial Congo Basin and subsidence over
the equatorial eastern Atlantic, only occurs when the Atlantic cold tongue has formed, but that
variations in the equatorial eastern Atlantic SSTs do not impact interannual variability in the CBWC
strength. The CBWC is associated with vertical velocity and rainfall over West Africa, suggesting
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a teleconnection with West Africa such that an anomalously strong CBWC upward branch is
associated with enhanced precipitation over the Guinean Coast and southern Sahel, and vice
versa.
Kravtsov and Tsonis investigated intrinsic multidecadal variability in observations and CMIP5
models focusing on the AMV and the NAO indices. They find that both indices exhibit pronounced
multidecadal variability in observations, which is underestimated by the CMIP5 models, especially
for the NAO variability. The observed intrinsic variability for these and other indices exhibits a
distinctive lagged-correlation structure missing from the CMIP5 simulations. These discrepancies
suggest that a contribution of multidecadal intrinsic climate variability to the observed climate
change is distorted in the CMIP5 simulations; hence, our ability to attribute and predict
climate change using the current generation of climate models may be limited. The model–
data differences may reflect uncertainties in modeling the indirect aerosol effect on climate,
with models possibly underestimating the multidecadal component of the true forced climate
response, or uncertainties in modeling the dynamical feedbacks hypothesized to be responsible
for the hemispheric propagation of the AMO-type multidecadal signal (Kravtsov et al. 2014), in
which case the model–data differences would reflect the lack of multidecadal intrinsic dynamics in
climate models.

2.4.2 Impacts on the cryosphere
Cenedese, Straneo, and Heimbach investigated ice-sheet ocean interactions with a focus on
the GIS. Laboratory experiments examined the influence of a fjord’s sill on melting and fjord
circulation when a subglacial discharge is present (Cenedese and Gatto 2016a, 2016b). The
subglacial discharge generated a buoyant plume, which ascended vertically along the ice face,
entraining both ambient waters and submarine melt waters forming glacially modified waters.
This glacially modified water filled up the region between the ice block and the sill. Submarine
melting decreased with increasing sill height in the lower warmer and saltier layer and increased
when the sill penetrated the top cold and fresher layer.
Jackson and Straneo (2016) have developed a theoretical framework and applied it to two years
of moored data to derive the first comprehensive estimates of heat, freshwater, and volume
transports through Sermilik Fjord. The estimated freshwater export is highly seasonal, peaking in
early fall, and thus lagging the surface melt input by almost two months. This delay is attributed to
the storage of freshwater inside the fjord before it is released to the large-scale ocean. Estimated
transports are the results of shelf-forced and buoyancy forced flows. Iceberg melt within the
fjords is likely a major contributor to the liquid freshwater export, such that it has to be included in
parameterizations of melting.
Wilson and Straneo (2015) have developed a simpler balance model for the overturning associated
with large volumes of submarine melt under a floating ice tongue and used it to quantify the
overturning/exchange that must occur under the 79 North Glacier, Greenland’s largest floating ice
tongue. This work shows that the overturning required to support the diagnosed melting under
these large ice tongues would flush the cavity in timescales that are shorter than a year. The
implication, in turn, is that the oceanic variability will be rapidly communicated to the ice cavity.
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Little and Yin have estimated freshwater fluxes (FWF) from surface melting of the Greenland
ice sheet. Climate model projections currently do not include effects of Greenland ice sheet
melting. By 2090 in the RCP 8.5 simulations, the resulting FWF are approximately 1000±300
km3yr-1, comparable to FWF anomalies over the northern North Atlantic Ocean, and equivalent
to approximately 12 cm of global mean sea level rise (Little et al. 2016). Simulations have been
performed with a comprehensive climate model (GFDL ESM2Mb) with and without meltwater
fluxes from Greenland, in collaboration with the AMOCMIP project from Task Team 3 (Beadling
2016). The PIs have also applied new sampling techniques to assess Antarctic subsurface warming
from climate model projections. This will also be applied to Greenland ocean warming in the
future in order to enable estimates of subsurface melting of the ice sheet.
Zhang et al. (2015), analyzing internal (unforced) variability in a long control climate model
simulation, suggest that AMOC related Atlantic heat transport into the Arctic is an important
control on multidecadal to centennial variations of summer Arctic sea ice. The authors also
suggest that if the AMOC were to weaken in the near future due to internal variability this would
reduce or even pause the decline in Arctic summer sea ice. This suggestion is supported by Yeager
et al. (2015), who demonstrate the potential for decadal-scale prediction of Arctic winter sea ice
extent due to variations in the strength of the thermohaline circulation. These authors forecast a
slowdown in the rate of sea ice loss for the coming years.

2.4.3 Impacts on sea level
Yin, Griffies, and Zhang examined climate model simulations of the 21st century with and without
Greenland ice sheet melt (Beadling 2016). The results show that Greenland ice sheet melting can
cause a further, but small decrease in the AMOC, a cooling south of Greenland, and an additional
sea level rise along the Greenland coast and the northeast coast of North America. Goddard et
al. (2015) investigated the influence of the AMOC on basin mean dynamic sea level during the
2009-2010 AMOC weakening event and its long-term trend. Cross-equatorial heat, salt, and mass
transport can alter mean dynamic sea level through the steric effect and mass redistribution.

2.4.4 Impacts on biogeochemical cycles and marine ecosystems
Danabasoglu and collaborators develop a decadal prediction (DP) system, including capabilities for
marine ecosystem and biogeochemical quantities. Preliminary analysis of net primary productivity
(NPP) shows promising skill in predicting anomalous NPP in the Northeast Pacific sector between
one to two years in advance. They find substantially lower skill in predicting NPP in the subpolar
North Atlantic at multi-year lead times than there is in predicting upper-ocean heat content or SST,
but there is nevertheless a suggestion that decadal-scale regime shifts in productivity may in fact
be predictable.
Three projects have investigated the impacts of Gulf Stream variations on the marine ecosystem
and biogeochemical cycles. Davis et al. (2016) show that including the Gulf Stream latitude as
a predictor improves prediction skills of silver hake center of biomass compared to an autoregressive model prediction solely based on the observed silver hake time series. Sanchez-Franks
and Zhang (2015) show that decadal AMOC variability drives changes in the Gulf Stream path and
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regional biogeochemical cycling such as nutrient and chlorophyll concentrations in Earth system
models. This suggests that large-scale ocean circulation, such as the AMOC, is teleconnected with
regional decadal physical and biogeochemical variations near the North American East Coast.
Such linkages may be useful for predicting future physical and biogeochemical variations in this
region. Rypina et al. (2016) conducted a modeling study that indicates that Gulf Stream path and
overshoot events affect interannual variations in the dispersal of American eel larvae from the
open Sargasso Sea to the coastal nursery habitats.
Bates and Johnson continue monitoring physical and biogeochemical variables in the central
subtropical North Atlantic at Hydrostation S. Sixty-two years of hydrographic data contribute to
understanding of upper and deep ocean physics and circulation as well as biological processes
and new production. During the recent pentad of observations (2010–2015), upper-ocean
warming has continued to increase. The mean temperature for the upper ocean (0–500 m)
has increased by ~1°C since the early 1970s, with the current pentad the warmest on record
(Johnson et al. 2016). While substantial interannual variability was observed in the upper ocean at
Hydrostation S, significant long-term trends in the temperature and salinity of the upper ocean at
this site are clearly evident with temperature and salinity of surface waters increasing at rates of
+0.17°C per decade and +0.02 per decade, respectively.
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3

RESEARCH PRIORITIES

T

he near-term research priorities, articulated below, are based on the discussions that occurred
during previous US AMOC Science Team meetings, now updated based on discussions during
recent Task Team teleconferences. Longer-term priorities crafted after the September 2014
meeting are largely unchanged. An update on progress towards accomplishing priorities and
action items are also included below.

3.1. Observing system implementation and evaluation
Observation of the AMOC is a cornerstone for improving the understanding of this complex flow
system. Ideally, with no funding constraints, the goal here would be to observe full-depth, basinwide AMOC volume, heat, and fresh-water transports throughout the Atlantic Ocean basin at the
highest possible temporal resolution (e.g., daily) from the southern limit at 34.5°S to the northern
limits where Atlantic-Arctic exchanges occur. These observations would need to have sufficient
spatial resolution to aid in understanding the observed AMOC variations (e.g., zonal resolution
that would distinguish the details of boundary and interior flows). Finally, all needed assimilation
and interpretation tools (reanalysis products, numerical models, etc.) would be developed to
aid in the understanding and interpretation of the observations collected. This section describes
progress toward these broad goals.

3.1.1 Near-term priorities
• Improving understanding of the meridional coherence (and/or lack thereof) of the AMOC
and the mechanisms that control AMOC changes continues to be a high near-term priority.
The development of dynamically consistent model-data synthesis methods to combine the
heterogeneous observational pieces will also play an important role in achieving this priority.
• Seeking new potential funding mechanisms to sustain key elements of the US AMOC
observational networks is a new near-term priority.
• Expansion of the existing observing system to better capture the deep ocean and to better
quantify the role of deep temperature and salinity signals in contributing to AMOC variability
continues to be a priority. Enhancements such as Deep Argo, Deepgliders, and enhanced
moored observations should be evaluated in the context of a full-depth observing system.
• Ensuring that AMOC estimates (and the key underlying measurements collected as part of
the AMOC estimates) are being made available in widely recognized locations such as the
World Ocean Database, OceanSITES, the National Center for Environmental Information
(NCEI), etc.
• Improving communication between different US AMOC observing system groups,
particularly between more established observing system groups and newer groups
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becoming involved at the national and international levels, continues to be a recommended
activity.
• Ensuring that error estimates are produced and provided alongside AMOC estimates (and
the constituent components). These error estimates should be made available on applicable
timescales (days, weeks, months, and years) to provide the necessary precision information
for analyses, inter-array comparisons, and numerical model studies.
Improving understanding of the meridional coherence of AMOC and the mechanisms that control
AMOC changes continues to be one of the key areas of research. With the deployment of the new
OSNAP array near 58°N in 2014, the continued success of the RAPID/MOCHA/WBTS array at 26°N,
and the enhancements to the SAMBA array at 34.5°S, more detailed latitudinal comparisons will
be possible going forward. In particular, comparisons between the subtropical North and South
Atlantic are now possible, and comparisons with the high-latitude North Atlantic will be possible
within a year. Crucial observations of key components of AMOC are being collected at other
latitudes as well (e.g., Norröna, Oleander, and Denmark Strait sections, MOVE array, SAM array,
TSAA at 11°S). New satellite and blended satellite-in situ measurements are beginning to provide a
whole-basin view of AMOC and MHT throughout the Atlantic.
Some of the US AMOC and Atlantic-Arctic exchange observational networks (e.g., Line W and
Davis Strait) have been unable to secure funding for further deployments, and other programs
are presently funded only through the next one to four years. Even some of the more established
systems (e.g., components of the 26°N AMOC array) are only funded for a few more years.
As such, seeking potential funding mechanisms to sustain key elements of the US AMOC
observational networks is an important new near-term priority.
Expansion of the existing observing system to better capture the deep ocean and to better
quantify the role of deep temperature and salinity signals contributing to AMOC variability
continues to be a priority. The existing Global Ocean Observing System primarily captures only
the upper 2000 m of the ocean, aside from a few specific locations, and as such does not measure
the entire deep lower limb of the AMOC. Similarly, the quantification of the storage of heat in the
deep ocean, an important contribution in Earth’s heat budget, is presently hindered by the dearth
of deep ocean observations. New instruments and/or new applications of existing technologies,
such as Deep Argo, Deepgliders, and enhanced moored observations in the deep ocean, are being
evaluated to address this shortcoming, and this work should continue to aid in developing a more
comprehensive (and cost-effective) deep ocean observing system.
AMOC estimates (and their key underlying component estimates) by their nature are complex
and generally involve multiple groups and/or many different types of measurement systems.
In order to gain the most benefits from these observations, it is crucial that the observational
data are being made available to the widest possible spectrum of the science community by
continuing to make these observations available at widely recognized locations, such as the World
Ocean Database, OceanSITES, the NCEI, and other such locations. Furthermore, improvements to
communications between different AMOC observing system groups are also sought, particularly
between more established observing system groups and newer groups becoming involved at the
national and international levels.
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Observations of any kind, including AMOC estimates and their constituent components, are really
only valuable when combined with some sense of the accuracy of the estimate. Research into
AMOC has now progressed to the point where carefully derived error estimates that are already
being produced should be provided along with the observations. As a best practice, these error
estimates should be produced for the variety of timescales where AMOC data are analyzed, i.e., at
timescales of days, weeks, months, and years. These error estimates are crucial for providing the
needed precision information when the observations are used for inter-array comparisons and
for numerical model studies (where observations are used for validation and/or where data are
assimilated). Model-data AMOC comparisons could also be facilitated through the availability of
standardized AMOC model output (e.g., AMOC and MHT as standard output variables from CMIP6
simulations).

3.1.2 Long-term priorities
One of the goals of US AMOC is to extend current and new AMOC time series beyond the near
future to have long enough records to resolve interannual to decadal AMOC variability. These
long-term measurements will also be needed to establish links between the AMOC in the subpolar
and subtropical North Atlantic and the South Atlantic, as the advective timescales between these
regions can range from years to decades.
• Finding and/or developing new sustainable technologies and methods for studying the
AMOC and its key components will be necessary moving forward in order to address the
overall observing goals for AMOC in a world of finite resources.
• Development of plans to observe and study the shallow and deep pathways of the AMOC
through the basin at locations connecting the existing few trans-basin arrays will be
important in the long-term. This may involve future Lagrangian studies in the South Atlantic
and/or tropical Atlantic regions similar to the ongoing work in the high-latitude North
Atlantic, or it may involve the development of new technologies and/or techniques.
• Rigorous testing of data assimilation schemes is needed in order to better understand how
the systems are using the data collected, and better communication is needed between the
US AMOC community and the data assimilation community.
Observations of the AMOC and Atlantic-Arctic exchanges are relatively expensive, at least on
an in situ ocean science scale, and developing innovative and less-costly ways to make these
observations is always a long-term goal. Advances in recent years on deeper-reaching Argo floats,
Deepgliders, and on autonomous data shuttling systems for deep ocean moored instruments
are being made, but the wide-scale implementation of these technologies is likely some years
in the future. Nevertheless, this is a critical area for ongoing research, as maintaining US AMOC
observing programs for the needed multiple decades will require cost savings over the long term.
Many members of the US and international AMOC community are engaging in the European
Union efforts to optimize and better integrate the Atlantic Ocean Observing Systems (AtlantOS),
and the US AMOC program should continue to coordinate with the AtlantOS community.
With the implementation of the US AMOC and international observational networks at multiple
latitudes in the North and South Atlantic Ocean and monitoring of Atlantic-Arctic exchanges,
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some long-term focus needs to be put onto understanding the AMOC pathways between
these locations. It is yet to be determined what methods might be used for these studies (e.g.,
Lagrangian floats, tracers, etc.), but it will be an important area of research in the future.
At present, only a subset of the data collected by the AMOC observing systems, consisting of
predominantly temperature and salinity observations, is assimilated into models – and the value
of this is, at times, limited because the observational community and the assimilation community
are not always well connected. This is a challenge, particularly as there are many concerns about
how the different assimilation systems are using the AMOC observations. Better interaction
between the observational AMOC and assimilation community is recommended to better assess
the impact of AMOC observations on a diverse set of assimilation systems. Similarly, the difference
in AMOC definitions between the modeling and observational community, for example the
maximum model stream function versus a transport observation at one latitude, complicates
comparisons. Standard output of model AMOC estimates at locations of the trans-basin arrays
within projects like CMIP6 would ease and invite more comparative studies.

3.1.3 Action items
Several specific action items were agreed upon at the September 2014 US AMOC meeting in
Seattle in order to address the aforementioned near-term and long-term goals. After each item,
the actions taken in the intervening time period are listed. Action items that are still ongoing, as
well as new action items, are listed after the completed action items.
• Ensure that AMOC estimates, and the key underlying measurements collected as part of the
AMOC estimates, are being made available in widely recognized locations (e.g., national and
international data centers).
ཌྷཌྷ In the past year, Task Team 1 created a webpage that lists available US and
international AMOC time series of transports and fluxes derived from instrument
arrays. The issue was also discussed at the 2016 OceanSITES meeting in Southampton.
• Ensure that alongside AMOC estimates (and the constituent components) that are made
publicly available, error estimates that are applicable at time scales of days, weeks, months,
and years are also provided.
ཌྷཌྷ The AMOC time series webpage provides documentation on which AMOC estimates
also have error estimates associated with them and whether they are presently
available for download.
• Encourage small working groups to address specific issues (e.g., understanding the opposite
AMOC trends observed by the MOVE and RAPID/MOCHA/WBTS arrays).
ཌྷཌྷ Analyses are being conducted by members of these two research groups to understand
the physical reasons for the opposite AMOC trends.
• Encourage involving researchers from all AMOC arrays (e.g., 58°N, 26°N, 16°N, 11°S,
34.5°S) when planning workshops and special sessions during national and international
conferences.
ཌྷཌྷ Researchers from the various US and international AMOC arrays participated in the
UK RAPID-US AMOC International Science Team meeting in 2015 and the 2016 Ocean
Sciences Meeting sessions, and were invited to the one-day SAMOC VI workshop in 2016.
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• Seek the involvement of international partners who have not generally been involved in US
AMOC meetings (e.g., the German TSAA group at 11°S).
ཌྷཌྷ A researcher from the TSAA group participated in the two meetings mentioned above.
• Encourage/seek the participation of additional researchers from the assimilation
community, by inviting speakers from the assimilation community to the 2017 US AMOC
meeting and perhaps conducting a breakout session on this topic.
• Seek new technologies and/or methods that can be used to sustain the AMOC observational
programs and reduce the costs.
• Engage in regular discussions with members of US AMOC Science Team that are involved in
components of the AtlantOS effort.
• Seek potential funding mechanisms to sustain key elements of the US AMOC and AtlanticArctic exchange observational networks, and provide input to the newly formed National
Academy of Sciences committee to study “Sustaining Ocean Observations to Understand
Future Changes in Earth's Climate.”

3.2 Evaluation of AMOC state, variability, and change
The charge of Task Team 2 is to develop a holistic characterization of the present and historical
circulation of the Atlantic Ocean and related climate variables. Essential to this task is the analysis
of existing observations as well as the joint interpretation of observational data and numerical
model simulations. Thus, this Task Team has natural synergies with Task Team 1 (observing
system implementation and evaluation) and Task Team 3 (AMOC mechanisms and predictability).

3.2.1 Near-term priorities
• Use new and existing observations in combination with modeling experiments to refine
our understanding of the present and historical circulation (and related transports of heat
and freshwater) in the North and South Atlantic. An emerging priority is to provide a more
detailed characterization of AMOC flow pathways and their impact on variability.
• Continue development and investigation of AMOC “fingerprints.” Modeling and
observational studies that seek to refine our current understanding of the connection of
AMOC to large-scale, historically well- observed properties of the climate system should be
encouraged.
• Investigate connections between surface forcing (e.g., freshwater, heat, and momentum
fluxes, NAO-related forcing) and historical AMOC variability.
• Develop a more comprehensive understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of existing
global ocean reanalysis products and hindcasts.
Realizing that enhanced collaboration with the paleo-oceanographic community is needed to
further AMOC research, the US AMOC program co-convened with paleo programs a workshop
in Boulder, CO in May 2016. A primary motivation for the meeting is that the more direct
observational records of the AMOC are too short to address multi-decadal to millennial scale
variability. Likewise, results from data-assimilating numerical simulations also address variability
on these timescales. Increasing connectivity with both of these communities (paleo and data
assimilation) were action items from the previous report, and have been addressed to the extent
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that they have been removed from the list of present action items. However, this is done with the
understanding that ongoing collaborations are needed, and hopefully will continue, as part of the
synthesis efforts by the scientists involved.
The community continues to combine different observational data streams with models to answer
questions about both transport pathways and their variability. However, questions about the
meridional coherence of the AMOC continue to be unresolved. Further efforts, especially synthesis
efforts that cut across individual projects and data sources, are needed to build consensus. Using
a combination of data sources (including the networks of XBTs, Argo floats, satellite SST and SSH,
current meters, moored and profiling CTD, passive tracers, and the coordinated observational
programs such as the RAPID/MOCHA, SAMBA/SAMOC, OSNAP, and DynAMITE) and eddy and
non-eddy permitting numerical models, research should focus on the accurate and complete
characterization of the circulation, the transports, and the underlying mechanisms that control
the variability. This needs to include examination of the pathways of abyssal flows, control of
topography, and connections to the basin-wide circulation and associated variability. The picture
of the AMOC as a simple circulation cell is challenged, and refinements of this concept are needed
to align separate observational and simulation results.
Development of metrics that can be used to characterize properties of the circulation continues
to be an ongoing effort. The goal is to bring together observations and numerical models. Metrics
should be proposed for inclusion in relevant coordinated model intercomparison projects.
Coordination of this effort may be beyond the scope of the individually funded projects, and might
require additional programmatic funding.
Uncovering the relationship between AMOC and the transport of oceanic tracers is also valuable
for deepening our understanding of AMOC ‘fingerprints.’ Fingerprints are generally large-scale,
historically well-observed properties of the climate and/or ecosystem that have characteristic
signatures associated with AMOC fluctuations. The identification of fingerprints can be important
for making inference about the historical behavior of AMOC prior to the existence of extensive
subsurface observational networks. Earlier reports emphasized the development of links between
AMOC and paleoclimate proxies as an avenue for considering millennial-scale AMOC variability.
Global ocean models that assimilate in situ hydrography and/or satellite observations are
potentially powerful tools for estimating the state of AMOC and diagnosing the drivers of AMOC
change. Unlike transports estimated from temporally and regionally confined observational
networks, ocean synthesis products can provide transport information globally and at a variety
of timescales. Numerous ocean synthesis products, using a variety of assimilation methods
and procedures, are available. However, it has been demonstrated that there is no consensus
among these products on the evolution of the AMOC over the last 50 years. A near-term priority
is to develop a more comprehensive understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of existing
global ocean reanalysis products as well as historical hindcasts of forward models as tools for
investigating the circulation and transports in the Atlantic.
As the US AMOC program comes to a close, there will be an ever-increasing pressure to synthesize
its individual components to reach program-wide conclusions. Over the next reporting period,
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individual projects should increase their efforts to connect with each other and to mutually
compare their results.

3.2.2 Long-term priorities
• Synthesize modeling and observational evidence to build scientific consensus on the
variability and change of the AMOC over the last 50 years.
• Efforts within the data assimilation community should focus on reaching an accurate
consensus (consistent with other lines of observational evidence) on the evolution of the
AMOC over the last 50 years.
• Observational studies should focus on mechanisms and pathways that identify and explain
coherent and incoherent signals between different study sites, thereby reaching consensus
on which signals represent the large-scale AMOC versus more localized circulation patterns.
An ambitious long-term priority is to focus on reaching an accurate consensus among nextgeneration reanalysis products on the variability of the AMOC over the last 50 years and the
mechanisms that contributed to the AMOC evolution. This, or equivalent syntheses between
multiple observing systems and numerical model studies, remain the overarching goal of the Task
Team.

3.2.3 Action items
Based on progress in the last few years, members of Task Team 2 should work towards defining
a set of metrics that can be used to characterize properties of the circulation that are relevant to
mechanistic studies and predictability. This will require coordination with members from Task
Teams 1 and 3. Metrics should be proposed for inclusion in relevant coordinated model intercomparison projects.
Individual AMOC projects should actively connect with each other, and try to identify which
circulation features or signals are coherent across datasets and which are not.

3.3 AMOC mechanisms and predictability
Using multiple lines of corroborating evidence, Task Team 3 seeks to identify the key physical
processes at work in the maintenance and modulation of the AMOC in the past, present, and
future in order to advance our ability to predict AMOC-related climate change. This overarching
objective is based on the hypothesis that there are robust and potentially predictable driving
mechanisms at work in nature on a variety of timescales, ranging from intra-seasonal to millennial,
that can be anticipated from well-formulated theory, studied in isolation using appropriate
idealized models, and identified as important in realistic GCMs of ever-increasing complexity.
Success is to be measured by the identification of mechanisms of AMOC variability that are well
understood across the spectrum of available tools and which facilitate the interpretation of past,
and the reliable anticipation of future, climate change related to AMOC.
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3.3.1 Near-term priorities
• Investigate how surface exchanges of buoyancy and momentum between the ocean and the
atmosphere/cryosphere drive the AMOC circulation across a broad range of timescales from
monthly to millennial (i.e., quasi steady-state).
• Clarify the apparent disagreement between models of different complexity regarding: i) the
role of Southern Ocean winds and ii) the role of Nordic Seas overflows in maintaining and
modulating the AMOC.
• Quantify the magnitude, location, and physical mechanisms associated with interior
diapycnal mixing in the ocean, which contribute to the diabatic AMOC, and evaluate the
realism of current ocean GCMs in this regard.
• Investigate the role of freshwater forcing and South Atlantic freshwater transports in
determining the variability and stability of AMOC.
• Expand the use of eddy-resolving models, particularly in regional/process studies designed
to: i) test the robustness of AMOC variability mechanisms identified in coarser GCMs or
idealized models; ii) address the origins of persistent model bias in the North Atlantic region
(e.g., Gulf Stream separation and the North Atlantic Current path); and iii) assess the role of
ocean turbulence in AMOC variability.
• Quantify the predictability properties of AMOC in idealized and comprehensive models and
identify mechanisms that affect these properties.
• Explore the mechanisms associated with AMOC variability on centennial-to-millennial
timescales, and evaluate the realism of GCMs on these timescales relative to available paleo
proxy data, perhaps using proxy-enabled coupled climate models.
Much of the Task Team 3 work of the past year (see section 2) projects onto the list of near-term
priorities from the 2014 US AMOC Science Team Report, which reflected input gathered from
the Science Team meeting and telecons. The priority list was quite comprehensive and continues
to be relevant. Given the complexity of AMOC variability and predictability, the pressing science
questions are not easily and quickly resolved despite the substantial progress that is being made.
One change from the earlier report is the inclusion of focused paleoceanographic studies as a
near-term rather than a long-term priority. The Paleo-AMOC workshop in Boulder in May 2016 has
recently given impetus to collaborative efforts between the modern and paleo communities by
helping to identify methods and metrics that could make paleo data more accessible and relevant
to Task Team 3. We should prioritize research efforts that push these emerging collaborations
forward.
A telecon in the fall of 2015 resulted in the creation of a focus group interested in extended
discussion of the role of freshwater forcing and salinity feedbacks on AMOC variability and
stability, which is the focus of several Task Team 3 projects. A monthly webinar series on this topic
was inaugurated in March of 2016 and is ongoing. This has proven to be an effective venue for
Task Team 3 discussions on priority science questions, particularly when US AMOC Science Team
meetings occur less frequently.
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3.3.2 Long-term priorities
Task Team 3 long-term priorities emphasize outstanding science questions and strategic goals,
which will require more time and more complex and resource-intensive models to fully explore
and realize, as well as the ongoing but incomplete synthesis efforts which attempt to build
consensus knowledge about AMOC variability from the many disparate results coming out of Task
Team 3. These long-term priorities are:
• Translate the knowledge developed about AMOC variability and predictability mechanisms
into reliable decadal climate forecasts.
• Incorporate mesoscale eddy-resolving ocean models more fully into the toolkit used for
AMOC mechanisms/prediction work, including long coupled GCM simulations, in order to
address questions about the role of turbulence in controlling AMOC.
• Synthesize results from theoretical, idealized models, and complex GCM investigations into
a common conceptual framework regarding key AMOC variability mechanisms and identify
the resulting predictability of the AMOC.
Several Task Team 3 achievements since the last report can be viewed as incremental steps
towards these long-term goals. For example, the work by Xu et al. (2015, 2016) uses 1/12° eddyresolving Atlantic simulations to better understand AMOC-related mechanisms of water mass
propagation and transformation. The review article by Buckley and Marshall (2016) represents an
important synthesis effort, and the sea ice prediction paper by Yeager et al. (2015) demonstrates
how the combination of advanced modeling with mechanistic understanding is beginning to yield
societally relevant predictions.

3.3.3 Action items
The specific actions to be encouraged over the next year include:
• Engage the paleo community to develop joint studies and undertake data sharing in order to
promote understanding of AMOC variability on the long timescales (centennial to millennial),
paying particular attention to the near-term opportunities identified during the 2016 PaleoAMOC workshop.
• Evaluate the feasibility of coordinating an eddy-resolving version of the Ocean Model
Intercomparison Project (OMIP) component of CMIP6, as a step towards addressing the
robustness of AMOC variability mechanisms to ocean model resolution.
• Encourage participation in Task Team 3 webinar series in order to disseminate results and
foster collaborative discussion of priority science questions.

3.4. AMOC impacts
Impacts of AMOC variability and change on climate, atmospheric circulation, sea and land ice, sea
level, marine and terrestrial ecosystems, and biogeochemical cycles affect not only natural but
also human systems and society. They have motivated the US AMOC program from the beginning.
However, progress on understanding AMOC impacts within the US AMOC program, particularly
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those with respect to biogeochemical cycles and ecosystems, has been slower and more difficult
than that for the other task teams, partly because biogeochemical and ecological communities
are not part of the US AMOC science team, which focuses primarily on physics. Nevertheless,
significant progress has been made recently on understanding AMOC impacts including aspects
of biogeochemistry and ecosystems as outlined in chapter 2 and in presentations at the 2015 joint
UK RAPID/US AMOC meeting in Bristol and at the 2016 Paleo-AMOC meeting in Boulder.
Presentations at the 2015 meeting in Bristol included impacts on the atmospheric circulation
in the North Atlantic, air-sea interaction in the Gulf Stream and North Atlantic Current regions,
global high-resolution model simulations of an AMOC shutdown scenario, atmospheric conditions
associated with the 2010 AMOC event and similar AMOC minima, and impacts on Arctic sea ice
and on ENSO. At the 2016 Paleo-AMOC meeting relevant presentations included effects of AMOC
changes on climate, global carbon cycling, and North Atlantic fish stocks, links between Gulf
Stream variability and hydroclimate in the Western Hemisphere, AMOC effects on deep ocean
oxygen, impacts on sea level along the East Coast of North America, and AMOC impacts on ocean
biogeochemical cycles in model simulations. Discussions in the plenary and in a breakout group
during the Paleo-AMOC meeting resulted in a long list of potentially important and societally
relevant impacts. Direct and indirect impacts were separated and paleo proxies were identified
for each impact. Direct impacts include quantities that are controlled by transport changes such
as density, nutrients, carbon and oxygen, and sea level. Indirect impacts include sea ice and
land ice, hydroclimate, terrestrial carbon cycle and ecosystems, fire, land use, ocean ecosystems
including fisheries and biodiversity, sea level pressure, atmospheric circulation modes, and basin
teleconnections (PDO, ENSO, AMV). Recommendations were to focus on decadal to centennial
variability, examine specific Holocene events (such as at 8.2, 4.2 and 2.7 ka, the Little Ice Age
and Medieval Climate Anomaly) through data assimilation of proxies and observations. Also
recommended were efforts to create archives of proxy records that overlap with observations and
to work on depth transect reconstructions, include uncertainty in spatial networks of proxy data,
increase the number and spatial coverage of sediment traps, test AMOC impacts using models,
and to use models to identify sensitive locations for proxy reconstructions. These discussions may
be useful to reassess priorities in the future. For now, however, near-term priorities remain the
same as they were in the previous report.

3.4.1 Near-term priorities
• Identify the mechanisms by which AMOC variability, imprinted on SST and/or the
cryosphere, affects local and remote atmospheric patterns and phenomena.
• Assess AMOC impacts on the cryosphere, particularly Arctic sea ice and the Greenland Ice
Sheet.
• Assess AMOC impacts on global and regional sea level.
• Improve understanding of how AMOC variability affects ocean-atmosphere exchanges of
carbon, biogeochemical cycles, and marine ecosystems.
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Climate, atmospheric circulation, the hydrological cycle, and phenomena
Advances to understanding how the atmosphere responds to AMOC-generated SST changes,
highlighted in previous US AMOC reports, have established that AMOC variability exerts important
influences on the North Atlantic climate, including the climate of neighboring continental regions.
These have come in the general context of atmospheric baroclinicity and its controls on remote
hydroclimate characteristics (e.g., tropical and extratropical storm activity, droughts and flood
events). The topics of highest priority identified by Task Team 4 members in the previous report
include the following (subsequent progress is noted below each point).
• Changes in the rate of warming (e.g., the observed “hiatus” in the warming trend of the
global mean surface temperature)
ཌྷཌྷ Meehl et al. (2011) suggests that AMOC variability can contribute to the hiatus periods
in global mean surface temperature in coupled climate models. More studies are
needed to test the robustness of the role of AMOC and Atlantic Ocean heat uptake in
“hiatus” periods in climate models, as well as in the observed record, such as the one in
the middle of the 20th century and the one at the beginning of the 21st century.
• AMOC impacts on tropical cyclone activity (via upper ocean heat content and vertical shear)
ཌྷཌྷ Kim et al.’s (2015) analysis indicates that more hurricanes make landfall around New
York during negative phases of the PDV and if SSTs in the North Atlantic show a pattern
of warm anomalies around 35°N and cold anomalies poleward and equatorward. This
pattern is associated with reduced vertical wind shear in the subtropical Atlantic, which
is conductive to hurricane formation. For more information we refer to the project
report of Danabasoglu and collaborators, which can be found in the appendix.
• Impacts on position of the ITCZ and tropical precipitation patterns
ཌྷཌྷ Both paleo records from past abrupt climate change events and results from climate
modeling simulations (water hosing experiments) suggest that AMOC variations
can lead to significant meridional shifts of the ITCZ and summer monsoon rainfall
anomalies in tropical regions. Recent high resolution modeling study robust southward
ITCZ shifts in response to the AMOC collapse, consistent with previous coarse
resolution modeling studies (Jackson et al. 2015, RAPID/US AMOC joint meeting). Ice
core records document rapid changes in atmospheric CO2 and methane associated
with hypothesized AMOC events during the last deglaciation, which may be caused by
ITCZ shifts and associated impacts on terrestrial systems (Marcott et al. 2014). Paleo
records from Little Ice Age (LIA) and climate simulation of the last millennium indicate
the Gulf Stream transport is linked to precipitation patterns in Americas and Africa on
century timescales (Thirumalai et al. 2016, Paleo-AMOC workshop).
Impacts on the cryosphere
AMOC variability is expected to influence the GIS – directly through changes in ocean heat
transport, and indirectly through changes in atmospheric forcing and storm tracks. Rates of
melting and fresh water runoff are very likely, in turn, to affect the AMOC, particularly in the
regions of deep mixing, where the upper limb feeds the lower limb. In other words, ocean – ice
sheet interactions are potentially important. Task Team 4 concentrates on AMOC impacts on the
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ice, while effects of meltwater fluxes on the AMOC are a focus of Task Team 3. Progress since the
previous report has been made in better understanding ocean interactions with the Greenland ice
sheet. Wilson and Straneo’s (2015) finding of rapid flushing of the cavity below Greenland’s largest
floating ice tongue, which implies rapid communication of oceanic heat fluxes to the ice, may have
important implications for future melting of the Greenland ice sheet. Further exploration of how
ocean warming may affect the Greenland ice sheet through subsurface melting are very important
in order to develop quantitative estimates of future ice melt. This remains an urgent and high
priority topic.
Low frequency AMOC variability also exerts an influence on Arctic sea ice through modulation of
ocean heat transport into the Arctic. In the Barents Sea, winter sea ice extent (SIE) has exhibited
declining trends that are significantly anti-correlated with the increasing trend of the Atlantic
inflows from 1979 to 2013. Utilizing both model simulations and observations, additional studies
that explore linkages between Arctic sea ice and AMOC variability are clearly needed. These
specific questions regarding Arctic sea ice as it relates to AMOC were identified as high priority
topics:
• How will changes in the AMOC influence Arctic sea ice regionally and as a whole?
ཌྷཌྷ At multi-decadal to centennial frequencies AMOC related heat transport across the
Arctic Circle has been shown as an important control on summer Arctic sea ice in
climate model simulations (Zhang et al. 2015).
• What mechanisms are seasonally important (e.g., winter vs. summer)
ཌྷཌྷ Zhang et al. (2015) suggest impacts on summer sea ice.
• What is the fate of heat transport through Fram Strait and in the Barents Sea? And what are
the processes that control this in models?
ཌྷཌྷ AMOC effects on heat transport through these pathways was addressed in Zhang et al.
(2015).
• What paleo proxies can be used to reconstruct the linkage between Arctic sea ice and
AMOC/AMO in the past?
ཌྷཌྷ This is a new question, which was discussed at the Paleo AMOC meeting. Existing sea
ice proxies could be used to address this question.
The following new questions were proposed:
• What is the role of AMOC changes on the vertical oceanic temperature structure near
Greenland?
• What are the timescales and processes governing the coupling of heat transport to, and
freshwater transport from, the Greenland ice sheet?
ཌྷཌྷ Freshwater fluxes from the Greenland ice sheet were examined in Dukhovskoy et
al. (2015), who find limited effects on the observed freshening during the past two
decades and, although the freshwater accumulates in the subpolar North Atlantic in
different models, the degree and mechanisms at play are model dependent.
• Do AMOC changes affect the Antarctic ice sheet?
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Impacts on sea level
The AMOC influences global mean sea level rise (SLR) in two principal ways: 1) changing the ocean
density, primarily due to its role in ocean heat uptake, and 2) melting of the GIS. The AMOC also
has an impact on regional sea level in the North Atlantic, particularly along the northeastern sector
of the US. On interannual timescales, observations and models indicate AMOC is a leading factor
in temporal and spatial variability of the coastal SLR, especially from Cape Hatteras to Cape Cod
(Goddard et al.,2015). Ocean dynamics related to the AMOC can result in multidecadal variability
and long-term trends of sea level along the East Coast of the US. There is some evidence for its
role in 20th century regional SLR acceleration, and 21st century climate model projections show a
robust greater-than-global-mean regional sea level rise associated with an AMOC slowdown. Longterm sea level data from high-quality tide gauges stations along the North American East Coast
should be exploited to further establish linkages between past sea level variability and changes
of the AMOC. Model simulations should be used to understand mechanisms and drivers of the
spread in 21st century projections and the ability of coarse resolution models to capture coastal
sea level changes.
Research questions of high priority as they pertain to AMOC:
• What are the dominant processes controlling variability in the rates of regional sea level rise
(both thermosteric and mass input)?
• Why is regional SLR along the US East Coast greater than the global average?
Impacts on ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles
Ocean physics and biology play a pivotal role in the global carbon cycle via several key processes.
The solubility pump, driven by uptake of carbon dioxide (CO2) at the ocean surface and subduction
of inorganic carbon-rich water at high-latitudes and the biological carbon pump, driven by the
production, sinking and subsequent remineralization of organic material back to CO2, together
transport in excess of 100 Pg C yr-1 into the oceans interior (Volk and Hoffort 1985). The global
ocean has absorbed approximately 25% of the CO2 emitted to the atmosphere by anthropogenic
processes, principally fossil fuel combustion (Khatiwala et al. 2013) much of it in the North Atlantic
Ocean. There are complex feedbacks between the solubility and biological carbon pumps and
uptake and storage of anthropogenic carbon in the global ocean (e.g., Tanhua et al. 2013) and
understanding contemporary oceanic carbon uptake, storage, and transport is key to predicting
the future evolution of atmospheric CO2 levels, climate impacts, and the gradual acidification of
the global ocean (e.g., Bates et al. 2014). The AMOC is a key driver of biogeochemical dynamics
and for the strength and variability of the North Atlantic Ocean biological carbon pump and airsea CO2 fluxes. Important mechanisms influencing the transport and storage of anthropogenic
CO2 in the basin thus relate to the balance and variability of northward and southward transport
of heat and carbon, and strength and variability of the biological carbon pump in the subpolar
and subtropical gyres. Decadal AMOC variability drives changes in the Gulf Stream path and
regional biogeochemical cycling such as nutrient and chlorophyll concentrations in Earth system
models, suggesting that large-scale ocean circulation, such as the AMOC, is teleconnected with
regional decadal biogeochemical variations near the North American East Coast (Sanchez-Franks
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and Zhang 2015). Such linkages may be useful for predicting future biogeochemical variations in
this region. Including the Gulf Stream path as a predictor improves prediction skills of silver hake
center of biomass compared to an auto-regressive model prediction solely based on the observed
silver hake time series (Davis et al. 2016).
Specific questions related to this theme:
• How can the paleo record be utilized to better understand the impact of AMOC on ocean
carbon uptake and the terrestrial carbon cycle?
ཌྷཌྷ The Paleo AMOC workshop has identified specific proxies that are used for carbon and
oxygen cycle reconstructions, such as measurements of boron-calcium ratios, boron
isotopes, uranium-calcium ratios, and carbon isotopes in sediments. Ice core data of
atmospheric trace gases such as carbon and methane as well as isotopes (e.g. δ13C of
CO2) provide useful information on global carbon cycle changes. Together with model
simulations these data can provide constraints on past changes in the carbon and
oxygen cycles.
• What processes are controlling carbon draw down into the deep ocean and variability in that
system?
ཌྷཌྷ The biological pump involves processing of organic carbon in the food web, sinking,
aggregation and disaggregation of particles and remineralization. Programs such
as GEOTRACES are investigating these complex processes in detail. Uptake of
anthropogenic carbon will likely be affected by AMOC changes but quantification
remains lacking. Over multi-centennial timescales the biological pump may be altered.
• What physical parameters (i.e., upper ocean stratification, mixed layer depth, nutrient input)
are needed by the ocean carbon/biogeochemistry community to improve understanding of
these?
• Does satellite productivity correlate with AMOC variability?
ཌྷཌྷ This issue still waits to being addressed. We suggest that it may be a low hanging fruit.
An additional question that came up during the Paleo AMOC meeting is:
• How does multi-decadal to multi-centennial AMOC variability in models affect
biogeochemistry?
• This could also be a low hanging fruit since model simulations probably already exist that
would simply have to be analyzed.

3.4.2 Long-term priorities
The long-term goal of Task Team 4 is to understand how AMOC variability affects other
components of the Earth system – its climate, hydrologic cycle, atmospheric circulation, coupled
phenomena (e.g., ENSO, monsoons), cryosphere, sea level, marine and terrestrial ecosystems,
biogeochemical cycles, and carbon budgets – both locally and remotely.
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3.4.3 Action items
The specific actions to be encouraged over the next year include:
• Continue to connect with the existing US CLIVAR working groups, such as the Arctic Midlatitude Linkages Working Group, to assess the degree to which AMOC variability is causally
linked to observed and projected shifts in changes to sea ice and other impacts. Consider
proposing a collaborative effort such as a joint workshop.
• Promote studies within the Arctic observational and modeling communities investigating
how AMOC variability will affect Arctic sea ice in the near future by encouraging
collaborations from non-EU scientists for Horizon 2020 projects and supporting the
continued collaboration with the GRISO Science Network.
• Coordinate Task Team members to identify topics that assess the linkages between AMOC
and the changes observed in the coastal regions.
• Connect with the Ocean Carbon Biogeochemistry program to proactively assess the high
priorities of the carbon and biogeochemical research communities.
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Summary of Long-Term Priorities

Task Team 1

Task Team 3

Find and/or develop new technologies
and methods for studying the AMOC and
its key components to address the overall
observing goals for AMOC in a world of
finite resources.

Explore the mechanisms associated with
AMOC variability on centennial-to-millennial
timescales, and evaluate the realism of GCMs
on these timescales relative to available paleo
proxy data.

Develop plans to observe and study the
shallow and deep pathways of the AMOC
through the basin at locations away from
the places of the few trans-basin arrays.

Translate the knowledge developed about
AMOC variability and predictability mechanisms
into reliable decadal climate forecasts.

Test data assimilation schemes to better
understand how the systems are using the
data collected, and improve communication
between the US AMOC community and the
data assimilation community.

Task Team 2
Synthesize modeling and observational
evidence, including data assimilation, to
build scientific consensus on the variability
and change of the AMOC over the last 50
years.
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Incorporate mesoscale eddy-resolving ocean
models more fully into the toolkit used for
AMOC mechanisms/prediction work, including
long coupled GCM simulations.
Synthesize results from theoretical, idealized
models, and complex GCM investigations into a
common conceptual framework regarding key
AMOC variability mechanisms and identify the
resulting predictability of the AMOC.

Task Team 4
Understand how AMOC variability affects
other components of the Earth system –
its climate, hydrologic cycle, atmospheric
circulation, coupled phenomena (e.g., ENSO,
monsoons), cryosphere, sea level, marine
and terrestrial ecosystems, biogeochemical
cycles, and carbon budgets – both locally and
remotely.
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4

RELATED ACTIVITIES TO SUSTAIN

T

his section is complementary to the US AMOC program research priorities discussed above.
It is very similar in content to the previous annual reports, detailing activities to achieve both
near-term priorities and long-term goals.

4.1 Large-scale observations
The US AMOC observational research projects, coupled with other existing large-scale sustained
observing systems (e.g., Argo, satellite measurements, repeated CTD and XBT ship sections,
surface drifters, etc.) are critical for improving understanding of the AMOC and the large-scale
climate system, as are synthesis efforts to combine the data streams into a coherent dynamical
framework for models studies. The general requirements for sustained large-scale observations
and synthesis were described in detail in the 2010 US AMOC Science Team report and are not
repeated here for brevity. They have remained, and will remain for the foreseeable future, the
same. Recent research continues to demonstrate the urgent need to maintain global-scale
continuous observing systems in order to understand climate variability on decadal and longer
timescales, including the AMOC observing projects. These programs are based on the detailed
requirements for the sustained ocean observing system that were established at the OceanObs’09
Conference. The responsibility for the design and implementation of these observing systems
lies with NASA, NOAA, and NSF and the many national and international partner agencies around
the world, and will require resources above and beyond those that can be explicitly provided by
the US AMOC program to be successful. As such, it is imperative that all available US resources
continue to maintaining the observing systems, while at the same time working to enhance and
improve our international relationships in order to best utilize the capabilities of the many nations
of the world.

4.2 Proxy records and analysis
Decades of paleo research have shown a clear link between cold harsh epochs and reduced
AMOC on orbital to centennial time scales. An assessment of whether this relationship exists on
interdecadal time scales continues to be of central importance to the US AMOC program goals.
Unfortunately, participation from the paleo community in the US AMOC program has waned in
recent years. It is, thus, crucial for the US AMOC Science Team to reach out to members of the
paleo-climate community to encourage their continued participation in various AMOC projects
and Science Team meetings.
Regarding fingerprints of AMOC variability on multi-decadal and centennial scales, following
activities should be considered:
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• Spatial coverage and temporal resolution of paleo-climate data need to be expanded
and improved. There are probably fewer than a dozen deep ocean records in the North
Atlantic that are suitable to resolve changes on decades to centuries. This is in contrast with
hundreds to thousands of sites on land around the North Atlantic basin. To resolve decadal
changes requires sampling at the centimeter scale (very expensive) and dating very closely.
• Sufficient, well-resolved sites are needed to determine if the observed paleo changes reflect
truly low frequency variability on multi-decadal and centennial scales.
• Multiproxy studies are needed. No single paleo proxy measurement is sufficient to recreate
ocean circulation changes. Combinations of measurements on the same samples are
required for robustness.
• Analyses of AMOC state and variability should explore the relationship between potential
paleo proxies and AMOC state using both paleo observations and climate model
simulations.
• High-resolution sea level proxies during the Holocene provide a unique opportunity to link
the instrumental record with the paleoclimate record if we understand how sea level signals
are related to the AMOC. Further development of such records as well as their interpretation
should continue to be supported.

4.3 Modeling capabilities
The development of a predictive understanding of the AMOC depends heavily on the use
of numerical models. In conjunction with observations, models are used to increase our
understanding of the mechanisms governing AMOC variability and predictability, as well as
the global and regional scale climate impacts of AMOC. Models can also provide important
information to guide the design of AMOC observational networks. Further, models are at the heart
of any AMOC prediction system.
A wide variety of models continue to be in use today. They range from very simple conceptual
models of the AMOC (e.g., statistical models, simple process oriented models) to complex,
three-dimensional, high-resolution coupled models. Maintaining such a hierarchy of models is
vital to increasing our understanding of the AMOC. Model resolution and computer speed are
key limitations, but improving our fundamental understanding of ocean processes and how to
represent them in models are key aspects for improving our ability to simulate the AMOC. Some
of these important processes include the influence of topography on oceanic flows, overflows,
the representation of oceanic convection and mixing (e.g., mesoscale, submesoscale, vertical),
and the representation of small-scale shelf processes and their interactions with the open ocean.
Improvements in our representation of these processes, and incorporation of them into stateof-the-science climate models, are crucial. There is also a need for eddy-resolving resolution
in the ocean models to properly simulate many processes important to AMOC. The general
requirements for sustained modeling-related capabilities were listed and described in detail in
all the previous US AMOC annual reports, starting with the very first report published in October
2008. As in observational activities to maintain, the modeling activities will remain the same for
the foreseeable future. Therefore, only an abbreviated list is provided below for brevity, and
further details can be found in the previous annual reports:
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• Support for designing and performing coordinated experiments to investigate robustness of
proposed AMOC variability mechanisms and to test the AMOC response to specific forcings
(e.g., NAO, AMV, Southern Ocean winds).
• Support for designing and performing coordinated decadal prediction experiments on
AMOC-related climate events.
• Sustained support for both the high-end coupled modeling activities at the large US national
laboratories, including NCAR and GFDL, and high-end computers. Enhanced computational
power supports use of high resolution coupled models, particularly with eddy-permitting
and/or eddy-resolving ocean components.
• Continued support for process-based and idealized modeling studies within the academic
research community, particularly at universities.
• Continued support to improve model parameterizations and to incorporate new ones to
represent missing physics. These activities should parallel the efforts to increase model
resolution and to understand processes better.
• Sustained infrastructure that makes climate model output easily available over the web.
• Support for the infrastructure to analyze large climate model outputs.
• Sustained support to improve ocean data assimilation systems used to estimate the AMOC
state in the past few decades. There remain substantial differences in the estimated
variability of AMOC state derived from the current generations of assimilation products,
especially on decadal timescales. While the lack of direct observations for the past decades
contributes to these differences, limitations in understanding model and data errors (which
dictate the outcome of the assimilation) are also important. Continuing efforts to improve
the representation of the model and data errors of these systems can lead to better
consistency and fidelity of the resulting estimation products, which would greatly enhance
the potential of using these products to study the mechanisms of AMOC variability.
• Sustained support for assimilation efforts beyond ocean data assimilation, i.e., coupled data
assimilation.
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5

FUNDING

5.1 FY 2015-2016 agency support
NSF, NOAA, NASA, and DOE, the federal agency sponsors of the US AMOC Science Program
in FY 2015 through June 2016, funded a total of 58 projects (listed in Appendix B). Of these
projects, nine were newly awarded in 2015-2016. NSF provided between $7M to $8M in
incremental funding to 29 projects to observe and document AMOC state and variability, improve
understanding of AMOC mechanisms and predictability, and examine the links between AMOC
and climate variability. An additional four new projects have recently been awarded in September
2016, but are not included in this report. NOAA allocated over $5.8M to a total of 18 projects
to sustain in situ observations, document the state and variability of AMOC, and conduct multimodel analyses and experiments to better understand the mechanisms of AMOC variability and
predictability. NASA provided approximately $800K to support seven projects exploiting satellite
observations and datasets, and characterizing the attributes, variability, and mechanisms of
the AMOC, with a new project on the effects on AMOC of air-sea fluxes associated with midlatitude cyclones. DOE allocated approximately $800K for four modeling studies examining the
mechanisms of AMOC variability and predictability as well as the influence of AMOC on climate.
The four agencies, through their support of the US CLIVAR Project Office budget, cosponsored the
2015 UK RAPID/US AMOC International Science Meeting held July 21-24, 2015 in Bristol, UK. NSF
and NOAA cosponsored the Paleo-AMOC workshop held May 23-25, 2016 in Boulder, Colorado.

5.2 FY 2017 outlook
Based on the current project information, there will be 56 ongoing US AMOC projects supported
by NSF, NOAA, NASA and DOE at the start of FY 2017. NSF will accept new AMOC project
proposals through its standard solicitations for the Physical Oceanography and the Climate and
Large-scale Dynamics Programs. NASA is still soliciting new projects in its ROSES-2016 research
announcement for analysis and interpretation of the ocean circulation using satellite and in
situ data. DOE will accept new projects proposals through its FY 2017 solicitation. NOAA is not
soliciting new projects for 2017.
The agencies are providing support to the US CLIVAR Project Office to support the 2017 US AMOC
Science Team Meeting scheduled for May 23-25 in Santa Fe, New Mexico.
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Appendix A: US AMOC Task Teams

Task Team I: AMOC Observing System Implementation and Evaluation
Members				Institution

Renellys Perez, chair			
University of Miami/NOAA AOML
M. Femke de Jong, vice-chair
Duke University
Magdalena Andres			
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Molly Baringer			
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
Kathleen Donohue			
University of Rhode Island
Charles Eriksen			
University of Washington
Gustavo Goni				
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
George Halliwell			
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
Patrick Heimbach			
University of Texas at Austin
Bill Johns				
University of Miami
Felix Landerer			
Caltech/NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory
Craig Lee				
University of Washington
Susan Lozier				Duke University
Chris Meinen				
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
Thomas Rossby			
University of Rhode Island
Uwe Send				
UCSD/Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Bill Smethie				Columbia University
John Toole				
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
The team is charged with the design and implementation of an AMOC monitoring system. AMOC
monitoring in the US is currently accomplished by a collection of in situ field programs and largescale observations including: ARGO, the Global Drifter Array, and collection of satellites returning
ocean surface and meteorological information. Near-term priorities for this task team include:
• Improving understanding of the meridional coherence (and/or lack thereof) of the AMOC
and the mechanisms that control AMOC changes continues to be a high near-term priority.
The newly deployed OSNAP array near 55°N, and the augmented elements of the SAMBA
array at 34.5°S, will play key roles in this. Furthermore, development of dynamically
consistent model-data synthesis methods to combine the heterogeneous observational
pieces will also play an important role.
• Expansion of the existing observing system to better capture the deep ocean and to better
quantify the role of deep temperature and salinity signals in contributing to AMOC variability
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continues to be a priority. Enhancements such as Deep Argo, bio-Argo, full-depth gliders,
and enhanced moored observations should be evaluated in the context of a full-depth
observing system.
• Ensuring that AMOC estimates (and the key underlying measurements collected as part of
the AMOC estimates) are made available in widely recognized locations such as the World
Ocean Database, OceanSITES, the National Ocean Data Center, etc., is a new near-term
priority. Improvement to communications between different observing system groups is
also a recommended activity, particularly between more established observing system
groups and newer groups becoming involved at the national and international levels.
• Another new near-term priority is making sure that error estimates are produced and
provided alongside AMOC estimates (and the constituent components). These error
estimates should be made available on applicable time scales (days, weeks, months, and
years) to provide the necessary precision information for analyses, inter-array comparisons,
and for numerical model studies (where data are used for validation and/or for assimilation).
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Task Team 2: AMOC State, Variability, and Change
Members				Institution

Alicia Karspeck, chair			
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Matthias Lankhorst, vice-chair
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Molly Baringer			
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
Amy Bower				
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
James Carton				
University of Maryland
Gustavo Goni				
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
James Holte				
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Kathryn Kelly				
University of Washington
Susan Lozier				Duke University
Sudip Majumder			
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
Renellys Perez			
University of Miami/NOAA AOML
Peter Rhines				
University of Washington
Irina Rypina				
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Claudia Schmid			
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory
Michael Spall				
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Fiamma Straneo			
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Zoltan Szuts				
University of Washington
Luanne Thompson			
University of Washington
Xiao-Hai Yan				
University of Delaware
Rong Zhang				
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
The team is charged with assessing the current state and past variability of the AMOC using
existing observations, data assimilation models, and proxy data. Near-term priorities for this task
team include:
• Use new and existing observations in combination with modeling experiments to refine
our understanding of the present and historical circulation (and related transports of heat
and freshwater) in the North and South Atlantic. An emerging priority is to provide a more
detailed characterization of AMOC flow pathways and their impact on variability.
• Continue development and investigation of AMOC “fingerprints.” Modeling and
observational studies that seek to refine our current understanding of the connection of
AMOC to large-scale, historically well-observed properties of the climate system should be
encouraged.
• Investigate connections between surface forcing (e.g., freshwater, heat, and momentum
fluxes, NAO-related forcing) and historical AMOC variability.
• Develop a more comprehensive understanding of the strengths and weaknesses of
existing global ocean reanalysis products and hindcasts using forward models as tools for
investigating the circulation and transports in the Atlantic.
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Task Team 3: AMOC Mechanisms and Predictability
Members				Institution

Steve Yeager, chair			
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Wilbert Weijer, vice-chair		
Los Alamos National Lab
Grant Branstator			
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Paola Cessi				
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Ping Chang				
Texas A&M University
Alan Condron				
University of Massachuetts
Gokhan Danabasoglu		
National Center for Atmospheric Ressearch
Tom Delworth			
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
William Dewer			
Florida State University
Shenfu Dong				
University of Miami/NOAA AOML
Alexey Fedorov			
Yale University
Marlos Goes				
University of Miami/NOAA AOML
Benjamin Harden			
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Chris Hill				
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
Aixue Hu				
National Center for Atmospheric Research
Wei Liu				
Scripps Institution of Oceanography
Rym Msadek				
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
Cécile Penland			
NOAA Earth System Research Laboratory
Robert Pickart			
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Rui Ponte				
Atmospheric and Environmental Research
Anastasia Romanou			
Columbia University/NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Tony Rosati				
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
Andreas Schmittner			
Oregon State University
Michael Spall				
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Eli Tziperman				Harvard University
Xiaobiao Xu				
Florida State University
Rong Zhang				
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory
The team is charged with assessing the physical mechanisms underlying AMOC variability and the
potential predictability of the AMOC. Both natural and anthropogenically-induced variations are
being pursued. Near-term priorities for this task team include:
• Investigate how surface exchanges of buoyancy and momentum between the ocean and the
atmosphere/cryosphere drive the AMOC circulation across a broad range of timescales from
monthly to millennial (i.e., quasi steady-state).
• Clarify the apparent disagreement between models of different complexity regarding: i) the
role of Southern Ocean winds and ii) the role of Nordic Seas overflows in maintaining and
modulating the AMOC.
• Quantify the magnitude, location, and physical mechanisms associated with interior
diapycnal mixing in the ocean, which contribute to the diabatic AMOC, and evaluate the
realism of current ocean GCMs in this regard.
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• Investigate the role of freshwater forcing, and south Atlantic freshwater transports, in
determining the variability and stability of AMOC.
• Expand the use of eddy-resolving models, particularly in regional/process studies designed
to: i) test the robustness of AMOC variability mechanisms identified in coarser GCMs or
idealized models; ii) address the origins of persistent model bias in the North Atlantic region
(e.g., Gulf Stream separation and the North Atlantic Current path); and iii) assess the role of
ocean turbulence in AMOC variability.
• Quantify the predictability properties of AMOC in idealized and comprehensive models and
identify mechanisms that affect these properties.
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Task Team 4: Climate Sensitivity to AMOC: Climate/Ecosytem Impacts
Members				Institution
Andreas Schmittner, chair		
Rong Zhang, vice-chair		
Nick Bates				
Martha Buckley			
Claudia Cenedese			
Ping Chang				
Terry Joyce				
Kathryn Kelly				
Sergey Kravtsov			
Chris Little				
Zhengyu Liu				
Anastasia Romanou			
Irina Rypina				
Fiamma Straneo			
Anastasios Tsonis			
Jianjun Yin				

Oregon State University
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Lab
Bermuda Institute of Ocean Sciences
George Mason University
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Texas A&M University
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
University of Washington
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
Atmospheric and Environmental Research Inc.
University of Wisconsin
Columbia University/NASA Goddard Institute for Space Studies
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
University of Wisconsin
University of Arizona

The task team is charged with better understanding the links between the AMOC and North
Atlantic SST and teleconnections with climate variability elsewhere. Near-term priorities for this
task team include:
• Identify the mechanisms by which AMOC variability, imprinted on SST and/or the
cryosphere, affects local and remote atmospheric patterns and phenomena.
• Assess AMOC impacts on the cryosphere, particularly Arctic sea ice and the Greenland ice
sheet.
• Assess AMOC impacts on global and regional sea level.
• Improve understanding of how AMOC variability affects ocean-atmosphere exchanges of
carbon, biogeochemical cycles, and marine ecosystems.
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Appendix B: AMOC Projects Active in 2015/16

PIs

Project

Molly Baringer (NOAA/AOML)
Christopher Meinen (NOAA/AOML)
Sylvia Garzoli (U. Miami; NOAA/AOML)

Western Boundary Current Time Series
(WBTS)

Nicholas Bates (BIOS)
Rodney Johnson (BIOS)

The Panulirus Hydrographic Stations:
Years 59-64

Amy Bower (WHOI)
Michael Spall (WHOI)

A Crossroads of the AMOC: The
Charlie-Gibbs Fracture Zone

Martha Buckley (George Mason U.)
Rui Ponte (AER)
Jason Furtado (AER)
Patrick Heimbach (MIT)

Identifying Mechanisms of AMOC
Variability in ECCO State Estimates and
CMIP5 Models

James Carton (U. Maryland)
Gennady Chepurin (U. Maryland)
Sirpa Häkkinen (NASA/GSFC)
Michael Steele (U. Washington)

Using Ocean Data Assimilation to
Explore Arctic/Subarctic Climate
Variability

Claudia Cenedese (WHOI)
Fiamma Straneo (WHOI)
Patrick Heimbach (MIT)

Sponsor

Page

Jun 2005 − Ongoing

58

NSF

Apr 2012 − Mar 2017

60

NSF

Oct 2009 − Sep 2015

—

NOAA

Sep 2013 − May 2017

64

NSF

Sep 2012 − Aug 2017

66

Submarine Melting and Freshwater
Export in Greenland’s Glacial Fjords:
The Role of Subjlacial Discharge, Fjord
Topography, and Shelf Properties

NSF

Nov 2014 − Oct 2017

68

Paola Cessi (UCSD/SIO)
Christopher Wolfe (Stony Brook U.)

Pulling the Meridional Overturning
Circulation from the South

DOE

Sep 2010 − Aug 2015

70

Ping Chang (Texas A&M)
Gokhan Danabasoglu (NCAR)
Steve Yeager (NCAR)

Understanding Changes in the AMOC
during the 20th Century Using IPCC
AR5 Model Ensembles

NOAA

Sep 2013 − Aug 2017

71

Alan Condron (U. Massachusetts)
Raymond Bradley (U. Massachusetts)

High-Resolution Model Development
to Quantify the Impact of Icebergs on
the Stability of the AMOC

DOE

Sep 2011 − Dec 2015

73

Gokhan Danabasoglu (NCAR)
Steve Yeager (NCAR)
Alicia Karspeck (NCAR)
Joe Tribbia (NCAR)
Tom Delworth (NOAA/GFDL)
Rym Msadek (NOAA/GFDL)
Tony Rosati (NOAA/GFDL)
Young-Oh Kwon (WHOI)
Claude Frankignoul (WHOI)

A Collaborative Multi-Model Study:
Understanding AMOC Variability and
their Impacts on Decadal Prediction
NOAA

Sep 2013 − Aug 2017

75
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PIs

Project

Gokhan Danabasoglu (NCAR)
Jeffrey Andreson (NCAR)
Grant Branstator (NCAR)
Keith Lindsay (NCAR)
Joe Tribbia (NCAR)
Claude Frankignoul (WHOI)
Young-Oh Kwon (WHOI)
Minghua Zhang (Stony Brook U.)

Mechanisms, Predictability, Prediction,
and Regional and Societal Impact of
Decadal Climate Variability

Marieke Femke de Jong (WHOI)
Amy Bower (WHOI)

Pathways to the Denmark Strait
Overflow: A Lagrangian Study in the
Iceland Sea

Bill Dewer (Florida State U.)
Bruno Deremble (Florida State U.)
Nicolas Wienders (Florida State U.)

Low Frequency Intrinsic Variability in
the Eddying Ocean

Shenfu Dong (U. Miami)
Molly Baringer (NOAA AOML)
Gustavo Goni (NOAA AOML)
Sylvia Garzoli (NOAA AOML)

State of the Climate: Quarterly Reports
on the Meridional Heat Transport in
the Atlantic Ocean

Charlie Erikson (U. Washington)

Comparison of Deepglider and RAPIDMOCHA Moored Array Observations

Charles Flagg (Stony Brook U.)
Thomas Rossby (U. Rhode Island)
Kathleen Donohue (U. Rhode Island)
Ruth Curry (BIOS)

The Oleander Project: High-Resolution
Observations of the Dynamic Ocean
between New Jersey and Bermuda

Marlos Goes (U. Mimai/NOAA AOML)
Shenfu Dong (U. Miami)
Sang-Ki Lee (U. Miami)
Yanyan Liu (U. Miami)

The Interannual Variability of the Brazil
Current

Gustavo Goni (NOAA/AOML)
Shenfu Dong (NOAA/AOML; U. Miami)

Assessment of the Meridional
Overturning Circulation and Meridional
Heat Transport and their Meridional
Variability in the South Atlantic Ocean

Gustavo Goni (NOAA/AOML)
Molly Baringer (NOAA/AOML)
Sylvia Garzoli (NOAA/AOML)

The Ship of Opportunity Program

Ben Harden (WHOI)
Robert Pickart (WHOI)

The Upstream Sources of the Denmark
Strait Overflow

James Holte (WHOI)
Fiamma Straneo (WHOI)
Aixue Hu (NCAR)

Bill Johns (U. Miami)
Lisa Beal (U. Miami)
Christopher Meinen (NOAA/AOML)
Molly Baringer (NOAA/AOML)

Sponsor

Duration

Page

NSF

Mar 2013 − Feb 2018

80

NSF

Sep 2013 − Mar 2018

86

NSF

Sep 2015 − Aug 2018

88

Jun 2005 - Ongoing

90

NSF

Mar 2015 − Feb 2018

91

NSF

Sep 2015 − Aug 2020

—

NSF

Sep 2015 − Aug 2018

93

NASA

Jan 2013 − Dec 2016

95

NOAA

Ongoing

97

NSF

Sep 2014 − Aug 2016

98

Diagnosing Overturning and Water
Mass Transport in the Labrador Sea
from Argo Floats

NSF

Mar 2015 − Aug 2016

100

Research Program on Modeling Future
Climate Change: Effects of Increased
Atmospheric Carbon Dioxide and
Other Climate Forcings

DOE

Jan 2013 − Dec 2017

101

Measuring Interannual Variability
of the AMOC and Meridional Ocean
Heat Transport at 26.5°N: The RAPIDMOCHA Array

NSF

Apr 2013 − Aug 2019

103
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PIs

Project

Kathryn Kelly (U. Washington)
LuAnne Thompson (U. Washington)

Sources and Impacts of Variability of
the Meridional Property Transports in
the Atlantic Ocean

Sergey Kravtsov (U. WisconsinMilwaukee)
Anastasios Tsonis (U. WisconsinMilwaukee)

Decadal Variability of Interacting
Climate Subsystems in the Northern
Hemisphere

Felix Landerer (Cal Tech/JPL)
Katrin Bentel (Cal Tech/JPL)
Carmen Boening (Cal Tech/JPL)
Victor Zlotnicki (Cal Tech/JPL)

Variability of the South Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation

Craig Lee (U. Washington)
Jason Gobat (U. Washington)
Kate Stafford (U. Washington)

Sponsor

Duration

Page

NASA

Jan 2013 − Dec 2016

106

NSF

Jul 2014 − Jun 2017

108

NASA

Jan 2013 − Dec 2015

110

The Arctic Observing Network at
Critical Gateways—A Sustained
Observing System at Davis Strait

NSF

Sep 2010 − Aug 2016

113

Chris Little (AER)
Jianjun Yin (U. Arizona)

Understanding Mechanisms of
Projected 21st Century Ocean Warming
Around Greenland

NSF

Jun 2015 − May 2018

116

Wei Liu (Scripps)
Shang-Ping Xie (Scripps)

The Role of Ocean Dynamical Feedback
and Air-Sea Interaction in the Climate
Response to Global Warming

NSF

July 2013 − Jun 2017

118

Susan Lozier (Duke U.)
Bill Johns (U. Miami)
Amy Bower (HWOI)
Robert Pickart (WHOI)
Fiamma Straneo (WHOI)

Overturning in the Subpolar North
Atlantic (OSNAP)
NSF

Sep 2013 − Aug 2018

120

Christopher Meinen (NOAA/AOML)
Sylvia Garzoli (U. Miami; NOAA/AOML)
Renellys Perez (U. Miami; NOAA/AOML)
Shenfu Dong (U. Miami; NOAA/AOML)

Southwest Atlantic MOC (SAM)
NOAA

Oct 2008 − Ongoing

123

Ceclie Penland (NOAA/ESRL)
Douglas MacMartin (Cal Tech)
Eli Tziperman (Harvard U.)

Variability, Stochastic Dynamics, and
Compensating Model Errors of the
AMOC in Coupled IPCC Models

NOAA

Sep 2013 − Aug 2017

126

Renellys Perez (U. Miami; NOAA/AOML)
Sylvia Garzoli (U. Miami; NOAA/AOML)
Ricardo Matano (Oregon State U.)

South AMOC: Pathways and Modes of
Variability

NOAA

Sep 2013 − Aug 2017

128

Renellys Perez (U. Miami; NOAA/AOML)

Variability of the South Atlantic
Subtropical Gyre

NASA

Apr 2014 − Mar 2017

131

Robert Pickart (WHOI)
Michael Spall (WHOI)

Denmark Straight Overflow Water: A
New Paradigm for the Origin of the
Deep Western Boundary Current

NSF

Dec 2010 − Nov 2016

—

Robert Pickart (WHOI)

The Atlantic Water Boundary Current
in the Eastern Arctic: Composition,
Transport, Variability, and Dynamics

NSF

May 2013 − Apr 2017

133

NASA

Jan 2013 − Dec 2016

136

Peter Rhines (U. Washington)
Sirpa Häkkinen (NASA/GSFC)

Improved Estimates of Atlantic
Meridional Circulation from Altimetry
with Tracers, Drifters, Gliders and Argo
Floats
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PIs

Project

Sponsor

Duration

Page

Anastasia Romanou (Columbia U./NASA
GISS)
Susan Lozier (Duke U.)

Subpolar N. Atlantic Air-Sea Fluxes
Associated with Mid-latitude Cyclones
and Their Effect on AMOC

NASA

Jan 2016 − Dec 2019

138

Thomas Rossby (U. Rhode Island)
Kathleen Donohue (U. Rhode Island)
Charles Flagg (Stony Brook U.)
James O’Brien (WHOI)
Ruth Curry (BIOS)

The Oleander Project: Sustained
Observations of Ocean Currents in the
NW Atlantic between New York and
Bermuda

NSF

Sep 2008 − Aug 2015

140

Thomas Rossby (U. Rhode Island)
Charles Flagg (Stony Brook U.)

The Norröna Project: An International
Collaboration for Sustained Studies of
the Meridional Overturning Circulation
between Denmark, the Faroes and
Iceland

NSF

Aug 2011 − Jul 2017

141

Irina Rypina (WHOI)
Lawrence Pratt (WHOI)

Transport Pathways in the North
Atlantic: Searching for Throughput

NSF

Mar 2012 − Feb 2017

143

Claudia Schmid (NOAA/AOML)
George Halliwell (NOAA/AOML)
Sudip Majumder (U. Miami)

Transport in the Upper Branch of the
South Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation

NOAA

Aug 2014 − Jul 2017

145

Andreas Schmittner (Oregon State U.)
Aixue Hu (NCAR)
Sebasitan Mernild (LANL)

Modeling Effects of Greenland Ice
Sheet Melting on AMOC Variability and
Predictability

NOAA

Sep 2013 − Aug 2017

146

Uwe Send (UCSD/SIO)
Matthias Lankhorst (UCSD/SIO)

Meridional Overturning Variability
Experiment (MOVE)

NOAA

Jun 2005 − Ongoing

148

Michael Spall (WHOI)

Forced Transients in Water Mass
Transformation and the Meridional
Overturning

NSF

Sep 2012 − Aug 2016

149

Michael Spall (WHOI)
Thomas Haine (Johns Hopkins U.)

Mechanisms of Freshwater Exchange
Acress the East Greenland Shelf

NSF

Sep 2014 − Aug 2017

151

Zoltan Szuts (U. Washington)
Kim Martini (U. Washington)

Wave Processes Along 26°N in the
Atlantic

NSF

Mar 2014 − Feb 2017

153

John Toole (WHOI)
Michael McCartney (WHOI)
Ruth Curry (WHOI)
Terrence Joyce (WHOI)
William Smethie, Jr. (Columbia U./LDEO)

Line W: A Sustained Measurement
Program Sampling the North Atlantic
Deep Western Boundary Current and
Gulf Stream at 39N

NSF

May 2003 − Aug 2015

156

John Toole (WHOI)
Magdalena Andres (WHOI)
Ruth Curry (WHOI)
Terrence Joyce (WHOI)
Michael McCartney (WHOI)
William Smethie, Jr. (Columbia U./LDEO)

Completing a 10-Year Record of
Deep Western Boundary Current
Observations at Line W: A Contribution
to the AMOC Study

NSF

Mar 2014 − Feb 2018

156

Edward Vizy (U. Texas-Austin)
Kerry Cook (U. Texas-Austin)

Influence of the Equatorial Atlantic
Cold Tongue and Angola Current on
Atlantic Basin Climate Variability

NASA

Apr 2014 − Mar 2016

158

Wilbert Weijer (LANL)

High-latitude Application and Test of
Global and Regional Climate Models
(HILAT)

DOE

Jun 2013 − May 2018

160

Subpolar-Subtropical Connectivity of
the North Atlantic Circulation

NSF

Sep 2015 − Aug 2018

160

Xiaobiao Xu (Florida State U.)
Eric Chassignet (Florida State U.)
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PIs

Project

Xiaobiao Xu (Florida State U.)
Eric Chassignet (Florida State U.)
Molly Barringer (NOAA AOML)
Shenfu Dong (NOAA AOML)

Evaluation and Diagnosis of the
Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation ED Structure in Climate
Models

Jianjun Yin (U. Arizona)
Steve Griffies (NOAA/GFDL)
Shaoqing Zhang (NOAA/GFDL)

Signature of the AMOC in the North
Atlantic Dynamic Sea Level

Rong Zhang (NOAA/GFDL)

Sponsor

Duration

Page

NOAA

Aug 2015 − Jul 2018

162

NOAA

Sep 2013 − Aug
2017

164

Impact of AMOC on Arctic Sea Ice and
Atmospheric Heat Transport into the
Arctic

NOAA

Sep 2013 − ongoing

166

Rong Zhang (NOAA/GFDL)
Jinting Zhang (U. Washington)

On the evolution of AMOC Fingerprints
in the North Atlantic

NOAA

Jun 2013 − ongoing

167

Rong Zhang (NOAA/GFDL)

Impact of the AMOC on the Decadal
Variability of the Gulf Stream Path and
Regional Cholorphyll and Nutrient
Concentrations

NOAA

Jun 2014 − Dec 2015

168

NOAA

Dec 2015 − Jun 2016

169

Rong Zhang (NOAA/GFDL)
Gokhan Danabasoglu (NCAR)
Thomas Delworth (NOAA GFDL)
Who Kim (NCAR)
Steve Yeager (NCAR)

Understanding the mechanism of the
Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
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Appendix C: AMOC Project Reports

Western Boundary Time Series
PIs: M. Baringer1, C. Meinen1, S. Garzoli2,1
National Collaborators: B. Johns2
International Collaborators: D. Smeed4, G. McCarthy4, H. Bryden4
1
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, Miami, FL
2
University of Miami, Miami FL
4
National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK
This project continuously monitors two important components of the thermohaline circulation in
the subtropical North Atlantic with the ultimate goal of determining the state of the overturning
circulation and providing a monitoring system for rapid climate change and hence addresses
the program deliverable on “ocean heat content and transport.” The components include the
northward flowing Florida Current and the southward flowing Deep Western Boundary Current.

Recent results

While this program only funds data collection the lead PIs published six papers that use this data
including the following highlights:
• Frajka et al. (2016) use ten years of observations of the AMOC at 26°N (MOC, 2004-2014)
to examine the flow compensation of the different components. For example, they show
that the Florida Current and upper mid-ocean transports (top 1000 m east of the Bahamas)
co-vary on sub-annual timescales. The observed compensation between the Florida Current
and upper mid-ocean transports is associated with horizontal circulation and means that
their individual variability does not project onto the MOC.
• McCarthy et al. (2015) document the details of the methods and measurements as the
RAPID-MOCHA array has evolved from 2004 to 2012, including the more updated impact of
using Mid-Atlantic Ridge moorings¾the new mooring to estimate below 5000 m (including
Antarctic Bottom Water)¾improved climatology and gridding techniques, and the new
equation of state (TEOS-10).
• McDonagh et al. (2015) use the RAPID-MOCHA array combined with Argo floats to calculate
the freshwater flux across 26°N between April 2004 and October 2012. The time series of
freshwater flux has a mean value of 1.17 Sv southward and a standard deviation of 0.20 Sv.
This implies a freshwater input or divergence of 0.37 Sv between Bering Strait and 26°N.
• Baringer et al. (2015a) State of the Meridional Overturning Circulation report appeared in the
State of the Climate Report that expanded the report to include 41°N, 26°N, and 16°N MOC
transports as well as the Florida Current time series document of the continuing trend of
decreasing MOC at 41°N, 26N (not at 16°N).
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• Baringer et al. (2015b) State of the Meridional Heat Transport report appeared in the State
of the Climate Report that included updated heat transport estimates from 41°N, 26°N,
and 35°S, suggesting a convergence of meridional heat transport in the tropics due to the
decreasing (increasing) meridional heat transport at 26°N (35°S).

Online data

NOAA Florida Current and cruise data: http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/wbts/data.php
Merged with MOC data: http://www.noc.soton.ac.uk/rapidmoc/
Merged with Heat transport data: http://www.rsmas.miami.edu/users/mocha/
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Figure 1: Baringer et al. 2015 show estimates of the MOC in the Atlantic Ocean from the Argo/Altimetry
estimate at 41°N (black; Willis 2010), the RAPID-WATCH/MOCHA/WBTS 26°N array (red; Cunningham et al.
2007), and the German/NOAA MOVE array at 16°N (blue; Send et al. 2011) are shown versus year. All time
series have a three-month, second-order butterworth low pass filter applied. Horizontal lines are the mean
transport during similar time periods as listed in the corresponding text. Dashed lines are the trends for
each series over the same time period. For the MOVE data the net zonal and vertical integral of the deep
circulation represents the lower limb of the MOC (with a negative sign for the southward flow) and hence a
stronger negative southward flow represents an increase in the MOC.

The Panularis Hydrographic Stations: Year 60-65
PIs: N. R. Bates and R. J. Johnson
Bermuda Institute of Ocean Sciences, St. Georges, Bermuda
The objective of this program is to observe the water column structure and time series variability
of North Atlantic Ocean waters near Bermuda at the nominal Hydrostation ‘S’ site (32° 10’N, 64°
30’W). This sustained ocean observation program has a frequency of twenty-four shipboard
occupations of the Hydrostation S per year. As of March 2016, we have 62 years of hydrographic
data in hand from the time series, with 1,286 cruises conducted over this time interval.
Hydrostation S data contributes to understanding of: (a) upper ocean physics, subtropical mode
water (STMW) and climate connections in the North Atlantic subtropical gyre; (b) deep water
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processes and AMOC; (c) physical processes arising from measurements of gases and tracer; and
(d) biological processes and new production in the North Atlantic subtropical gyre. Funding for
Hydrostation S through the National Science Foundation (NSF) continues until 2017 with renewal
of the project proposed to NSF.
During the recent pentad of observations (2010–2015), upper-ocean warming has continued
to increase. The mean temperature for the upper ocean (0–500 m) has increased by ~1°C since
the early 1970’s, with the current pentad the warmest on record (Johnson et al. 2016). While
substantial interannual variability was observed in the upper ocean at Hydrostation S, significant
long-term trends in the temperature and salinity of the upper ocean at this site are clearly evident
with temperature and salinity of surface waters increasing at rates of +0.17 °C per decade and
+0.02 per decade, respectively.

Sampling program

The sampling program consists of two CTD hydrocast per cruise (Sea-Bird SBE-09 CTD with an
internal Digiquartz pressure sensor, a Sea-Bird SBE-03f temperature sensor, a Sea-Bird SBE-04
conductivity cell and a Sea-Bird SBE-05 pump; Sea-Bird SBE-43 dissolved oxygen sensors, a Wetlabs
deep transmissometer, a deep (6000 m) Chelsea Instruments fluorometer and a Biospherical PAR
sensor). The Sea-Bird CTD is mounted with a 24-position Sea-Bird model 32 rosette which is
equipped with 12L Ocean Test Equipment (OTE) bottles, and wet salinity and Winkler dissolved
oxygen measurements are also collected. Many other gas, tracer, and ocean biogeochemical
measurements have and are being collected at Hydrostation S.

Recent results

For this current award (April 2015 to March 2016), a total of 21 additional hydrographic stations
have been performed at the nominal Hydrostation ‘S’ site, increasing the total number of stations
to 1288 as of 21st March 2016. All cruises during this current period were conducted on the BIOS
R/V Atlantic Explorer with a station frequency ranging between 7 to 21 days and most stations
consisted of two CTD casts. Hydrostation ‘S’ data have played a central role in understanding the
seasonal and longer-term variations of hydrography and biogeochemistry in the Sargasso Sea as
four themes (a to d) outlined above (Schroeder at al. 1959; Menzel and Ryther 1960; Schroeder
and Stommel 1969; Pocklington, 1972; Talley and Raymer 1982; Jenkins, 1982; Jenkins and
Goldman, 1985; Jickells et al., 1989; Joyce and Robbins, 1996; Joyce and Talley, 1996; Hazeleger
and Drijfhout, 1998, Curry et al., 1998; Joyce et al., 2000; Curry and McCartney, 2001; Bates et al.
2002; Johnson 2003; Rossby et al 2005; Phillips and Joyce, 2006; Goodkin et al. 2008; Molinari 2011.
Bates et al., 2012; 2014; IPCC, 2014). Nearly five hundred papers have cited Hydrostation S data,
and these papers have been cited more than 45,000 times.

Data

The bottle salinity and dissolved oxygen data have been available at FTP site (ftp://batsftp.bios.
edu/Hydrostation_S/). At this site users can access either the bottle data (one single file from 1955
to December 2011) or the individual CTD profiles from October 1988 to July 2015. Users can also
download both BATS and Hydrostation ‘S’ data from the interactive Matlab based web site http://
www.bios.edu.
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Figure 1: Contour plots of (top) temperature and (bottom) salinity for Hydrostation ‘S’ from January 1955
through July 2012. Mixed layer depth overlaid as the black line and is computed using the variable sigma_T
method (Sprintall & Tomczak 1992). Data through December 2011 are available through http://bats.bios.
edu, while data from Jan 2012 – July 2012 are currently available as preliminary data ftp://ftp.bios.edu/
BATS/prelim/ although have been fully processed and quality controlled for release pending post calibrations of the CTD sensors. The data gap from January 1979 through April 1980 represents the period where
the hydrowire with all Nansen bottles and reversing thermometers was lost at sea and resources were not
available for immediate replacement (thanks to Rod Johnson at BIOS for providing the figure and caption).
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Identifying Mechanisms of AMOC Variability in ECCO State Estimates
and CMIP5 Models
PIs: M. W. Buckley1 , P. Heimbach2,3, and R. M. Ponte4
1
George Mason University, Fairfax, VA
2
Massachusetts Institute of Technology, Cambridge, MA
3
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX
4
Atmospheric and Environmental Research, Lexington, MA
Over the past 18 months, our project has focused on four main research areas, which are outlined
below.

Mechanisms of decadal AMOC variability

We recently published a review paper on the AMOC, its role in climate, and its mechanisms of
variability (Buckley and Marshall 2016). This paper uses observations and modeling results,
including Eulerian, Lagrangian, and tracer studies, to suggest that a consensus on mechanisms of
decadal AMOC variability may be possible with a focus on the western margin of the subtropicalsubpolar gyre boundary, termed the transition zone. Relationships between the AMOC and
buoyancy anomalies in the transition zone were explored in several models, and mechanisms
of creating buoyancy anomalies in the transition zone were isolated in using the Estimating the
Circulation and Climate of the Ocean version 4 state estimate (ECCO v4, Forget et al. 2015).

Predictability of upper-ocean heat content in CMIP5 models

A useful measure of upper-ocean heat content is the heat content integrated over the maximum
climatological mixed layer depth (integral denoted as H) (Buckley et al. 2014, 2015). This layer
reflects that portion of the ocean that comes into contact with the atmosphere seasonally and
covaries with SST on interannual timescales. Our present work concerns applying this diagnostic
to CMIP5 models in order to understand variability and predictability of H. The predictability
timescale for H is assessed using three different diagnostics: the e-folding timescale and two
measures of the de-correlation timescale. In all models, there are strong regional variations in
predictability. Additionally, there is a strong relationship between the maximum climatological
mixed layer depth and the predictability timescale, but there is significant spread (Figure 1).
Furthermore, these diagnostics vary strongly between models, with some models exhibiting a
much larger degree of predictability than others.

Low-frequency oceanic variability induced by high-frequency atmospheric forcing

The goal of this work is to determine the extent to which variability in the ocean at long periods
(i.e., monthly and longer) is due to the nonlinear response of the ocean to atmospheric forcing
at submonthly timescales. To explore this topic, we have performed two global ocean general
circulation model experiments that are identical in all respects, except that one simulation is
driven by six-hourly forcing fields and the other is forced with monthly mean boundary conditions.
By differencing monthly-averaged output between the two model runs, we can infer the influence
of high-frequency atmospheric forcing on the low-frequency oceanic variability. Preliminary
analyses hint at interesting low-frequency Atlantic Ocean circulation variations associated with
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high-frequency atmospheric forcing, for example, in terms of barotropic streamfunction in the
Argentine Basin as well as deep equatorial overturning streamfunction.

Dynamical attribution of AMOC variability at 25°N

The calculation of comprehensive sensitivity patterns of the AMOC at 25°N to changes in surface
forcing anywhere in the domain via the adjoint method enables linear reconstruction of AMOC
variability based on Taylor series expansion. The reconstruction is achieved by projecting
observed atmospheric anomalies onto model-based dynamical patterns of AMOC sensitivity to
surface wind, thermal, and freshwater forcing over the preceding 15 years. A separation into
different forcing contributions and high- versus low-frequency response reveals wind stress as
dominant control on timescales up to a year, with buoyancy forcing gradually dominating AMOC
changes on decadal timescales (Pillar et al. 2016).
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Figure 1: E-folding timescales of all model grid-points in the
North Atlantic as a function of the maximum climatological
mixed layer depth. Panel (a) shows a scatterplot of all
points with the color-coding indicating the model from the
CMIP5 archive. Panel (b) is a probability density function.
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Using Ocean Data Assimilation to Explore Arctic/Subarctic Climate
Variability
PIs: J. Carton1, G. Chepurin1, S. Häkkinen2, and M. Steele3
1
University of Maryland, College Park, MD
2
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
3
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
This project is focused on both the development of the Simple Ocean Data Assimilation (SODA)
reanalysis and analysis of the connection between AMOC and salinity in the Arctic Ocean using the
CMIP5 models.
The new SODA version 3 is transitioning to a 1/4°x1/4°resolution ocean using GFDL MOM
numerics, including active sea ice. This model is similar to the ocean component of the GFDL
CM2.5 coupled model. Ongoing developments include analysis of bias and implementation of
bias correction and a shift towards an ensemble Kalman Filter methodology. While the reanalysis
is under active development, we have already carried out a number of 36-year long experiments
illustrative results from which are provided in Figures 1 and 2.
In Figure 1, we compare the monthly AMOC overturning transport along 26°N computed from
SODA3.4 with the corresponding transport estimates from the RAPID array. Both estimates rely
on the same ERA-Interim atmospheric reanalysis, and some of the RAPID hydrographic data
likely is included in SODA3.4, but otherwise, the two estimates are independent. The similarity
of the two opens up opportunities to use SODA3.4 to examine the multi-decadal behavior and
latitudinal dependence of AMOC. In Figure 2, we compare changes in the annual minimum Arctic
sea ice extent from SODA3.4 with an estimate provided by the National Snow and Ice Data Center
(NSIDC). While SODA3.4 does not use any of the NSIDC data, there is some connection of the two
datasets either through specified surface forcing or observed SST in open water regions. The
similarity of the sea ice extent estimates again opens up opportunities to use SODA3.4 to examine
multi-decadal climate variability at high-latitude.
In the second part of this project we examine the behavior of CMIP5 models at high-latitude
to identify indicators of climate change in the ocean. In Carton et al. (2015), we begin with the
strongest climate signal, which is the annual cycle. Meteorological studies have shown that the
seasonal cycle of Arctic air temperature is weakening due to winter warming and that this trend
will continue. In contrast, we find that the seasonal cycle of the Arctic Ocean will grow in the
coming century, bringing summer surface temperatures in line with those currently found at
subpolar latitudes. One likely consequence of this southward migration of climate is a reduction in
the productivity of the Arctic Ocean due to enhanced stratification.
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Figure 1: Atlantic overturning transport across 26°N from SODA3.4 (red) in comparison with the observed
AMOC volume transport from the RAPID array (blue). A least squares linear trend computed between 1996
and 2014 shows a decline in overturning transport of 0.3 Sv/yr. This experimental reanalysis, driven by ERAInterim surface forcing, is one of several carried out as part of the development of SODA3.

Figure 2: Comparison of September Arctic sea ice extent from SODA3.4 (black) with independent estimates
provided by NSIDC (red). This experimental reanalysis, driven by ERA-Interim surface forcing, is one of
several carried out as part of the development of SODA3.
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Collaborative Research: Submarine Melting and Freshwater Export
in Greenland’s Glacial Fjords: The Role of Subglacial Discharge, Fjord
Topography and Shelf Properties
PIs: C. Cenedese1, F. Straneo1 and P. Heimbach2
1
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
2
The University of Texas at Austin
The major goals of the project are to investigate two fundamental components of ice sheet/
ocean interaction in Greenland’s glacial fjords: submarine melting and the export of freshwater
from the fjords. In particular, we plan to provide the first assessment of the submarine melt rate and
freshwater flux generated by a glacier as a function of subglacial discharge for a wide range of source
characteristics and for different stratifications and sill depths at the fjord mouth. Furthermore, an
additional goal is to formulate parameterizations for submarine melt rates and freshwater export
to be used to force glacier and ocean/climate models, respectively. This fills a gap in our present
ability to model the impact of the ocean on the glaciers and of the glaciers on the ocean.

Recent results

A new series of laboratory experiments has been conducted in a two-layer stratified fluid to
investigate the influence of a fjord’s sill on melting and fjord circulation when a subglacial
discharge is present. The subglacial discharge generated a buoyant plume, which ascended
vertically along the ice face, entraining both ambient waters and submarine melt waters, and
forming what we will call “glacially modified waters.” This glacially modified water was observed
to fill up the region between the ice block and the sill (Figure 1) and the timescale for this to
occur has been identified. The submarine melting has been observed to decrease with increasing
sill height in the lower warmer and saltier layer and then to increase when the sill penetrated
the top cold and fresher layer. Furthermore, the results obtained from a series of experiments
investigating the submarine melting due to two sources of subglacial discharge have been
published (Cenedese and Gatto 2016a) and a manuscript describing the results of a series of
experiments investigating the submarine melting due to a single source of subglacial discharge
will be submitted shortly (Cenedese and Gatto 2016b).
We have developed a theoretical framework to examine the heat, freshwater, and volume
transports within a glacial fjord that takes into account the discharge of icebergs, meltwater, and
the moving glacier boundary. This budget has been applied to moored data (two years) from
Sermilik Fjord to derive the first comprehensive estimates of transports through a flux gate in the
middle of the fjord. This analysis shows that the freshwater export is highly seasonal, peaking in
early fall, and thus lagging the surface melt input by almost two months. This delay is attributed
to the storage of freshwater inside the fjord before it is released to the large-scale ocean. These
estimates, furthermore, have revealed that the transports are the result of a combination of shelfforced and buoyancy forced flows, and that the assumptions made in deriving previous estimates
are highly questionable. One important result from this study is that iceberg melt within the
fjords is likely a major contributor to the liquid freshwater export and that it has to be included in
parameterizations of melting. This work was submited to Journal of Physical Oceanography (Jackson
and Straneo 2016).
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In parallel, we have developed a simpler balance model for the overturning associated with large
volumes of submarine melt under a floating ice tongue and used it to quantify the overturning/
exchange that must occur under the 79 North Glacier, Greenland’s largest floating ice tongue.
This work shows, in particular, that the overturning required to support the diagnosed melting
under these large ice tongues will flush the cavity in timescales that are shorter than a year. The
implication, in turn, is that the oceanic variability will be rapidly communicated to the ice cavity.
This work has been published (Wilson and Straneo 2015). Analysis of near-glacier data from a midsized glacier in West Greenland has been used to investigate the dynamics of plumes induced by
subglacial discharge and the extent to which these can be represented by idealized plume models
(Mankoff et al. 2016). Finally, opportunistic analysis of noble gas samples obtained from a West
Greenland glacier reveal the water mass transformation associated with glacial forcing (Beaird et
al. 2015).
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Figure 1. Stratification in the
presence of a sill as high as the
bottom warmer and saltier layer.
Top row: temperature; bottom
row: temperature anomaly. Left
column: region between the ice
block and the sill; right column:
region between the sill and the
end of the tank. PW: polar water,
i.e., top layer; AW: Atlantic water,
i.e., bottom layer; GMW: glacially
modified waters. White line in
bottom left panel indicates the
deepening of the glacially modified
waters.
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Interbasin Transport of the Meridional Overturning Circulation
PIs: P. Cessi and C. S. Jones
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA
We have shown that freshwater feedbacks in the adiabatic AMOC can lead to multiple equilibria
where the residual overturning is either reinforced or shut down. In the AMOC “on” state the poleto-pole buoyancy difference decreases as the amplitude of the AMOC increases, indicating that
this state is in the adiabatic regime. The AMOC “off” state is diffusively driven and its pole-to-pole
buoyancy difference increases as the amplitude of the AMOC increases. Self-sustained multidecadal oscillations are observed with amplitudes that increase as the critical forcing for AMOC
shutdown is approached. These oscillations mediate the transition between AMOC “on” and “off”
states (cf. Wolfe and Cessi 2015).
In an idealized configuration of the Atlantic + Indo-Pacific + Southern Ocean forced by zonally
symmetric winds, zonally symmetric temperature, and salinity flux, we have discovered a
preference for Atlantic versus Pacific sinking only due to the greater longitudinal width of the
non-sinking basin. This preference stems from the northward salinity transport by the upper
branch of the meridional overturning circulation (MOC), a transport that has enhanced sinking
in the narrow basin. This enhancement of salt transport is due to the fact that the total amount
of sinking is constant, regardless of the width of the basin where it occurs, and thus the velocity
associated with the upper branch of the MOC is higher if sinking occurs in a narrow basin.
Because the sources contributing to the deep water sinking are fixed by the strength of the winds
in the Southern Ocean, the total diffusive upwelling in the world ocean, and the eddy activity¾all
properties that are essentially independent of the location of deep water formation¾the transport
of the upper branch of the meridional overturning circulation is the independent of the location of
sinking (cf. Jones and Cessi 2016).
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Collaborative Research: Understanding Changes in the Atlantic
Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) During the 20th Century
Using IPCC AR5 Model Ensembles
PIs: P. Chang1, S. Yeager2, and G. Danabasoglu2
Postdoc: W. M. Kim1,2
1
Texas A&M University, College Station, TX
2
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
The objectives of this collaborative research between TAMU and NCAR are i) to understand the
dominant ocean – atmosphere processes controlling the long-term AMOC changes over the 20th
century and examine how these processes are represented in the models contributing to the IPCC
AR5 (Inter-governmental Panel on Climate Change Fifth Assessment Report) and ii) to determine
plausible causes of differences in long-term AMOC changes simulated by coupled climate models
and forced ocean – sea-ice models during the late 20th century. The proposed research consists of
a comprehensive inter-model comparison analysis of IPCC AR5 coupled climate model simulations
and ocean – sea-ice model simulations of the 20th century climate and a set of ocean – sea-ice
model sensitivity experiments to assess the sensitivity of long-term AMOC changes to a variety of
alternative atmospheric state choices.

Recent results

To address these objectives, we have conducted two investigations. The first investigation
focuses on a comparative analysis of low-frequency AMOC variability simulated by CMIP-class
coupled climate models and stand-alone ocean – sea-ice models forced with the best available
atmospheric reanalysis datasets. In particular, we have carried out an AMOC analysis on three sets
of simulations performed at NCAR: 1) an ensemble of Community Climate System Model version 4
(CCSM4) simulations from CMIP5 archive; 2) a large ensemble of Community Earth System Model
version 1 (CESM1) simulations; and 3) forced hindcast simulations from the second phase of the
Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments (CORE-II) in which the Parallel Ocean Program
version 2 (POP2) is coupled to Community Ice model version 4 (CICE4) (Danabasoglu et al. 2014).
All these simulations share the same ocean and sea-ice component models (POP2-CICE4), and
thus allow a consistent comparison of simulated AMOC under the same ocean – sea-ice modeling
framework. The analyses yield the following findings.
There are significant discrepancies in the simulated decadal-to-multi-decadal AMOC variability
between the coupled model (CCSM4, CESM) and forced ocean – sea-ice model (POP2-CICE4)
simulations: specifically, the low-frequency AMOC variability in the hindcast simulations is outside
the range of possible values of low-frequency AMOC variability simulated by the coupled models.
The discrepancies in low-frequency AMOC variability appear to be attributed to the differences in
the simulated low-frequency variability of Labrador Sea (LS) deep convection between the coupled
model and forced hindcast simulations.
Differences in large-scale atmospheric conditions, not synoptic variability, in the high-latitude
North Atlantic seem to be crucial in explaining the differences in the low-frequency variability
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of LS deep convection and AMOC between coupled model and forced hindcast simulations. A
manuscript summarizing these findings is currently in preparation.
The last conclusion from the above investigation motivates us to conduct a second investigation
on LS deep convection in the winters of 2006-2007 and of 2007-2008. Deep convection in the LS
resumed in the winter of 2007-2008 under a moderately positive North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO)
state. This is in sharp contrast with the previous winter with weak convection, despite a similar,
positive NAO state. This disparity is explored by analyzing reanalysis data and forced hindcast
simulations. It is found that the difference in deep convection is primarily due to differences
in large-scale atmospheric conditions that are not accounted for by the conventional NAO
definition. Specifically, the 2007-2008 winter was characterized by an atmospheric circulation
anomaly centered in the western North Atlantic, rather than the eastern North Atlantic that
the conventional NAO emphasizes. This anomalous circulation was also accompanied by
anomalously cold conditions over northern North America. Figure 1 contrasts the difference in
the atmospheric conditions between winters of 2006/7 and of 2007/8. The controlling influence of
these atmospheric conditions on LS deep convection in the 2008 winter is confirmed by sensitivity
experiments where surface forcing and/or initial conditions are modified. An extended analysis
for the 1949-2009 period shows that about half of the winters with strong heat losses in the LS are
associated with such west-centered circulation anomaly and cold conditions over northern North
America. These are found to be accompanied by La Niña-like conditions in the tropical Pacific,
suggesting that the atmospheric response to La Niña may have a strong influence on LS deep
convection (Kim et al. 2016).
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Figure 1: Anomalies of DJFM (a-b) sea-level-pressure, (c-d) surface-air-temperature, and (e-f) 2-8 day
bandpass filtered meridional wind variance v’2 in the 2007 (left column) and 2008 (right column) winters
from CORE-II. The anomalies are relative to the 2000-2007 base period. Source: Kim et al. 2016.

High-Resolution Model Development to Quantify the Impact of
Icebergs on the Stability of the AMOC
PIs: A. Condron1 and R. Bradley1
1
University of Massachusetts Amherst, MA
Here we examine the impact of accelerated Greenland ice sheet mass loss on the strength of
the AMOC, as well as the risk of iceberg collisions with offshore marine activities (i.e., oil rigs and
shipping), in the future. Mass loss from the Greenland ice sheet has quadrupled in the last two
decades (Straneo and Heimbach 2013) and is expected to continue to increase. Despite projected
rates of ice sheet mass loss remaining highly uncertain, upper estimates from both models and
the extrapolation of current trends suggests that rates could reach 0.08-0.1 Sv (~2500 – 3450
Gt/yr) by 2100 A.D (e.g., Velicogna 2009; Lenaerts et al. 2015). While a number of studies have
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simulated the response of ocean circulation to a range of possible changes in Greenland ice sheet
melt rates (e.g., Hu et al. 2011; Swingedouw et al. 2014), none have explicitly resolved icebergs,
and in particular the increased freshwater inputs to the Northwest Atlantic from increased iceberg
calving. Here, the MITgcm ocean—sea-ice model is configured at an eddy-permitting resolution
(1/6°; 18-km) and coupled to a new dynamic-thermodynamic iceberg model (MITberg) developed
at UMass Amherst by lead PI Condron.

Recent results

A control and two perturbation experiments were run for 35 years to test AMOC sensitivity to
increased freshwater runoff and iceberg calving from Greenland. In the control experiment, 462
Gt/yr of ice and 503 Gt/yr of liquid runoff were discharged from the ice sheet from 34 locations,
giving a total freshwater forcing of 965 Gt/yr (~0.03 Sv) that is consistent with observations and
modeling (Enderlin et al. 2014; Lenaerts et al. 2015; Bamber et al. 2012).
Compelling evidence of the models veracity is provided by the good agreement between the
distribution of icebergs in the northwest Atlantic and observations (Figure 1a), and in particular
the number of observed and simulated icebergs drifting south of the Grand Banks 48°N parallel
in the Labrador Current: In the control experiment, an average of 435 (SD=505.8) icebergs pass
south of here each year, comparing well to the long-term observational mean of 474 (SD=491.9).
In the first perturbation experiment (Ramp), melt rates from the ice sheet were linearly increased
by ~30 Gt/yr2 to approximate accelerated rates of ice loss observed over the last 10 years (e.g.,
Velicogna 2009). In the second perturbation experiment (Melt), 3445 Gt/yr (~0.1 Sv) of ice and
liquid runoff were discharged for the entire experiment to simulate upper-estimates of runoff
projected by 2100 A.D.
Our coupled ocean-sea-ice-iceberg model predicts a 6- and 14-fold increase in the number
of icebergs drifting south of 48°N in Ramp and Melt, respectively, after 35 years. In Ramp the
icebergs were twice as high and 1.5-times longer than the control experiment, while in Melt the
icebergs were ~four times thicker and twice as long. The increased size and density of icebergs
in the Labrador Current, especially around the Grand Banks of Newfoundland, will present a
considerable risk to commercial shipping and oil platforms operating in this area in the nearfuture. After 35 years, the total freshwater forcing from Greenland in Ramp is ~0.05Sv and AMOC
weakens by 3.5% (-0.39 Sv); by comparison, AMOC weakens by 17%; (~2 Sv) in Melt (Figure 1b).
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Figure 1: (a) Simulated annual mean iceberg density in the North Atlantic [control experiment] with the red
line marking the 48°N parallel. (b) Change in AMOC in response to increased iceberg calving and runoff from
the Greenland ice sheet under two scenarios: In Ramp the rate of ice sheet melt increases at 30 Gt/yr2 to
approximate observed rates of Greenland mass loss, while in Melt ~3445 Gt/yr (~0.1 Sv) of ice and liquid
freshwater are discharged into the ocean from the Greenland ice sheet.

A Collaborative Multi-Model Study: Understanding AMOC Variability
Mechanisms and Their Impacts on Decadal Prediction
PIs: G. Danabasoglu1, S. G. Yeager1, A. Karspeck1, J. Tribbia1, T. Delworth2, R. Msadek2, A. Rosati2, Y.O. Kwon3, and C. Frankignoul3
Collaborators: F. Castruccio1, W. M. Kim1, and Y. Ruprich-Robert2
1
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
2
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ
3
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA
This collaborative project between GFDL, NCAR, and WHOI is aimed at advancing our understanding
of simulated AMOC variability, the impact of that variability on the atmosphere and climate, and
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the relevance of that variability to our ability to make decadal climate predictions. Our specific
goals include improving our understanding of how particular physical processes and climate state
information may give rise to predictive skill related to AMOC variability and evaluating how model
differences in simulating AMOC variability affect related decadal predictability. We summarize
some of our recent findings below.

Recent results

During the last century, the North Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SST) exhibited a long-term
warming trend superimposed onto multidecadal fluctuations. This multidecadal variability is
referred to as the Atlantic multidecadal variability (AMV). The AMV is associated with, and possibly
the source of, marked climate anomalies over many areas of the globe. This includes droughts in
Africa and North America, decline in sea ice, and changes in Atlantic tropical cyclone activity and in
the atmospheric large-scale circulation. However, the shortness of the historical record compared
to the AMV period (about 40-80 years) makes it difficult to show that the AMV is a direct driver of
these variations. To isolate the AMV climate response, we have performed coordinated, idealized
AMV impacts experiments at both GFDL and NCAR, using the GFDL-CM2.1, GFDL-FLOR, and CESM1
(Community Earth System Model version 1) climate models. In these experiments, the model
North Atlantic SSTs are restored to anomalies corresponding to the observed AMV. By perturbing
only the North Atlantic sector of the coupled models, our set-up permits estimation and isolation
of the full climate response to the observed AMV forcing. The manuscript (Ruprich-Robert et al.
2016) documenting our results has been submitted to J. Climate. Here, we summarize our main
findings:
• During boreal summer (JJAS), the AMV warming leads to a weakening of the Walker
circulation that generates precipitation anomalies all around the tropical belt and
strengthens the monsoon activity over Asia and Africa. It also leads to reduced rainfall over
the western part of the US and over Southern Europe.
• During boreal winter (DJFM), the AMV warming leads to a negative phase of the interdecadal
Pacific Oscillation (IPO; Figure 1). This response comes from a modification of the Walker
circulation occurring during JJAS that leads to the development of La Niña-like conditions
during DJFM through processes that are associated with internal variability in the Pacific.
• The signal-to-noise ratio of the simulated AMV impacts during DJFM suggests only weak
predictability over land in the extratropics. However, this ratio indicates high predictability
over the North Pacific, Mexico, and South Asia. Over the North Pacific, our results suggest
that a climate shift similar to or stronger than the observed 1976-77 event has about 40%
chance of happening following a transition of the AMV from its positive to a negative phase.
• Most of the simulated global-scale impacts are driven solely by the tropical part of the AMV,
except for the North Atlantic Oscillation-like response over the North Atlantic/European
region, which is shown to be driven both by the subpolar and the tropical parts of the AMV.
• Our results stress the importance of variability in the North Atlantic associated with the AMV
in driving changes at global scale, especially Pacific Ocean variations at decadal timescales.
In this study, we specifically focus on quantifying the climate impacts associated with the
internal component of the AMV, which has been shown to be predictable to some extent on
multiannual timescales. Our results are therefore encouraging for the prospect of getting
skillful decadal predictions in regions outside of the North Atlantic. Our experimental
protocol for performing idealized AMV simulations for impact studies has recently been
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adopted as a part of the Decadal Climate Prediction Project model inter-comparison project
for inclusion in the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project phase 6 (CMIP6).
We have performed an inter-comparison of the interannual to decadal AMOC variability from
six ocean reanalysis products¾all but one of which are used for initialization of coupled model
decadal predictions (DP) for CMIP5 (Karspeck et al. 2015). The six reanalysis products that are
included in the inter-comparison are ECDA3.2 (produced by the Geophysical Fluid Dynamics
Laboratory), ORAS4 (European Center for Medium Range Weather Forecasting), SODA 2.2.4
(U. of Maryland/TAMU), GECCO2 (U. Hamburg), DePreSys (UK Met Office), and the MOVE-CORE
(Japan Meteorological Research Institute). Four of these six groups have corresponding control
integrations (NoAssimilation) performed with the same ocean model and atmospheric forcing
used to generate their reanalyses. Along with forced ocean simulations¾which include the CESM
ocean – sea-ice hindcast used for initialization of CESM DPs¾these control integrations can be
used to evaluate the level of consistency among ocean reanalysis products relative to forced
simulations without the assimilation of subsurface hydrography. We note that the CESM ocean
– sea-ice hindcast simulation is forced with the Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference Experiments
interannually varying atmospheric data sets, i.e., CORE-II.
Figure 2 shows the time series of the AMOC at 1000 m depth in the six reanalysis products and
the four NoAssimilation control simulations. The lack of consistency in year-to-year variability is
evident. Relative to the reference simulations and CORE-II forced model simulations, it is found
that i) the reanalysis products tend to have greater AMOC mean strength and enhanced variance;
ii) the reanalysis products have enhanced multidecadal trends (from 1975-1995 and 1995-2007)
in the mid-latitudes; and iii) the reanalysis products have less agreement in year-to-year AMOC
variability. If AMOC initialization is key to successful DP in the subpolar gyre of the Atlantic Ocean,
these results suggest that the choice of initialization procedure and/or product may be important.
It also raises the possibility that a different (or more refined) understanding of what elements of
the initialization state are important is necessary.
To better detect, understand, and predict natural climate variability on decadal timescales, it is
crucial to identify and separate the anthropogenic climate change signal from the observational
data for the past 100+ years. Various methods proposed to tackle this issue can be categorized
into largely two groups: 1) the ones primarily using the multi-model ensemble of the climate
model simulations, in particular the CMIP ensembles, to infer the anthropogenic climate change
signal to be subtracted from the observational time series (e.g., Ting et al. 2009); and 2) those
based on the statistics of a single observed time series (e.g., Trenberth and Shea 2006). We use
the annual-mean surface temperature for the 1940-2015 period from about 30 members of the
CESM1 Large Ensemble (LE) simulations to compare a few frequently used methods of the second
category. The CESM1 LE simulations provide a unique opportunity as the anthropogenic climate
change signal can be defined without ambiguity as the ensemble mean SST time series, which is
treated as the truth. This target truth is then compared with the estimates of the anthropogenic
climate change signals obtained using other statistical methods applied to each member of the
LE. As shown in Figure 3, the simple second order trend (D2) performs slightly better than more
sophisticated methods that takes into account the spatially coherent changes, i.e., LIM1, EEMD,
or REGR (see figure caption for details). Once the anthropogenic climate change signal based
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on these methods is removed at each grid point for each ensemble member, the AMV spatial
patterns are obtained as the regression of the annual-mean residual SST onto the AMV time series
after a 10-year low-pass filter. These AMV spatial patterns are then compared to the AMV spatial
pattern from the last 1500 years of the 2200-year-long preindustrial control simulation based on
the same CESM1 configuration. The histograms of the spatial correlation between the control AMV
pattern and the AMV pattern from the detrended LE members suggest again that the simple D2 or
GM (global mean) outperforms the other three more elaborate methods (not shown).
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Figure 1: Mean state differences for boreal winter 2 m air
temperature between the positive and negative phases of
the observed AMV as estimated by idealized experiments
performed with (top) GFDL-CM2.1, (middle) NCAR-CESM1, and
(bottom) GFDL-FLOR coupled models.
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Figure 2: Time series of AMOC anomaly at 1000 m depth at 45°N (top panels) and 26.5°N (bottom
panels) for the set of ocean reanalysis products (left panels) and the set of NoAssimilation forced
ocean model simulations (right panels). The 1960-2007 time-mean has been removed from each
time series. The means (in Sv) are indicated within brackets at 45°N and 26.5°N, respectively, in
the legends. Time series from RAPID (McCarthy et al. 2012) are included for comparison.

Figure 3: Histograms of the average of the root-mean-square (rms) differences between various
estimates and the true representation of the anthropogenic climate change signal at each grid
from the 30-member CESM1 LE simulations. The various estimates are based on: 1) the leading
damped mode from a linear inverse model decomposition (LIM1; Marini and Frankignoul 2013); 2)
the quadratic trend at each grid point (D2); 3) the global mean SST time series (GM; Trenberth and
Shea 2006); 4) the linear regression on the GM at each grid point (REGR); and 5) the residual time
series from the ensemble empirical mode decomposition at each grid point (EEMD; Ji et al. 2014).
The respective time means are removed from each time series and the standard deviations of the
difference time series at each grid point are calculated. Then, the area-weighted spatial average of
the standard deviations over the global domain (70°S-70°N) is calculated for each ensemble member.
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Collaborative Research EaSM2: Mechanisms, Predictability, Prediction,
and Regional and Societal Impacts of Decadal Climate Variability
PIs: G. Danabasoglu1, J. L. Anderson1, G. Branstator1, K. Lindsay1, J. Tribbia1, C. Frankignoul2, Y.-O.
Kwon2, and M. Zhang3
Collaborators: S. G. Yeager1, A. Karspeck1, F. Castruccio1, W. M. Kim1, M. C. Long1, L. Jiang1,
and H. Teng1
1
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
2
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3
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The goals of this interdisciplinary collaborative project are: i) to produce an improved and reliable
decadal prediction (DP) system within the Community Earth System Model (CESM) framework,
including predictive capabilities for marine ecosystems and biogeochemical constituents; and
ii) to advance the use of DP simulations in regional and societal impact studies. In order to
achieve these overarching goals, we are engaged in advancing our understanding and technical
capabilities in four fundamental areas related to DP: i) improving our understanding of intrinsic
decadal variability and mechanisms; ii) assessing the inherent predictability constraints of our
forecast model; iii) evaluating practical forecast system design methods; and iv) generating
capabilities for incorporating fully-coupled data assimilation and ocean ecosystems and
biogeochemistry into our DP system. We highlight some of our recent progress below.

Recent results

In several recent studies, we present new insights into AMOC variability mechanisms for the
recent past that are based on ocean— sea-ice coupled (hindcast) experiments forced with several
interannually varying atmospheric reanalysis datasets. In Yeager (2015), we document a detailed
vorticity budget analysis, demonstrating how abyssal flow interaction with bathymetry leads to a
coupling of the large-scale gyre and overturning circulations on interannual to decadal timescales
in various hindcast simulations forced with the Coordinated Ocean-ice Reference experiments
phase II (CORE-II) atmospheric datasets. The multi-model analysis of the CORE-II simulations
presented in Danabasoglu et al. (2016) lends support to the idea that the AMOC strengthened
between the mid-1970s and the 1990s, with subsequent weakening in more recent years (Figure
1). The overall agreement of the low-frequency AMOC behavior in twenty different ocean—
sea-ice models suggests that this variability is largely imposed by the atmospheric boundary
conditions used, but differences in model formulations contribute to substantial disagreements
between the models, particularly in the spatial patterns of AMOC variability. These studies
(along with our previously-published work) have given us a fairly in-depth understanding of the
variability mechanisms at work in the CORE-II-forced hindcasts that continue to serve as initial
conditions and validation datasets for our CESM coupled DPs. This, in turn, greatly enhances our
understanding of the DP results; for example, recent analyses suggest that the DP skill at multiyear lead times, to the extent that it exists, derives from successful prediction of buoyancy-driven
ocean variability, with very limited skill in predicting wind-driven ocean variability.
We are currently exploring how the simulated AMOC variability in the recent past diagnosed
from forced ocean—sea-ice hindcasts is sensitive to different atmospheric reanalyses products
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by performing CORE-style historical spin-ups using new data products from the Japanese
Meteorological Agency (JRA-55; Kobayashi et al. 2015) as well as from NOAA-CIRES (20CRv2
and 20CRv2c; Compo et al. 2011). Preliminary experiments indicate that estimates of historical
AMOC variability between 1958-2010 can differ substantially depending upon which atmospheric
reanalysis is used for surface fluxes (Figure 2). For example, a JRA55-forced hindcast shows a
downward trending AMOC at 45°N between the mid-1970s and mid-1990s whereas CORE-IIforced and 20CRv2c-forced hindcasts show upward trends. This exercise is useful for quantifying
the uncertainties inherent in ocean state estimations using the forced hindcast methodology,
and it has led to some key insights regarding ways to improve CESM DPs. For example, ocean –
sea-ice hindcasts forced with the 20CRv2 atmospheric reanalysis produce more realistic zonal
SST gradients in the equatorial Pacific than those forced with traditional CORE-II datasets. In
particular, a strong weakening trend in NCEP trade winds in the Pacific Ocean (not shown), which
is exacerbated by CORE-II adjustments, results in strong downward trend in the east-west SST
gradient at the Equator in CORE-II hindcast simulations. The 20CRv2-forced hindcast exhibits no
such trend, and hence exhibits a better match with observed SST (not shown).
We hypothesize that the spurious trend in equatorial Pacific SST gradients in the CORE-II hindcast
contributes to the notably poor DP skill in the equatorial Pacific region (Karspeck et al. 2015; H.
Teng, personal communication) in the CESM DP experiments submitted as the NCAR contribution
to the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project phase 5 (CMIP5), referred to as the CCSM4 DP
experiments. For our latest DP effort completed in late November 2015 (referred to as CESM1_LE
DP experiments), we therefore choose to generate ocean initial conditions using modified CORE
forcing that incorporates the 20CRv2 wind field in the tropical regions in order to avoid spurious
trends in equatorial Pacific SSTs. The new hindcast has more realistic SST variability in the tropical
Pacific than the old one, and we find that the new DP ensembles show much improved behavior in
the Niño3 region (Figure 3).
As indicated above, we have just completed a new set of CESM DPs (CESM1_LE DP) using
CESM1 (with CAM5 as the atmospheric model) and with biogeochemistry (BGC) enabled in the
ocean component. The code base is identical to that used for the CESM Large Ensemble (LE)
Project, so that the LE 20th century (20C) simulations can serve as the uninitialized complement
to the initialized DP ensembles. The use of BGC required a long hindcast spin-up using COREII forcing modified with 20CRv2 winds (see above) in order to achieve quasi-equilibrated BGC
fields. Following the CMIP6 DP experimental protocol, the new set of prediction runs are
10-member ensembles initialized each November 1st from 1954 to 2014 and integrated for 10
years. Preliminary analysis of net primary productivity (NPP) shows promising skill in predicting
anomalous NPP in the Northeast Pacific sector between one to two years in advance (Figure 4). We
are finding that there is substantially lower skill in predicting NPP in the subpolar North Atlantic at
multi-year lead times than there is in predicting upper-ocean heat content or SST (not shown), but
there is nevertheless a suggestion that decadal-scale regime shifts in productivity may in fact be
predictable.
In another recent study, we demonstrate the potential for decadal-scale prediction of Arctic winter
sea ice extent, and forecast a slowdown in the rate of Atlantic sea ice loss (Yeager et al. 2015). The
analysis presents a strong case that the CESM DP system can skillfully predict decadal rates of
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Atlantic sea ice loss (Figure 5) and describes how variations in the strength of the thermohaline
circulation are underpinning the sea ice prediction skill. If the forecasted slow down in Atlantic sea
ice loss is borne out in coming years, it will represent a real success and validation of DP science.
Research on the predictability of extreme weather for societal impact has focused on the
identification of large-scale spatial SST patterns that control the variability of (1) the number
and intensity of winter cyclones in the Northwestern Atlantic, and (2) hurricane tracks that
make landfall at the US Northeast coast. These SST patterns are important to define the critical
information in the decadal forecasts that are most relevant to extreme weather events. For
hurricanes making landfall around New York (Figire 6a), we find significant large-scale SST
patterns that are correlated with the number of annual landfall hurricanes (Figure 6b): more
landfall hurricanes are associated with a negative phase of the Pacific Decadal Variability (PDV)
in the Pacific, and a SST warm anomaly around 35°N in the North Atlantic that is sandwiched
between two cold anomalies poleward and equatorward. This pattern is associated with reduced
vertical wind shear (VWS) defined as the difference of zonal wind between 200 and 500 hPa in the
subtropical Atlantic (Figure 6c) and an anti-cyclonic anomaly in the mean sea level pressure (MSLP)
(Figure 6d). The reduced VWS is conducive to Atlantic hurricane formation, while the anti-cyclonic
flow is conducive to steering the hurricanes to make landfall at the US Northeast coast. This
identified SST pattern has been used to construct a statistical-dynamical forecast model to predict
the probability of landfall hurricanes (Kim et al. 2015). The next step of research on extreme
weather will assess the decadal predictability of these SST patterns and to use them for WRF
downscaling of extreme temperature, precipitation, and winds, making use of the results from the
new CESM DP experiments.
Finally, we have completed our collaborative study with X. J. Davis and T. M. Joyce (both of WHOI)
in which we investigate potential predictability of the Gulf Stream (GS) latitude and its implications
for the prediction of fish distribution in the US Northeast shelf (Davis et al. 2016). A major result is
that including GS latitude as a predictor produces better prediction skills of silver hake center of
biomass than an auto-regressive model prediction solely based on the observed silver hake time
series.
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Figure 1: AMOC annual-mean maximum transport time
series at 26.5°N for the 1958-2007 period from the last
cycle of CORE-II simulations from the twenty models
participating in the CORE-II effort. The time series are
anomalies from the respective 50-year means (in Sv)
given for each model in parentheses in the labels. The
thick gray lines represent the annual-mean RAPID data
from Cunningham et al. (2007). The 4-year mean for the
RAPID data is 18.6 Sv. Multi-model mean (MMM) time
series are included in all panels as the dashed black
lines.

Figure 2: Annual-mean AMOC maximum transport time series
at 26°N (top) and 45°N (bottom) from three different hindcasts:
(blue) CORE-II-forced, (green) 20CRv2c-forced, and (red) JRA55forced.
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Figure 3: Annual Niño3 SST from observations (blue), the hindcast used for DP initialization (black), and the
DP ensemble mean for forecast year 2 (red; with ensemble range given by shading). Panels (a) and (b) show
hindcast and DP results corresponding to the old and new versions of the CESM DP system, respectively.

Figure 4: Annual NPP anomaly in the Northeast Pacific as simulated in the hindcast (black) and the CESM1_
LE DP ensembles (red, with shading denoting ensemble range) for forecast year 1 (top) and 2 (bottom).
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Figure 5: Observed and predicted change in winter sea-ice cover for the 1997-2007 period.

Figure 6: (a) Tracks of landfall hurricanes in New York (from 1979 to 2013); (b) Correlation pattern of mean
SST in July to October with the annual number of landfall hurricanes in New York; (c) Composite anomalies
of VWS when more hurricanes make landfall in NY; and (d) Same as in (c) but MSLP.
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Pathways to the Denmark Strait Overflow: A Lagrangian Study in the
Iceland Sea
PIs: M. F. de Jong1 and A. S. Bower2
International Collaborators: H. Soiland3
1
Duke University, Durham, NC
2
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA
3
Institute of Marine Research, Bergen, Norway
About half of the overflow water entering the North Atlantic Ocean from the Nordic Seas
originates from the Denmark Strait overflow. The Denmark Strait overflow water is also the
densest component of North Atlantic deep water. It was previously thought that the dense water
upstream of the overflow originated from Atlantic water that was modified along its path through
the Nordic (and Arctic) Seas (Mauritzen 1996), finally being transported to Denmark Strait in the
East Greenland Current (EGC). More recent observations suggest that there may be an alternative
source in the Iceland Sea, with a pathway to the Strait along the northern shelf of Iceland in
the North Icelandic Jet (Våge et al. 2011) and a complicated circulation in the narrow region just
upstream of Denmark Strait (Våge et al. 2013). Model studies (Köhl et al. 2007; Köhl 2010) suggest
that both pathways may be a source and alternate depending on the wind forcing around Iceland.
This has potential implications for the stability of the Denmark Strait overflow under future
atmospheric conditions.
This project aims to elucidate the circulation upstream of the Denmark Strait sill. In July 2013, a
total of 26 floats (13 one-year floats and 13 two-year floats) from the Institute of Marine Research
(IMR) in Bergen, Norway were deployed in the Iceland Sea, along with six sound sources. In July
2014, a second set of floats was deployed with one-year missions. The RAFOS deployments were
spread out over the interior Iceland Sea and the east
Greenland and northern Iceland slopes. The one-year mission floats deployed in 2013 surfaced
in June 2014. The remaining two-year floats deployed in 2013 and one-year floats deployed in
2015 surfaced in May and June 2015. Sound sources were recovered by H. Soiland in July 2015.
One sound source could not be recovered due to its proximity to sea ice and will be recovered in
summer 2016. Therefore some final time drift corrections still need to be applied.

Recent results

The preliminary float tracks show a reasonable coverage of the Iceland Sea, with some interesting
features. The interior basin is characterized by a cyclonic circulation. Float tracks along the
northern slope of Iceland show a region of high eddy activity on the eastern side of the Kolbeinsey
Ridge. Float tracks in the EGC appear to follow various pathways: southward to Denmark Strait
along the east Greenland slope, crossing the channel and continuing towards Denmark Strait
along the Icelandic slope, or diverging towards the interior Iceland Sea through the southernmost
gap in the Kolbeinsey Ridge. This flow information is being combined with sea surface altimetry
and atmospheric forcing from the experiment period.
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Figure 1: Preliminary float tracks from the Pathways to Denmark Strait project. Start (end) of tracks are
indicated with a circle (triangle). The floats were ballasted for 500 m depth, below the 28 kg m-3 isopycnal
and above sill depth.
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Low Frequency Intrinsic Variability in the Eddying Ocean
PIs: W. K. Dewar, N. Wienders, and B. Deremble
Florida State University, Tallahassee, Florida
The objective of this grant is to categorize the sources of variability in the North Atlantic. We
consider variability types differentiated by their origins: locally forced, locally intrinsic, nonlocally forced, or non-locally intrinsic. Locally forced refers to variability that is generated by the
regional atmospheric forcing of the North Atlantic, while locally intrinsic refers to interannual
variability arising from processes internal to the North Atlantic. The adjective non-local refers to
the impact of northern and southern boundary condition variability on the interior North Atlantic.
Our strategy is to conduct ensembles of North Atlantic simulations from 20°S to 55°N subject to
open boundary conditions on the north and south and atmospheric exchanges of buoyancy and
momentum. We consider cases of climatological forcing versus interannually variable forcing on
the various boundaries using ensembles to isolate the forced results from the intrinsic. This is a
heavily computational proposal, and we are still very early in the funding cycle.
Our actions to date have been to establish the computational infrastructure needed to carry out
and analyze the computations. As of now, all computer and storage hardware has been purchased
and ~95% of it is up and running. This includes local storage as well as compute nodes.
We have also established a series of benchmarks to guide us in the execution of our numerical
experiments. Specifically, we have designed a model North Atlantic domain that includes the Gulf
of Mexico and reduces by roughly 20% (relative to our initial grid design) the needed number of
grid points to achieve our target resolution (~1/12o) (see Figure 1). We have also experimented on
several of our planned computational platforms to locate the ‘sweet spot’ where we optimize our
throughput while minimizing the number of involved compute cores. The answers are somewhat
system dependent, as to be expected. On our local compute cluster, a number between 100
and 150 cores is optimum. The FSU HPC (high performing computing) center results argue for
a slightly higher number for optimization, although, interestingly, the gain over our local cluster
is less than expected. We have more experimentation to do here. Finally, extensive test runs at
the NSF Yellowstone installation suggest optimal throughput for roughly 200 cores. The target
execution time for our planned 50-year experiments is actually less than we anticipated, and we
are considering adjusting our planned computations accordingly in order to maximize our data.
Last, we are engaged with our collaborators in Grenoble, France, who are providing us with
open ocean boundary conditions from some of their global runs as well as the atmospheric
conditions used to generate that data. We should soon be in receipt of that information. We plan
commencing the numerical experiments beginning early summer 2016 with completion of the
main phase in early 2017.
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Figure 1: North Atlantic Domain. By artificially
moving the Gulf of Mexico into Africa, the total
domain grid count was reduced by over 20%.
Boundary conditions will be applied on the northern
and southern domain edges, and on the Strait of
Gibraltor.

Figure 2: Throughput as a function of compute cores for the domain shown in Figure 1. The blue curve
comes from the Yellowstone installation, the red curve from our in house cluster and the green dot from
the FSU High Performance Compute facility. Optimum conditions typically involve roughly 150 cores. By
running several realizations simultaneously, we can achieve our planned number of experiments in roughly
eight months of computing.
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State of the Climate: Quarterly Reports on the Meridional Heat
Transport in the Atlantic Ocean
PIs: S. Dong1, M. Baringer1, G. Goni1, and S. Garzoli2,1
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, Miami, FL
2
University of Miami, Miami, FL

1

This project supports the development of a methodology to estimate heat transport variability
using data collected along two high density expendable bathythermograph (XBT) transects
operated by NOAA’s Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory (AOML), satellite
data (altimeter and scatterometer), wind products from the National Center for Environmental
Prediction (NCEP) reanalysis, and products from general circulation models. Quarterly reports
estimates of meridional oceanic heat transport in the center of the subtropical gyres in the
North and South Atlantic are posted on the AOML website. While continued delivery of quarterly
estimates of heat transport is the ultimate output of this project, efforts are continually underway
to improve these heat transport estimates and provide uncertainty estimates.

Recent results

Estimates of the heat transport across the North and South Atlantic continue to be posted on
the AOML website, typically within two months of the completion of any given cruise. With the
increase of Argo data, an updated T/S relationship has been developed for a better estimate
salinity to decrease errors in the meridional heat transport (MHT) estimates. The new T/S
relationship is currently being evaluated, and the MHT estimates from XBTs will be recalculated.
This year the MHT in the South Atlantic was highlighted in four publications:
Baringer et al. (2015) extended this time series through 2014. Different from the decreasing trends
of the MHT observed at 26°N and 41°N, MHT at 35°S from XBTs does not show a statistically
significant trend.
• Dong et al. (2015) developed a new methodology that allows obtaining the MOC and MHT
time series since 1993 through a combination of the satellite and in situ measurements. In
this study, the XBT measurements and the MOC/MHT derived from the XBTs play a critical
to validate the methodology. This methodology will allow estimates of the MOC and MHT in
real-time using satellite altimeter sea surface height measurements.
• Goes et al. (2015a) examined whether the current XBT sampling strategy is cost-effective.
This study suggested that the current spatial sampling is good enough to capture the MOC/
MHT variability, but it can be improved with a higher spatial resolution at the western
boundary region.
• Goes et al. (2015b) investigated the impact of historical biases on the XBT-derived MOC/MHT
estimates at 34°S, and suggested that, although the XBT biases have little impact on MOC/
MHT interannual variations, an adequate correction of historical XBT data is necessary for an
early detection of trends in the MOC/MHT.
In addition, the project PIs participated in a number of other studies related to MOC and MHT,
including a review paper that described currently used techniques and instruments as well as
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developments of new technologies which could be used to measure the MOC in both the North
and South Atlantic basins (Perez et al. 2015); and a study of the MOC pathway in the South Atlantic
(Garzoli et al. 2015), which is described in some detail in “SAM” project report.

Online data

Heat transport estimates: http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/soto/mht/index.php
XBT data: http://www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/hdenxbt/index.php
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Comparison of Deepglider and RAPID-MOCHA Moored Array
Observations
PI: Charles C Eriksen
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
The overall goal of this project is to learn to use very long-range autonomous underwater gliders
(Deepgliders) to help measure the AMOC at the western end of the RAPID-MOCHA transatlantic
section along 26.5°N in the subtropical North Atlantic Ocean. The specific primary goals are to
demonstrate that Deepgliders can be used to collect full-depth temperature, salinity, dissolved
oxygen, and depth-averaged current at a fixed location within the Deep Western Boundary
Current. A subsidiary goal is to demonstrate the ability of Deepgliders to collect full-depth sections
over a significant portion of an ocean basin, including the western boundary.

Recent progress

The major activity over the past year has been to prepare, launch, and operate a pair of new
Deepgliders in the western North Atlantic subtropical gyre. Logistical and technical considerations
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led us to deploy these vehicles two months apart from a small boat near Bermuda, operate
them near the Bermuda Atlantic Time Series (BATS) site until we were confident that they were
performing properly and had had the benefit of one or more shipboard full-depth CTD casts
nearby, then transit to offshore Great Abaco Island, Bahamas to begin acquiring data in support of
the RAPID-MOCHA project. The first Deepglider began its 1350 km transect from the western flank
of Bermuda to offshore Abaco in mid-August 2015 and arrived at the RAPID-MOCHA WB2 mooring
site 88 days later. The second followed, starting in mid-October and arriving 81 days later.
Although both vehicles successfully completed their transits, both also encountered difficulties
shortly after arrival at WB2. Both missions ended after one of a pair of linear potentiometers used
to monitor the amount of oil residing in the internal reservoir of the buoyancy engine failed in
each vehicle, apparently due to contamination by the oil, a product relatively new to Deepglider
use. Fortunately both vehicles were recovered, one by a small boat chartered locally, and the
other by R/V Endeavor in a deviation from its scheduled survey work along the RAPID-MOCHA line.
Both also suffered from communications difficulties, apparently due to antenna system detuning
brought about by connector leakage and mechanical fatigue due to long-term pressure cycling.
Prior to its electromechanical fault, one of the Deepgliders collected zonal sections on a single
zonal excursion from WB2 offshore 165 km and back. Launch of additional Deepgliders in support
of this project's scientific objectives has been suspended pending resolution of the technical
problems encountered.
Despite falling short, to date, of regularly surveying the Western Boundary Current region
offshore Abaco, the missions carried out¾together with one along Line W from Bermuda to the
New England continental slope (made under sponsorship of another NSF grant)¾are the first to
collect full ocean depth sections from a mid-ocean island across the western boundary region
autonomously. These measurements are dominated by large bursts of barotropic (full-depth
averaged) flow (frequently exceeding 0.1 m/s) coupled to comparably energetic first baroclinic
mode variability, while higher mode energy drops off very steeply. While first baroclinic mode
energy exceeds barotropic mode energy northwest of Bermuda across the Gulf Stream, the
opposite is true in sections southwest of Bermuda, where barotropic energy dominates, while
remaining correlated with first baroclinic mode energy. The short zonal section east of Abaco can
be occupied sufficiently often to resolve the dominant temporal variation.
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Figure 1: Track of Deepglider sg037 from the BATS region southeast of Bermuda (~ 32°N, 65°W) to the
western portion of the RAPID-MOCHA array east of Abaco, Bahamas (along 26.5°N, east of 77°) along with
estimated barotropic (full-depth averaged) current vectors (blue, m/s) and cross-track volume transport
(cyan, Sv) for each dive cycle.

The Interannual Variability of the Brazil Current
PIs: M. Goes1,2, Y. Liu1,2, S. Dong2, and S.-K. Lee2
1
University of Miami, Miami, FL
2
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, Miami, FL
This project’s goal is to understand the variability of the Brazil Current (BC) focusing on interannual
timescales. We will explore the links with large-scale ocean features such as the South Atlantic
subtropical gyre, Agulhas leakage, and the AMOC, as well as with extreme weather and climate
events in South America. For this, we will use in situ, satellite and ocean model data.

Recent results

Indices of the Brazil Current transport and the strength and extension of the South Atlantic
subtropical gyre (SASG) were created using in situ and satellite data. The SASG is known to have
two cells, the northern and southern cells. We found no significant long-term trend in the gyre
strength or the BC transport (Figure 1). Conversely, for the gyre extension, a large decadal trend is
observed mostly due to the global sea level increase. Graduate student, Webber, performed most
of the analysis as a partial fulfillment for his professional Master Degree.
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We also explored potential factors that may influence interannual to decadal variability of
the South Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (SAMOC) by using observational data
as well as output of uncoupled and coupled climate models. Here, we showed that SAMOC is
strongly correlated with the leading mode of sea surface height (SSH) variability in the South
Atlantic Ocean, which displays a meridional dipole variability between north and south of 20°S.
We showed that a significant portion of the South Atlantic SSH dipole variability is remotely
modulated by the Interdecadal Pacific Oscillation (IPO). Further analysis showed that anomalous
tropical Pacific convection activity associated with the IPO could force robust stationary Rossby
wave patterns, and thus modulate the wind stress curl over the South Atlantic Ocean. A positive
(negative) phase IPO increases (decreases) the westerlies over the western South Atlantic, and
thus increases (decreases) the strength of the subtropical gyre in the South Atlantic and hence the
SAMOC (Lopez et al. 2016).
Improving our understanding of ocean-atmosphere feedbacks in the western South Atlantic
region can improve our ability to predict extreme weather events, as well as the seasonal
forecasting predictive skill in the region. Here, the summer precipitation in the South American
Convergence Zone (SACZ) is investigated through observations and global coupled models (GCM).
Satellite, in situ ocean observations, and GCM with eddy-resolving ocean component show that
the southern cell of the SASG is eddy rich, with strong sea surface temperature (SST) variability
that may be modulated by gyre variability, BC variability, or surface heat fluxes and can have
implications for atmospheric variability. During warm phases of the southern gyre, we find
enhanced convective precipitation over the southern cell and reduced precipitation to the north
that extends to coastal regions in eastern Brazil, a dipole-pattern similar to an active southern
SACZ. Anomalous large-scale atmospheric circulation supports a convergence over the southern
gyre, and coupled with the presence of warm SST, fuels convection in this region that coincides
with the southern extension of the SACZ (Goes et al. 2016).
This study assesses the structure and variability of the BC across the nominal latitude of 22ºS
using data from the high density XBT AX97 transect and from three numerical ocean models with
data assimilation (HYCOM-NCODA, GLORYS2V3 and FOAM). These Ocean Forecasting and Analysis
Systems (OFAS) are able to capture the mean observed features in the 22°S region, showing a
BC core confined to the west of 39°W and an Intermediate Western Boundary Current between
the depths of 200 and 800 m. However, the OFAS tend to overestimate the mean BC geostrophic
baroclinic volume transport across the AX97 reference transect and underestimate its variability.
The OFAS show that the coastal region between the coastline and the western edge of the AX97
transect plays an important role in the mean BC total transport, contributing to up to 30% of
its value, and further confirming that this transport is not sampled by the XBT data. In order to
understand the variability of the BC, a statistical classification of the BC is proposed, with the
creation of three different scenarios (Lima et al. 2016).
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Figure 1: Left: (top) Map of correlation between anomalies with respect to the seasonal cycle of SST (OISST)
and the index for the gyre strength; (bottom) Index for the southern gyre strength. Right: Comparison
between the BC transport calculated from the AX97 XBT transect and the gradient of SSH across the BC.

Meridional Variability of the South Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation
PIs: G. Goni1 and S. Dong1
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, Miami, FL
The goal of this project is to investigate latitudinal and temporal changes of the meridional
overturning circulation (MOC) and meridional heat transport (MHT) in the South Atlantic Ocean
using altimetry observations from joint satellite missions as the primary data in concert with other
ancillary in situ and satellite datasets.

Recent results

A new methodology was developed to obtain the MOC and MHT time series during the altimeter
period (Dong et al. 2015). Satellite altimetry sea surface height anomalies (SSHA) are used to
derive synthetic temperature and salinity profiles along zonal sections between 20°S and 34.5°S
where SSHA and isotherm depths are highly correlated. These temperature/salinity zonal sections
on monthly temporal resolution are used to calculate geostrophic transport, and the Ekman
transport are calculated from reanalysis winds. The MOC and MHT time series since 1993 are
estimated from the geostrophic and Ekman transports. Results obtained from this work show the
importance of maintaining sustained observations, such as those from the XBT transect AX18,
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which are critical to validate altimetry estimates. The 20-year time series of the MOC and MHT
estimates between 20°S and 34.5°S showed that the dominance of the geostrophic and Ekman
components on the interannual variations in the AMOC and MHT varies with time and latitude,
with the geostrophic component being dominant during 1993–2006 and the Ekman component
dominant between 2006 and 2011 at 34.5°S (Figure 1).
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Figure 1: Interannual variations of the AMOC (black) and contributions from the geostrophic (red) and
Ekman (green) components at 20°S, 25°S, 30°S, and 34.5°S, respectively. The gray shading denotes the range
where anomalies are not significantly different from zero. The red and green shading denote the periods
of the dominance of the geostrophic and Ekman components on the AMOC, respectively. From Dong et al.
(2015).
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The Ship of Opportunity Program
PIs: G. Goni1, M. Baringer1, S. Dong1, S. Garzoli1,2
1
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, Miami, FL
2
Univeristy of Miami, Miami, FL
The Ship Of Opportunity Program (SOOP) is a component of the Global Ocean Observing
System (GOOS) and is an international effort that supports the implementation of a network
of cargo vessels, cruise ships, and research vessels to deploy scientific instruments that collect
oceanographic observations. The most important of these instruments is the Expendable
Bathythermograph (XBT). XBTs are deployed along fixed, pre-established transects, which are
repeated at least four times per year, to measure the water temperature from the sea surface
to a maximum depth of 850 m. The XBT network currently in place has been recommended by
the international scientific community during the OceanObs99 and OceanObs09 meetings. The
countries that provide the largest contributions to this program are the United States, Australia,
France, South Africa, Brazil, Germany, Italy, and Japan. On average, approximately 20,000 XBTs
are deployed per year, of which AOML is involved in some aspect of the logistics, operations, data
processing, etc., of about 90% of them. AOML leads or co-leads with its international collaborators
the implementation and operations of 12 Atlantic Ocean transects. Among the 12 XBT transects
in the Atlantic Ocean, two transects AX07 (from Miami to Gibraltar) and AX18 (From Cape Town to
Buenos Aires), are geared towards monitoring the meridional heat transport (MHT) in the North
and South Atlantic Ocean, respectively. In fact, the AX18 transect that is currently maintained by
AOML provides the first MOC and MHT time series since 2004 on quarterly resolution. Results
from AX07 and AX18 have been reported in this USAMOC annual report, therefore, not repeated
here.
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Upstream Sources of the Denmark Strait Overflow
PIs: B. E. Harden and R. S. Pickart
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
The aim of our project is to investigate the year-long transports and variability in the upstream
sources of the Denmark Strait overflow. The Denmark Strait overflow is a major contributor to the
return flow of dense water from the Nordic Seas to the Sub-Tropics, supplying the densest half of
the water in the Deep Western Boundary Current. However, there remain large open questions
relating to the upstream sources of the overflow water and how these regions might be influenced
under a changing climate. This project will fill some of these gaps in our knowledge by completing
the picture of the upstream pathways of overflow water to the sill, and how these pathways vary in
time and influence the properties and transport in the Denmark Strait Overflow.
To accomplish this, we are using hydrographic and velocity data from a composite array of 12
moorings that spanned the width of the Denmark Strait, approximately 200 km upstream of
the sill, from September 2011 to August 2012. This array encompassed all previously identified
pathways to the sill: the shelfbreak East Greenland Current (shelfbreak EGC), the separated EGC,
and the North Icelandic Jet (NIJ). Our goal is to investigate the entire strait-wide system and assess
the relative importance of the three upstream pathways in providing dense water to the Denmark
Strait overflow and how this varies in time.

Recent results

The year-long mean total volume transport of Denmark Strait Overflow Water through the array
was 3.54 ± 0.16 Sv. This is the first time that the complete transport of overflow water through
Denmark Strait has been robustly measured and compares well to previous long-term term
estimates made at the sill. The total transport displayed a weak seasonal signal that peaked in fall
and winter, and was characterized by significant synoptic variability (2-4 days) consistent with that
seen downstream at the sill.
A significant portion of the overflow comes from below sill depth (0.58 ± 0.07 Sv), indicating that
there is aspiration into the plume.
We documented two distinct sources of overflow water approaching the sill whose origins were
identified using upstream historical hydrographic data. One is the warm, salty return Atlantic
Water that is found upstream of the array in the Nordic Seas boundary current. This enters the
Demark Strait in the surface-intensified shelfbreak EGC. The return Atlantic Water was also present
in the central part of the Strait onto the Iceland side of the array where it is advected southward
within a region of enhanced equatorward flow. This flow feature is a combination of the separated
EGC (which bifurcates from the shelfbreak branch) and the NIJ. According to the historical
hydrography, the water advected by the NIJ, which lacks the subsurface temperature and salinity
maxima of the return Atlantic Water, corresponds to Arctic-origin water found in the central
Iceland Sea.
Using a set of hydrographic criteria, we partitioned the overflow transport through the array
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between these two water mass sources and found that 2.54 ± 0.17 Sv is associated with the East
Greenland Current (the sum of the two branches) and 1.00 ± 0.17 Sv is due to the NIJ. We further
partitioned the East Greenland Current into that which passes through the array on the Greenland
side of the Strait versus the Iceland side, which we interpret as the shelfbreak EGC and the
separated EGC, respectively. In the mean, the shelfbreak branch transports slightly more overflow
water (1.50 ± 0.16 Sv) than the separated branch (1.04 ± 0.15 Sv).
The transport in the three branches display larger variability than the total transport. In particular,
the two EGC branches display considerable variability on periods longer than two weeks that are
significantly anti-correlated. We argue that this is reflective of a gyre-like circulation in the strait
that alternates between cyclonic and anti-cyclonic regimes, with the former being more prevalent.
Using atmospheric reanalysis fields we demonstrated that the two regimes are associated
respectively with periods of positive and negative wind stress curl over the Denmark Strait.
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Figure 1: Time series of the transport of overflow water (denser than 27.8 kg m−3) through the Kögur
mooring array north of Denmark Strait. Light colors are the synoptic estimates and dark colors are the
30-day smoothed values. The panels are (top) total transport and transport partitioned between North
Icelandic Jet (NIJ) and East Greenland Current (EGC), and (bottom) EGC transport partitioned between the
Greenland and Iceland continental slopes.
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Diagnosing Overturning and Water Mass Transformation in the
Labrador Sea From Argo Floats
PIs: J. Holte and F. Straneo
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA

The goal of this project is to estimate the overturning circulation of the Labrador Sea on seasonal
and decadal timescales using Argo and PALACE float data. Floats have sampled the Labrador Sea
since the mid 1990s, in all seasons as well as in the boundary current, allowing for an examination
of the overturning’s seasonal signal and of the boundary current's contribution to the overturning.
The long duration of the measurements suggest that float data could be used to diagnose
whether Labrador Sea overturning has changed between the 1990s (a period of enhanced deep
convection) and the 2000s (a period of weak deep convection).
To assess the overturning, a zonally averaged overturning stream function across the mouth of
the Labrador Sea is calculated for each season; the composite section approximately matches the
AR7W repeat hydrography line from Newfoundland to the west coast of Greenland. Working in
an across-mouth coordinate frame, Argo profiles are averaged into bins 25 km (across mouth) by
200 km (normal to the mouth). The composite sections of temperature and salinity are used to
construct an average thermal wind field. The thermal wind field is referenced to the float velocities
at 1000 m to produce a mean section of absolute geostrophic velocity. The seasonal zonally
averaged overturning stream functions are calculated by integrating these velocity sections.

Recent results
• The mean overturning circulation for the Argo period (2002 - present) is approximately 5.5
Sv. This estimate is in line with previous estimates of the Labrador Sea overturning, which
have ranged from 1 - 10 Sv.
• The largest overturning circulation (~8 Sv) occurs in spring (April - June). The overturning is
smallest (~4.5 Sv) in summer and fall. This result is in general agreement with the seasonal
signal of the overturning in various theoretical and ocean models; there are no seasonal
observational estimates of the overturning to compare to our result.
• The float data are not sufficient for identifying a decadal signal in the overturning. The
mean overturning circulation for the PALACE period (1996-2002) is 7.5 Sv. While larger than
the overturning estimate of 5.5 Sv for the Argo period, the PALACE data is predominately
from winter and spring, when the overturning is largest, potentially biasing this estimate.
Similarly, an initial sensitivity analysis suggests that an error bar of 2 Sv is appropriate for
these estimates.
A manuscript describing these results is currently in preparation.
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Figure 1: (a) Map of Argo and PALACE float
trajectories at ~1000 m. The red line marks
the location of the composite section, which
approximates the AR7W line. The black lines,
100 km from the red line, denote the region over
which the profiles and trajectories are averaged
to calculate the velocity section. The bathymetry
is contoured at 1000 m, 2000 m, and 3000 m
depth. (b) Seasonal overturning estimates for
the Labrador Sea for winter (blue), spring (cyan),
summer (red), and fall (green). The black dashed
line denotes the mean overturning.

Effects of the Bering Strait Closure on AMOC and Global Climate
Under Different Background Climates
PI: Aixue Hu
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
The objective of this program is to investigate whether climate impact of the Bering Strait closure/
opening on the AMOC and global climate is the same or different under different background
climate.
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Recent results

Previous studies have suggested that the status of the Bering Strait may have a significant
influence on global climate variability on centennial, millennial, and even longer timescales. Here
we use multiple versions of the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) Community
Climate System Model (CCSM, versions 2 and 3) to investigate the influence of the Bering Strait
closure/opening on the AMOC and global mean climate under present-day, 15 thousand-year
before present (kyr BP), and 112 kyr BP climate boundary conditions. Our results show that
regardless of the version of the model used or the widely different background climates, the
Bering Strait’s closure produces a robust result of a strengthening of the AMOC, and an increase in
the northward meridional heat transport in the Atlantic. As a consequence, the climate becomes
warmer in the North Atlantic and the surrounding regions, but cooler in the North Pacific, leading
to a seesaw-like climate change between these two basins. For the first time it is noted that the
absence of the Bering Strait throughflow causes a slower motion of Arctic sea ice, a reduced
upper ocean water exchange between the Arctic and North Atlantic, reduced sea ice export, and
less fresh water in the North Atlantic. These changes contribute positively to the increased upper
ocean density there, thus strengthening the AMOC. Potentially these changes in the North Atlantic
could have a significant effect on the ice sheets both upstream and downstream in ice age climate
and further influence global sea level changes.
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Figure 1: Percentage changes of the AMOC,
Atlantic meridional heat transport (MHT)
at 24oN, Pacific MHT at 24oN and 30oS, the
liquid freshwater transport (FWT) from Arctic
to the North Atlantic, and the FWT in the
Pacific at 40oN.
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Figure 2: Regional mean sea surface temperature (SST), sea surface salinity (SSS), sea surface potential
density (SPD), and total surface heat flux changes in the closed Bering Strait simulations relative to the open
Bering Strait simulations in the North Pacific (NP, 40-60oN), North Atlantic (NA, 40-80oN), and the Arctic. The
units for SST is oC, for SSS psu, for SPD kg/m3, and for surface heat flux W/m2.

Measuring Interannual Variability of the AMOC and Meridional Ocean
Heat Transport at 26.5°N: The RAPID-MOCHA Array
PIs: B. Johns1, C. Meinen2, and M. Baringer2
International Collaborators: D. Smeed3, G. McCarthy3, E. Frajka-Williams3, and D. Rayner3
1
University of Miami, Miami, FL
2
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboraty, Miami, FL
3
National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK
The objective of this program is to continuously monitor the strength and structure of the AMOC
and meridional ocean heat transport (MHT)at 26.5°N using a basin-wide observing system. As of
October 2015, we have completed 11.5 years of observations. Funding for the present array will
continue through at least 2020.

Recent results

The mean values for the AMOC strength and northward heat transport from the 11.5-year time
series (April 2004 - October 2015) are 16.8 Sv and 1.22 PW, respectively. The most significant
interannual event observed thus far in the time series was the pronounced AMOC downturn in
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2009-2010, where the AMOC reached annual mean values 0f 14.6 and 15.0 Sv, respectively, and
maintained values of less than 10 Sv for a 4-month period during winter 2010. Prior to this event
the AMOC had shown a fairly stable mean value of 18.6 ± 0.7 Sv (from 2004-2008, where the ±
value is the standard deviation of the annual means), whereas after the event the AMOC mean
value has declined to 15.7±0.8 Sv (for 2011-2015). Similar changes have occurred in the MHT, which
is highly correlated with the AMOC strength (r=0.94), resulting in mean MHT values of 1.33±0.05
PW for 2004-2008 and 1.17±0.07 PW for 2011-2015. Most of the change in the AMOC (and MHT)
can be attributed to changes in the geostrophic (non-Ekman) circulation (Figure 1), linked primarily
to an increase in the southward upper ocean transport across the ocean interior. The decadal
change in the AMOC and MHT can be described in terms of a decreasing trend, however the visual
impression given by the time series is more that of a decline to a new “quasi-equilibrium” state
after 2009-2010 that is ~15% weaker than observed at the start of the program. Observations of
ocean heat content (OHC) from Argo data show that the North Atlantic OHC reached a decadal
peak in about 2007 and has since declined, consistent with the lower recent AMOC and MHT values
recorded by the 26.5°N array.
More than 90% of the interannual variability that has occurred in the meridional heat transport
is contained in the overturning component of the heat transport, while the gyre component has
maintained a stable mean value. Both Ekman and Gulf Stream variability contribute to large shortterm changes in the AMOC and MHT, and since 2009 there have been an increasing number of
abrupt weakenings of the AMOC, including occasional AMOC (and MHT) reversals. Analysis of
global climate models and simpler forced dynamical models suggest that most of the interannual
AMOC variability observed thus far at 26.5°N can be explained by wind-forced dynamics, involving
baroclinic Rossby waves that are forced by interannual wind stress curl anomalies in the central
and western part of the basin.

Online data

MOC data: http://www.noc.soton.ac.uk/rapidmoc/
Heat transport data: http://www.rsmas.miami.edu/users/mocha/
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Figure 1: Time series of the AMOC at 26.5°N (blue) and the “geostrophic” AMOC variability after removal of
Ekman transport effects (red). High-frequency data are 10-day averages and smooth curves represent 90day low pass filtered data. Annual mean values for the heat transport during each year are shown in shaded
boxes; pentadal averages for 2004-2008 and 2011-2015 are shown at the bottom.
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Sources and Impacts of Variability of the Meridional Property
Transports in the Atlantic Ocean
PIs: K. Kelly and L. Thompson
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
The goal of this study is to explain the causes of interannual to decadal anomalies of meridional
heat and freshwater transport in the Atlantic Basin using analysis of both observations and model
output. Satellite observations of sea level, sea surface height, mass, and in situ-based estimates of
heat storage, observationally constrained surface fluxes, as well as output from both ocean-only
and coupled climate models are all used in the analyses. In addition, we are examining the impact
of changes in transport and storage of heat in the ocean on the atmosphere.

Recent results

• An analysis of the contributions to North Atlantic sea level variability by graduate student
Jinting Zhang along with Thompson and Kelly showed that on seasonal timescales local
heating explains most of the sea level signal north of 18°N, while Rossby waves are
important closer to the equator. In contrast, at interannual to decadal timescales, the
topographic Sverdrup balance, which explains the signal near Greenland and Rossby waves,
is important between 30°N and 50°N (Zhang et al. 2016).
• An analysis was performed on a set of coupled model experiments with and without
perturbing the temperature in the deep subpolar gyre. We show that a positive AMOC/MHT
anomaly propagates meridionally with an advection speed consistent with the meridional
flow of the deep limb of AMOC. This heat anomaly leads to heat convergence (warming)
in the subpolar gyre and divergence (cooling) in the Gulf Stream region and suggests
predictability of mid-latitude AMOC from temperatures upstream in the subpolar gyre
(Zhang and Zhang 2015).
• The analysis of Kelly et al. (2014) was modified to analyze the response of Atlantic heat and
freshwater transports to the recent AMOC slowdown. The high spatial coherence and the
similarity between meridional heat transport (MHT) and the Agulhas Leakage suggest that
the Agulhas is the source of MHT anomalies Figure 1. A decline in southward freshwater
transport results in freshwater convergence in the North Atlantic, which is largely countered
by a decrease in precipitation. The anomalously high salinity during the slowdown supports
modeling studies that suggest that heat, not freshwater, drives trends in the AMOC in a
warming climate.
• A lagged-correlation analysis between interannual sea surface height (SSH, as a proxy for
upper ocean heat content) and surface turbulent heat flux (OAFLUX, Objectively Analyzed
Air-sea Flux), and SST with OAFLUX is performed to investigate whether stored heat in
the ocean below the surface layer can feedback to the atmosphere. The results show that
while SST is dominantly forced by variability in the atmosphere, except for in the western
subtropical gyre, heat content (SSH) variability in the ocean is driven by heat transport
convergences both in the separated Gulf Stream and the North Atlantic Current and that
this heat content variability feeds back to the atmosphere. A paper is in preparation on this
work.
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• In further analysis of seasonal changes, we show that heat stored in the Gulf Stream and
the North Atlantic Current is released to the atmosphere in December and January. This
results in a release of moisture that then results in a measureable impact on mid-level cloud
fraction. A manuscript is in preparation on this work.
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Figure 1: MHT and Agulhas Leakage. (a) SSH map and altimeter tracks (black lines), (b) schematic of net
leakage across an altimeter track, and (c) baseline MHT (blue) at 35°S and inferred Agulhas Leakage heat
transport (red).
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Decadal Variability of Interacting Climate Subsystems in the
Northern Hemisphere
PIs: S. Kravtsov and A. A. Tsonis
University of Wisconsin-Milwaukee, Milwaukee, WI
In this project, we study the Northern Hemisphere climate’s decadal variability using data output
from a suite of current-generation coupled climate models. Our primary approach is to examine
networks of climate indices that generally represent coupled climate subsystems. Conceptually,
we hypothesize that decadal climate shifts—defined as abrupt changes in the climates long-term
state and variability that tend to happen with decadal frequency—arise as a result of collective
behavior of climate subsystems due to interplay between occurrences of synchronized states and
variable coupling strength within the climate network. This mechanism, which is consistent with
the theory of synchronized chaos, appears to be a very robust mechanism operating in the climate
system. It has been found in instrumental records, in forced and unforced climate simulations, as
well as in proxy records spanning several centuries. The tendency for the climate subsystems to
synchronize/couple their intra-seasonal “beats” appears to be enhanced in certain phases of the
slowly varying AMOC, which is, of course, dominated by the decadal timescales.
During the past year of 2015, we analyzed the CMIP5 multi-model simulations of the 20th century
climate change, concentrating on the multidecadal intrinsic climate variability, and were able to
generalize our previous observational data–GFDL model comparisons (Kravtsov et al. 2014) to the
remainder of the CMIP5 ensemble.

Recent results

• To estimate intrinsic variability in observations, we employed a semi-empirical approach in
which surrogate CMIP5 ‘ensembles’ derived from the actual CMIP5 data were used to define
the forced signal and its uncertainty. We then regressed out these surrogate forced signals
from the observed time series, and smoothed the resulting residual to concentrate on
multidecadal variability (Figure 1a, c).
• We also defined the simulated intrinsic variability in the models using the smoothed singlemodel ensemble-mean time series as an estimate of the forced signal for each model.
Surrogate model ensembles were once again used to compute and correct for the biases
associated with this procedure. We compared the spectra of the observed and simulated
intrinsic variability (Figure 1b, d).
• The two indices highlighted in Figure 1—the AMO and NAO indices—exhibit a pronounced
multidecadal variability, which is significantly underestimated by the CMIP5 models,
especially for the NAO variability, whose multidecadal variance is underestimated by a factor
of 4 to 6 in the CMIP5 model simulations (Figure 1d).
• The observed intrinsic variability for these and other indices exhibits a distinctive laggedcorrelation structure missing from the CMIP5 simulations (not shown). While individual
index-pair correlations (such as lagged correlation between AMO and NAO indices apparent
in Figure 1a, c) are not statistically significant, the likelihood of capturing the strength of the
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observed relationship between the climate indices in CMIP5 models quickly drops when
multiple indices are considered simultaneously in the single climate network to identify the
leading mode of its spatiotemporal variability (as in Kravtsov et al. 2014).
These discrepancies suggest that a contribution of multi-decadal intrinsic climate variability to the
observed climate change is distorted in the CMIP5 simulations; hence, our ability to attribute and
predict climate change using the current generation of climate models is limited.
On one hand, the model–data differences may reflect the uncertainty in modeling the
indirect aerosol effect on climate (Booth et al. 2012; Golaz et al. 2013), with models possibly
underestimating the multidecadal component of the true forced climate response. Alternatively,
climate models may misrepresent some of the dynamical feedbacks hypothesized by the authors
of this report to be responsible for the hemispheric propagation of the AMO-type multidecadal
signal (Wyatt et al. 2012; Kravtsov et al. 2014), in which case the model–data differences would
reflect the lack of multidecadal intrinsic dynamics in climate models.
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Figure 1: Multidecadal intrinsic variability in observations and CMIP5 model ensemble. Left column: Semiempirical estimates of the multidecadal intrinsic variability in (a) AMO and (c) NAO indices; these were
obtained by regressing out surrogate CMIP5 ensemble based forced signals from the raw observed time
series, with subsequent 40-yr low-pass filtering. Right column: Spectra of the observed (semi-empirical) and
simulated intrinsic variability for (b) AMO; and (d) NAO. The simulated intrinsic variability was computed
using the single-model ensemble-mean forced-signal estimates, and corrected for the procedural variance
bias derived from surrogate CMIP5 ensembles. The spectra are defined here as the variance of the runningmean averaged time series for different window sizes. The abscissa on all plots shows half the window
size in years, with 0 corresponding to no averaging (raw annual data), 1 corresponding to 3-year boxcar
averages, 2 corresponding to 5-year boxcar averages, and so on. The solid lines show the ensemble-mean
spectra and error bars (their 95% spread).

Detecting Variability of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation with GRACE
Felix W. Landerer1, Katrin Bentel1, Victor Zlotnicki1, and Carmen Boening1
1
Jet Propulsion Laboratory / California Institute of Technology
The goal of the project is to determine the feasibility of measuring AMOC variations from satellite
gravimetry (GRACE) via monthly ocean bottom pressure (OBP) variations. The first phase of the
project used simulated bottom pressure data from ECCO-2 to assess the sensitivity of the OBPbased AMOC reconstructions in the North Atlantic (Bentel et al. 2015). The second phase used
actual GRACE observations to infer the meridional transports in the North Atlantic (Landerer et al.
2015).
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Recent results

We used newly processed GRACE solutions (Watkins et al. 2015) to derive the first measurements
of lower North Atlantic Deep Water (LNADW) transport changes using only time-variable gravity
observations from the GRACE satellites, covering the time period from 2003 through 2015. The
improved monthly gravity field retrievals allow the detection of North Atlantic interannual bottom
pressure anomalies and LNADW transport estimates that are in good agreement with those
from the ocean RAPID-MOCHA array at 26°N. Concurrent with the observed AMOC transport
anomalies from late-2009 through early-2010, GRACE measured ocean bottom pressures changes
in the 3000-5000 m deep western North Atlantic on the order of 20 mm-H2O (200 Pa), implying
a southward volume transport anomaly in that layer of approximately -5.5 Sv. We also evaluate
GRACE-based overturning transport estimates against other in situ observations (e.g., 41°N,
MOVE, and at 34°S), finding good agreement on interannual timescales. Our results highlight the
efficacy of space-gravimetry for observing AMOC variations to evaluate latitudinal coherency and
interannual variability. Of particular utility to meridional transport estimates appears to be the
observations of external transports from GRACE bottom pressure measurements on interannual
timescales, which are otherwise not directly observed by in situ bottom pressure recorder sensors
(due to instrument drift problems).

Next steps

We will continue to extend and update the GRACE data analysis to the North and South Atlantic
basin, focusing on refining the mapping of GRACE observations to depths (challenging due to
the relatively coarse resolution), as well as a closer examination of linear trends. The latter is
challenging due to potential biases from other geophysical processes such as GIA (glacial isostatic
adjustment) or aliased long-period Earth tides.

GRACE bottom pressure data

http://grace.jpl.nasa.gov/data/get-data/jpl_global_mascons/
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Figure 1: Meridional transport estimates from GRACE OBP anomalies on the eastern and western margin
integrated over the 3000–5000 m depth layer at 26.5°N, compared to the RAPID-MOCHA estimate of
LNADW. The RMS difference between these two estimates is 1.2 Sv and the correlation is R = 0.69. The 1
sigma error of the GRACE-LNADW estimate is ±1.1 Sv.

Figure 2: (top) Correlation between GRACE OBPs and
the GRACE estimate of LNADW transport at 26.5°N.
The yellow contour line highlights areas where the
correlation |R| ≥ 0.7; (bottom) Regression of LNADW
against North Atlantic bottom pressure from GRACE
observations to indicate AMOC-related OBP signal
strength. Note that areas north of approximately
35°N with apparent higher sensitivity are actually not
highly correlated with LNADW variability at 26.5°N.
One mm-H2O OBP corresponds to approximately 10
Pa.
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The Arctic Observing Network at Critical Gateways—A Sustained
Observing System at Davis Strait
PIs: C. M. Lee1, J. I. Gobat1, and K. Stafford1
International Collaborators: K. Azetsu-Scott2, B. Petrie2, D. Hebert2, C. Hannah2, and M. Simon3
1
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
2
Bedford Institution of Oceanography, Dartmouth NS, Canada
3
Greenland Institute of Natural Resources, Nuuk, Greenland
The Davis Strait project employs a system of long-term moorings, annual (autumn) hydrographic
sections, and autonomous gliders to quantify exchanges between the Arctic and subarctic North
Atlantic through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago (CAA). The project also includes extensive
technology development aimed at addressing the severe observational challenges posed by the
Arctic environment. Developments include mooring technologies for sampling near the ice-ocean
interface and long-endurance autonomous gliders capable of operating for extended periods
(months) under full ice cover.
The measurement program began in September 2004, with current support ending October
2015. With the agreement of the NSF Arctic Observing Network and Arctic Logistics programs, the
mooring array was redeployed in 2015 for a 2017 recovery. The hope is to secure funding in the
intervening period to continue the Arctic gateway measurements beyond 2017. The investigators
are currently working to identify a source of support for these climate observations.
The Davis Strait Gateway system is a component of several broad networks, including the Arctic
Observing Network, Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation Program, Global Ocean ShipBased Hydrographic Investigations Program (GO-SHIP), Global Ocean Acidification Observing
Network (GOA-ON), and Arctic Monitoring Assessment Programme (AMAP). The National Science
Foundation Office of Polar Programs has supported the Davis Strait project under the Freshwater
Initiative (OPP0230381), the International Polar Year (ARC0632231), and the US Arctic Observing
Network (ARC1022472). The project has been carried out in collaboration with investigators from
the Bedford Institution of Oceanography, with support from the Department of Fisheries and
Oceans, Canada, and the Greenland Institute of Natural Resources. Data are available through the
US Cooperative Arctic Data and Information Service (CADIS - http://www.aoncadis.org).

Recent results

• The observations show large interannual variability in volume and freshwater transport,
with no clear trends observed between 2004-2010 (Curry et al. 2013). Average volume, liquid
freshwater and sea ice transports are -1.6 ± 0.2 Sv, -93 ± 6 mSv and -10 ± 1 mSv, respectively
(negative indicates southward transport). However, changes in circulation have occurred, as
freshwater outflow from Baffin Bay has decreased and warm, salty North Atlantic inflow has
increased, since 1987-90. Local atmospheric variability within Baffin Bay and the Labrador
Sea influence the observed variability in Davis Strait volume transport either directly or
indirectly. Large-scale atmospheric teleconnections, such as the Arctic Oscillation and North
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Atlantic Oscillation, correlate poorly with Davis Strait volume transport and are likely only
an indicator of transport variability when the indices are strong. Efforts have also focused
on attributing variability in narrowly defined quantities, such as the mean salinity of the
Arctic outflow. For example, anomalously fresh Arctic waters observed in November 2009
flowing southward over the western Strait may be attributed to freshwater release from the
Beaufort Gyre (Timmermans et al. 2011), with the freshwater signature also observed over
the North Ellesmere Shelf (Jackson et al. 2014) earlier in the year (January 2009).
• Azetsu-Scott et al. (2012) use oxygen isotope composition to document the relative
freshwater and freshwater flux contributions of sea ice meltwater, meteoric water, and
Arctic outflow. Nutrient concentrations were then used to further subdivide Arctic outflow
into sea ice meltwater, meteoric water, and Pacific water.
• The first year-round occupation of an Arctic region by autonomous gliders, was achieved
by linking two missions with a service interval in February in a narrow, ice-free region in the
eastern Strait, just prior to the period when ship access became impossible. This includes
five months of operations beneath sea ice and two months in marginal ice conditions. These
missions provide a year-round time series of high-resolution sections across the Strait.
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Understanding Mechanisms of Projected 21st Century Ocean Warming
Around Greenland
PIs: C. Little1 and J. Yin2
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2
Univeristy of Arizona, Tucson, AZ

1

This project seeks to improve understanding of the physical mechanisms underlying warming
of the near-Greenland ocean. We are performing: 1) statistical analyses of existing climate
model simulations (from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project, Phase 5, or CMIP5); 2)
new numerical simulations using a coupled climate model and an ensemble of ocean climate
model simulations forced with CMIP5-derived surface fluxes. The information will be used to
inform strategies for developing process-based models or parameterizations of ice sheet-ocean
interaction in Greenland and Antarctica.

Recent results

• Using a parameterization for Greenland runoff driven by mid-tropospheric summer
temperature anomalies, we have assessed the magnitude of Greenland ice sheet freshwater
flux (GIS FWF) relative to other terms in the North Atlantic freshwater budget across
19 different climate models. By 2090 in the RCP 8.5 simulations, parameterized FWF is
approximately 1000 ± 300 km3 yr-1 larger than modeled—comparable to FWF anomalies over
the northern North Atlantic Ocean, and equivalent to approximately 12 cm of global mean
sea level rise. We also highlight the uncertainty in runoff projections arising from different
regional climate and ice sheet models.
• We have performed new 21st century simulations using the GFDL ESM2Mb model with and
without additional meltwater flux from Greenland and have assessed the oceanographic
impacts, highlighting changes in AMOC. Results have been coordinated with and submitted
to the AMOCMIP project (http://people.oregonstate.edu/~schmita2/Projects/AMOC/) for
comparison with other participating models.
• We employed temperature and salinity output for 19 climate models to assess Antarctic
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subsurface warming projections. These novel sampling techniques will be applied to
Greenland ocean warming (and will be compared to atmospheric warming/Greenland
surface mass balance projections) in a future manuscript. Our new numerical simulations,
with complete heat and salt budgets, will help evaluate inferences about mechanisms
underlying ocean warming. We continue to work with the coordinators of the next round of
ice sheet model intercomparison (ISMIP) projects to develop a strategy for "forcing" ice sheet
models in a reasonable manner.
• In preparation for the ocean model simulations, we have processed surface forcing data for
one percent per year CO2 and PI Control simulations from 27 climate models, implemented
3D heat and salt budget code in MITgcm, and have completed a 1000-year spinup using
multi-model mean forcing.
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Figure 1: (a) Greenland ice sheet freshwater flux (GIS FWF) anomalies based on a runoff parameterization
(green) and as represented in 19 CMIP5 climate models (orange). (b) Parameterized and modeled GIS FWF
anomalies in 2090, relative to 1995, for each model. (c) The difference between parameterized and modeled
GIS FWF anomalies shown in (a). (d) Global mean sea level rise associated with the additional runoff in (c).
In all panels, each model is shown as a thin line, ensemble mean projections are shown with solid lines, and
shading shows the ensemble mean ± 1 standard deviation range. All quantities are 20-year running means.
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Air-Sea Interaction and Dynamical Feedbacks Under Climate Change
PIs: S.-P. Xie and W. Liu
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1

Our project focused on assessing climate change dynamics and ocean-atmospheric feedbacks.
The AMOC is a vital player in climate change. The change of the AMOC mean state or
variability is critical either in the paleoclimate context or under future climate projection. We
primarily employed the National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR) climate models
with combinations of observational data and other climate models from the Coupled Model
Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5)/ Paleoclimate Modelling Intercomparison Project Phase
3 (PMIP3) to investigate the AMOC change from the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) to 2300 under
various representative concentration pathway (RCP) scenarios. Hydrological responses related to
the AMOC change were also studied during the early stage of the last deglaciation.

Recent results

• We examined the AMOC response to abruptly doubled CO2 in the NCAR CCSM3, with a
focus on differences under different background climates. The findings reveal that the
evolution of the AMOC differs significantly between the modern climate and the LGM. After
an initial adjustment, the AMOC weakens in the modern climate but strengthens at the
LGM. Further analyses show that the rapid AMOC intensification at the LGM is triggered and
sustained primarily by a coupled sea ice–ocean feedback: the reduction of meltwater flux in
the northern North Atlantic—associated with the remarkable sea-ice retreat at the LGM—
intensifies the AMOC and northward heat transport, which, in turn, causes further sea-ice
retreat and more reduction of meltwater. These processes are insignificant under modern
conditions (Zhu et al. 2015).
• We explored the AMOC stability during the last deglaciation based on a generalized
stability indicator L. From the LGM, the AMOC experiences a collapse and a subsequent
rapid recovery before 13.1ka. This change of the AMOC induces an anomalous freshwater
divergence and later convergence across the Atlantic and therefore leads to a positive L,
suggesting a negative basin-scale salinity advection feedback and, in turn, a mono-stable
deglacial AMOC. Further decomposition of L shows that the AMOC stability is mostly
determined by two terms, the salinity stratification at 34°S and the change of stratification
with the AMOC. The former is distorted towards positive due to a common salinity bias in
climate models. The latter is also positive as related to climate feedbacks associated with the
AMOC during the deglaciation (Liu et al. 2015).
• We accessed the effect of the Pacific meridional overturning circulation (PMOC) on the
meridional shift of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) based on an energy-constraint
framework. During Heinrich Event 1, the global ITCZ displaces southward in response to
an AMOC shutdown. However, the PMOC resumes and induces an enhanced northward
meridional heat transport (MHT). Further analyses show that the resumption of the PMOC
and its associated MHT can relieve the decrease of oceanic cross-equatorial heat transport
by the collapsed AMOC and lower the compensating decline of atmospheric crossequatorial meridional heat transport by 0.09PW, leading to an offset of the southward shift
of the global ITCZ by 0.5°. Regionally the developed PMOC does not affect the southward
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movement of the Atlantic ITCZ much since the latter is dominated by the collapsed AMOC
that induces the change of Atlantic MHT. In contrast, the PMOC-induced northward heat
transport largely abates the hemispheric temperature contrast in the tropical Pacific and
reduces the southward ITCZ shift by as much as 5° in the eastern Pacific (Liu and Hu 2015).
• We analyzed the responses of AMOC-interdecadal variability (AMOC-IV) under various
scenarios of future global warming in multiple models and found that AMOC-IV becomes
weaker and shorter with enhanced global warming. From the present climate condition
to the strongest future warming scenario, on average, the major period of AMOC-IV is
shortened from ~50 years to ~20 years, and the amplitude is reduced by ~60%. These
reductions in period and amplitude of AMOC-IV are suggested to be associated with
increased oceanic stratification under global warming and, in turn, the speedup of oceanic
baroclinic Rossby waves (Cheng et al. 2016).
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Overview

OSNAP is a US-led international program designed to provide a continuous record of the fullwater column, trans-basin fluxes of heat, mass, and freshwater in the subpolar North Atlantic.
The OSNAP observing system consists of two legs: one extending from southern Labrador to
the southwestern tip of Greenland across the mouth of the Labrador Sea (OSNAP West) and the
second from the southeastern tip of Greenland to Scotland (OSNAP East). The observing system
also includes subsurface floats (OSNAP Floats) in order to trace the pathways of overflow waters
in the basin and to assess the connectivity of currents crossing the OSNAP line. The location of the
OSNAP East and West legs purposefully melds with a number of long-term observational efforts in
the North Atlantic: the Canadian repeat AR7W program in the Labrador Sea; the German Labrador
Sea western boundary array at 53°N; the global Ocean Observatories Initiative node recently
placed in the southwestern Irminger Sea; the repeat A1E/AR7E hydrographic sections across the
Irminger and Iceland basins; and the Ellett line in the Rockall region. Importantly, this observing
system, in conjunction with the RAPID/MOCHA array at 26°N and the EU THOR/NACLIM program,
will provide a comprehensive measure of the northern AMOC and provide a means to evaluate
intergyre connectivity in this basin. In addition to the US, the observing system has significant
measurement contributions from the UK, Germany, Netherlands, Canada, and China. France
contributes to OSNAP through the deployment of moorings in the eastern Irminger basin as part
of their Reykjanes Ridge Experiment (RREX).

Recent results and activities

The entire OSNAP observing system (OSNAP East, OSNAP West, and OSNAP Floats) was deployed
in the summer of 2014. In the summer of 2015, all moorings except those on the eastern and
western slopes of Greenland were recovered and redeployed during three OSNAP cruises. The
collected mooring data have been calibrated and (will be) submitted within the coming months to
the OSNAP data server. Data from the full array will be recovered in the summer of 2016. RAFOS
floats deployed in the summer of 2014 will surface in 2016; more floats are scheduled to be
deployed in 2016.
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Prior to full data retrieval, a myriad of OSNAP research projects are underway. Many of these
research projects are the focus of student and post-doc projects. OSNAP students and postdocs
are analyzing a host of datasets. Their combined work involves the use of data from the 53°N
mooring array, the Angmagssalik mooring array just south of the Denmark Strait, the Extended
Ellett Line, satellite, gliders, Argo floats, and RAFOS floats. See here for a full description of these
projects.
As for the management of OSNAP, the OSNAP international oversight committee recently
provided feedback on OSNAP’s first progress report. Reports to the oversight committee are
planned on an annual basis. The OSNAP steering committee meets quarterly via teleconference
for the overall supervision of this international project. Finally, a Data Working Group was formed
in September of 2015. The work of this group is focused on the timely delivery of OSNAP data
products that will be of interest to the oceanographic community.
The OSNAP website continues to publicize OSNAP to the oceanographic community and the public
in general and has also served as a venue for information for all OSNAP PIs.
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Figure: OSNAP observing system: From west to east: Canadian (CA) shelfbreak array and German (DE)
53°N western boundary array; US West Greenland boundary array; US/UK East Greenland boundary array;
Netherlands (NL) western Mid-Atlantic Ridge array; US eastern Mid-Atlantic Ridge array; Chinese (CN) glide
survey in the Iceland Basin; UK glider survey over the Hatton-Rockall Bank; UK Scottish Slope current array.
Green dots: 2014 US float launch sites. Blue circles: US sound sources. White triangles illustrate three
French (FR) moorings as part of the RREX program. The light gray lines represent the 1000 m-, 2000 m- and
3000 m-isobaths.
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The Southwest Atlantic MOC (“SAM”) project is designed to measure both the warm-upper and
cold-deeper flows near the western boundary associated with the AMOC. The SAM array includes
four pressure-equipped inverted echo sounder (PIES) moorings deployed near the western
boundary at 34.5°S in the Atlantic. The program began in March 2009 with partners in Argentina
and Brazil providing much of the ship time for deployments, recoveries, and data downloads as
well as critical hydrographic observations. In addition to capturing the western boundary AMOC
flows, the SAM array is also designed to be a cornerstone for a trans-basin MOC array, called the
South Atlantic MOC Basin-wide Array (“SAMBA”). SAMBA is one of the main components of the
international South Atlantic MOC (SAMOC) initiative, and it is being built in collaboration with
Argentine, Brazilian, French, and South African partners. The SAM PIES array also augments an
existing long-term NOAA program that estimates meridional volume and temperature transports
using quarterly trans-basin high-density expendable bathythermograph (XBT) sections along
nominally 34.5°S. Furthermore the SAM data is also useful to the researchers involved in the
international Shelf-Deep Ocean interaction program (funded by the Inter-American Institute
For Global Change Research), wherein scientists periodically conduct CTD/O2 sections from the
coast to the location of the near shore SAM instruments and along the PIES array during joint
cruises. The NOAA SAM array has now collected nearly seven years of PIES data, and the array has
been completely recovered and redeployed once (in December 2012) with the next turnaround
scheduled for later in 2016. Very excitingly, our Brazilian partners essentially doubled the number
of moored instruments with new deployments in December 2012, and our French partners then
doubled the number of moored instruments again when they deployed a comparable moored
array on the eastern boundary in September 2013. Finally, our South African partners further
augmented the eastern array in late 2014 with four tall dynamic height and current meter
moorings, so a trans-basin MOC array at 34.5°S is taking shape (e.g., Ansorge et al. 2014).
Ship time issues in 2015 resulted in only limited PIES data being available during the year. The
complete dataset will be obtained when the bulk of the array is turned around in 2016. Because of
the data limitations in the past year, science analysis has focused on combining existing SAM data
with other datasets in the region (e.g., Argo, GO-SHIP) as well as numerical models to focus on the
larger picture of MOC pathways in the South Atlantic (Garzoli et al. 2015). This paper delineates
the main pathways of the lower limb of the AMOC after it has crossed the equator. When the
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southward flowing Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) reaches the Vitória-Trindade Ridge
(~20°S), about 20% of the flow moves towards the interior of the basin. It is hypothesized that
this southeastward spreading of properties could result from a combination of the mechanism of
eddy-thickness flux divergence due to Agulhas ring decay, enhanced by the highly energetic eddy
field at the Vitória-Trindade Ridge, and deep eastward jets observed in the velocity field. The main
water mass pathway (~71%) is southward in the DWBC flowing along the coast of South America. It
is hypothesized that an observed westward propagation with the characteristics of Rossby waves
interacting with the mean circulation field may be the reason why south of the Vitória-Trindade
Ridge most of the flow returns to the continental slope, in the form of a more steady flow, that
becomes the main branch of the DWBC south of the ridge (Figure 1).
Another publication related to the goals of SAM, and funded by NOAA and NASA, sought to use
related XBT and satellite altimetry observations to understand the relationship between AMOC
variations at different latitudes in the South Atlantic (Dong et al. 2015). A new methodology was
developed to obtain the AMOC and MHT time series during the altimeter period. Results obtained
from this work show the importance of maintaining sustained observations, such as those from
the XBT transect AX18, which are critical to validate altimetry estimates. The 20-year time series
of the AMOC and MHT estimates between 20°S and 34.5°S showed that the dominance of the
geostrophic and Ekman components on the interannual variations in the AMOC and MHT varies
with time and latitude, with the geostrophic component being dominant during 1993–2006 and
the Ekman component dominant between 2006 and 2011 at 34.5°S (Figure 2).
Finally, the project PIs participated in a short review article that outlined measurement techniques and
instruments used for observing AMOC in both the North and South Atlantic basins (Perez et al. 2015).

Data online

www.aoml.noaa.gov/phod/research/moc/samoc/sam/
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Figure 1: Top panel: velocity field at 2000 dbar derived from Argo data. Red vectors highlight the southward
to southwestward flow along the western boundary; blue vectors indicate the eastward velocity originating
near the Vitória-Trindade Ridge. Isobaths shown as thin black contours: 2000, 2500 and 3000 m. Solid
black line highlights the pathway of the DWBC along the South American coast. Dashed black lines indicate
regions where the pathway is less well defined as the deep flow moves into the interior of the basin. The
meridional gray line indicates the location of the vertical section displayed in the lower panel. Areas with no
vectors or shading indicate regions where the Argo velocities are too small to be significant with respect to
a 95% confidence interval. Lower panel: Meridional-vertical structure of the zonal velocity across the section
indicated by the gray line in the top panel along 25°W from 10°S to 30°S. From Garzoli et al. 2015.
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Figure 2: Interannual variations of the AMOC (black) and contributions from the geostrophic (red) and
Ekman (green) components at 20°S, 25°S, 30°S, and 34.5°S, respectively. The gray shading denotes the range
where anomalies are not significantly different from zero. The red and green shading denote the periods
of the dominance of the geostrophic and Ekman components on the AMOC, respectively. From Dong et al.
2015.

Variability, Stochastic Dynamics, and Compensating Model Errors of
the Atlantic Meridional Ocean Circulation in Coupled IPCC Models
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1

General circulation models (GCMs) play a crucial role in assessing the behavior of the AMOC and
its relationship to abrupt climate change endeavor. The characterization of AMOC simulation
under both present-day and greenhouse scenario conditions, including identification of systematic
model errors, are a critical goal of our research. We explore the interplay of deterministic and
stochastic processes in AMOC simulations in two IPCC GCMs, NCAR's CCSM4 model and the GFDLESM2M model. These models were chosen because they have widely different dynamical AMOC
behavior, hopefully spanning the space of dynamical regimes possibly pertinent to AMOC. We
perform a variety of diagnostics, in both frequency and temporal domains, analyzing interactions
among temperature, salinity, and non-Ekman stream function resolved at the deterministic,
annual timescale, and query monthly model output for candidate stochastic processes.
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Recent results

a) Pre-industrial model behavior
• As state variables for Linear Inverse Modeling (LIM) analysis, we use upper (i.e., 0 –700
m) and lower (i.e., 1500-200 m) temperature, upper and lower salinity, and the nonEkman stream functions. In both models, precursors of enhanced AMOC variability at the
decadal timescale are found in lower-level temperature and salinity. The patterns of these
precursors, however, are different in the different models.
• Estimating the stochastic forcing of annually resolved model output from monthly values, we
find in both models that the stochastic forcing has its dominant effect in terms of the nonEkman stream function. With surface heat flux and fresh water flux as candidate sources
of stochastic forcing, we find neither of these variables to be associated with the stochastic
forcing of AMOC in the GFDL-ESM2M. Approximately 20% of the stochastic forcing of AMOC
in CCSM4 is due primarily to the surface heat flux.
• We believe that the "stochastic forcing" of ESM2M diagnosed by LIM is actually a signature
of nonlinear dynamics rather than of sub-grid scale variability. Nonlinear dynamics also play
a role in CCSM4, but so does stochastic forcing. We conclude on the basis of this work that
surface stochastic forcing works primarily on sub-monthly timescales, and that an important
role for subsurface stochastic forcing is possible.
b) Comparison of pre-industrial model behavior and under enhanced CO2 forcing
• Multi-decadal variability in the AMOC differs significantly between the 4xCO2 and
preindustrial control simulations of the GFDL ESM2M general circulation model (MacMartin
et al. 2016). In particular, the dynamics appear to be farther from a bifurcation point in
the high CO2 case than in the preindustrial case, in contrast to predictions from simple
box models. In the preindustrial simulation, this model has a peak in the power spectrum
of both AMOC and northwards heat transport at latitudes between 26°N and 50⁰N.
In the 4xCO2 simulation, the only significant spectral peak is near 60⁰N (see Figure 1).
Understanding these differences is important for understanding the effect of future climate
change on climate variability, as well as for providing insight into the physics underlying
AMOC variability. Transfer function analysis demonstrates that the shift is predominantly
due to a shift in the internal ocean dynamics rather than a change in stochastic atmospheric
forcing. Specifically, the reduction in variance from 26-45°N is due to an increased
stratification east of Newfoundland that results from the shallower and weaker mean
overturning. The reduced AMOC variance that accompanies the reduced mean value of
the AMOC at 4xCO2 differs from predictions of simple box models that predict a weaker
circulation to be closer to a stability bifurcation point and therefore be accompanied by
amplified variability. The high-latitude variability in the 4xCO2 simulation is related to the
advection of anomalies by the subpolar gyre, distinct from the variability mechanism in the
control simulation at lower latitudes. The 4xCO2 variability has only a small effect on midlatitude meridional heat transport, but does significantly affect sea ice in the northern North
Atlantic.
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Figure 1: Power spectrum of AMOC variability in GFDL ESM2M in preindustrial and 4xCO2 conditions, at
different latitudes. The spectral peaks in the preindustrial case are statistically significant at 26°N and 45⁰N,
the peak in the 4xCO2 case at 60⁰N is also statistically significant.
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Our project is focused on analysis of the mechanisms controlling the pathways of the upper and
lower limbs of the AMOC in the South Atlantic and identifying the natural modes of variability
in the South Atlantic and their impact on the AMOC. To address this scientific challenge, we use
state-of-the-art eddy-permitting and eddy-resolving NOAA/GFDL climate and ocean-only model
simulations, data assimilating models (e.g., SODA and NOAA/GFDL ECDA analysis), processoriented numerical experiments using regional ocean models (ROMS), and observations.

Recent results

• In work led by Matano to characterize the leading modes of low-frequency variability of the
South Atlantic circulation in the SODA analysis product, we computed empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) modes of the model’s sea surface height (SSH) and sea surface temperature
(SST) fields as well as of its forcing field (wind stress, wind stress curl and freshwater
fluxes). The dominant model of low-frequency variability is an inter-decadal variation of the
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subtropical gyre. The dynamical manifestations of the Brazil-Malvinas Confluence and the
Agulhas Retroflection variability appear in the second and third mode. The structure of the
wind stress curl show changes related mostly to the first SSH mode. The lack of significant
correlation between the SSH and wind curl for the second and third modes indicates that
these patterns are more influenced by the internal variability of the geostrophic flow. There
are significant correlations between SSH and SST anomalies, suggesting that an important
portion of the SST variability are driven by advective effects associated with the geostrophic
circulation. Our analysis also shows a strong correlation between the AMOC and the
meridional heat transport (MHT) in the South Atlantic, with a latitudinal volume and heat
increase that is close to observations. The anomalies and the meridional gradient of the
AMOC and MHT appear stronger during El Niño years and weaker during La Niña ones.
• A parallel study is being led by Perez using observed SSH anomalies (SSHA) from AVISO,
as well as, simulated SSHA from NOAA/GFDL’s CM2.5 simulation forced with CORE-II
atmospheric forcing and their ECDA analysis product to study the low-frequency variability
of the South Atlantic circulation and its impact on AMOC in the South Atlantic. Much of our
analysis confirms the SODA results described above, specifically the observed and simulated
variability in the South Atlantic is dominated by steadily increasing sea level increase
across the entire basin, while the interannual to decadal (and in the models multidecadal)
subtropical gyre changes are the next largest source of variability. SSHA trends and the
modes of variability create zonal density gradients across the basin, and impact the strength
and structure of the boundary currents and AMOC. The western boundary currents (i.e.,
the southward flowing Brazil Current and northward flowing North Brazil Current) are
particularly influenced by the first mode of variability of the gyre such that the magnitudes
of their transports increase when the first mode of SSHA increases. These gyre scale
changes significantly influence the strength of the AMOC in the South Atlantic. Specifically,
the AMOC volume transport is strengthened when the first mode is positive, with largest
transport increases found to the north of the South Atlantic subtropical gyre (north of 15°S).
Increasing AMOC anomalies between 35°S and 15°S suggest interaction between the gyre
circulation and AMOC on interannual to multidecadal timescales.
• In work led by Matano, we continued using our regional eddy-resolving (1/12˚) ROMS
simulations of the tropical and subtropical South Atlantic. Previously, we reported the
finding of a strong correlation between the time variability of the surface, westward
mean flow generated by the passage of Agulhas eddies, and the time variability of the
deep eastward current that detrains North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW) from the western
boundary region. Our analysis indicated that these mean flows (westward at the surface
and eastward at NADW levels) are in thermal wind equilibrium and, therefore, are a
manifestation of the same dynamical phenomena (Agulhas eddies). To investigate the
causality of such equilibrium we conducted process-oriented experiments in a flat-bottomed
basin with different formulations of the density structure. These experiments, which are in
progress, aim to discriminate the role of bottom topography and inter-ocean density fluxes
in the coupling between the upper and deep circulation. In collaboration with Perez, the covariability of the surface westward and deep eastward flows are being examined in several
of the NOAA/GFDL simulations, as well as, gridded Argo-altimetry velocity products.
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Figure 1: SODA circulation in three different
neutral density layers representing (a) surface, (b)
intermediate, and (c) deep flows.
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Our project is focused on characterizing the time-variability of the South Atlantic subtropical gyre
through analysis and interpretation of satellite and in situ data, synthesis products, and oceanonly and coupled climate models. The overall goals of this project are two-fold: a) to describe
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the evolution of the South Atlantic subtropical gyre over the past two decades in the surface and
intermediate waters; and b) to improve our understanding of the mechanisms that control the
variability of the South Atlantic subtropical gyre, and the currents that delineate the boundaries of
the gyre, on interannual to decadal timescales. Specifically, we will characterize the time-mean and
time-varying components of the Brazil Current, South Atlantic Current, Benguela Current, Agulhas
leakage, and South Equatorial Current, and ascertain whether the primary mechanisms and
sources responsible for the variability of each of those currents are the same as the mechanisms
that govern the gyre variability. As part of this research, we will also examine how each of these
currents influences AMOC variability in the South Atlantic.

Recent results

• Observational analysis of World Ocean Database temperature anomalies in the upper 700
m of the water column demonstrates that upper ocean temperatures and heat content
have increased dramatically across the South Atlantic (between 55°S to 15°S) over the past
half century. Much of this warming is occurring in the South Atlantic subtropical gyre with a
heat content increase of 0.14x1022 Joules/decade between 35°S and 15°S. This is more than
double the rate of warming just to the south of the subtropical gyre between 55°S and 35°S.
Significant interannual-to-decadal heat content variations are also detected in the South
Atlantic and are superimposed on the long-term trends. Observations suggest that the
relationship between heat content variations to the south of the South Atlantic subtropical
gyre and within the gyre has changed over time, and we are investigating the mechanisms
responsible for this change.
• Consistent with these heat content increases, over the past two decades observations of sea
surface height anomalies (SSHA) from AVISO also indicate a steady increase in SSHA over
the South Atlantic subtropical gyre, with significant interannual to decadal modulations.
These patterns are isolated through estimation of the SSHA trends and empirical orthogonal
function (EOF) analysis. Similar analysis has been applied to observations of wind stress,
wind stress curl, and oceanic temperature, salinity, and velocity across the South Atlantic, to
determine how the SSHA trends and modes of variability relate to the wind forcing, water
mass properties, and the gyre circulation.
• Examination of the trends and modes of variability with NOAA/GFDL’s CM2.5 simulation
forced with CORE-II atmospheric forcing and their ECDA analysis product enable us to
determine the robustness of the observational results. This ongoing work will allow us to
link the SSHA trends and modes of variability with the mechanisms controlling the variability
of the subtropical gyre and AMOC in the South Atlantic.
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Figure 1: Evolution of annual ocean temperature in the upper 700 m from World Ocean Database (WOD)
averaged in South Atlantic (between 65°W and 20°E) latitudinal bands bounded by a) 55°S and 35°S and b)
35°S to 15°S. Lower panels show the integrated heat content anomalies between the surface to 700 m for
the c) 55°S and 35°S and d) 35°S to 15°S latitudinal bands. Black dashed lines in (c,d) correspond to a linear
fit to the data. The slope of this fit indicates a heat content trend of 0.06 x 1022 Joules/decade between 55°S
and 35°S and 0.14 x 1022 Joules/decade between 35°S to 15°S and is significant with 95% confidence.

The Atlantic Water Boundary Current in the Eastern Arctic:
Composition, Transport, Variability, and Dynamics
PI: Robert S. Pickart
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution
The overall goal of this study is to obtain a quantitative description of the water mass composition,
kinematics, and dynamics of the Atlantic water boundary current in the eastern Arctic Ocean over
an annual cycle, in order to elucidate the role of the current in regulating the Arctic system.

Background

This is part of a larger cooperative project entitled the Atlantic Water Inflow Experiment (ATWAIN),
which is an international collaboration between six institutions: The Woods Hole Oceanographic
Institution (WHOI), USA; the Institute for Marine Research in Bergen, Norway (IMR); the Norwegian
Polar Institute (NPI); the University of Svalbard (UNIS); the University of Tromsø (UT); and the
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Institute of Oceanology Polish Academy of Sciences (IOPAS). Together we deployed six moorings
across the Atlantic water boundary current near 30°E (Figure 1) for a one-year period, from
September 2012 to September 2013. WHOI provided four of the offshore moorings in the array. In
addition to the mooring work, we carried out two shipboard hydrographic/velocity surveys in the
region surrounding the array, one during the deployment cruise and the other during the recovery
cruise. At this point all of the data are processed, including the shipboard data and mooring data,
and the scientific analyses are underway.

Recent results

During the recovery cruise we occupied eight hydrographic transects across the Atlantic water
boundary current and three transects across the Kvitøya Trough which cuts into the continental
shelf (Figure 1, left). By using a coordinate system where the abscissa is bottom depth and
the ordinate is height above 800 m, we were able to interpolate all of the boundary current
sections onto an identical grid. This way we could compute mean vertical sections of potential
temperature, salinity, and absolute geostrophic velocity. The average sections were then
transformed back to the familiar distance-depth framework using an average bottom profile. The
result is shown in Figure 1 (right), which represents the most robust characterization to date of the
Atlantic water boundary current in the Nansen Basin.
The boundary current is roughly 50 km wide, with a maximum flow of order 20 cm/s at 250 m
depth (Figure 1, right). The dashed lines indicate the portion of the current that advects Atlantic
water. The mean eastward transport of the Atlantic layer is 2.30 ± 0.12 Sv, while there is an
additional transport in the surface layer of 0.20 ± 0.03 Sv. At this time of year (September), the
surface layer is warmer than the Atlantic layer, but it is significantly fresher. Using data from
the German-Norwegian mooring array across Fram Strait, Beszczynska-Möller (2012) estimated
the transport of Atlantic water to be 3.0 ± 0.2 Sv. This suggests that not all of this water is fluxed
eastward in the boundary current, although one must keep in mind that our estimate is synoptic.
By having all of our boundary current sections on the same grid, we were able to perform an
EOF calculation. This produced a dominant mode, which explains nearly 75% of the variance. The
mode is indicative of a cross-slope meandering of the boundary current, which suggests that the
current may be baroclinically unstable. This is consistent with the observations of anti-cyclonic
eddies of warm and salty Atlantic water offshore of the current in this region, both in the present
dataset as well as in the shipboard survey of the previous year. It implies that there is a significant
turbulent flux of heat and salt into the Nansen Basin from the boundary current. The mooring
data will shed more light on this.
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Figure 1: (left) Location of the ATWAIN mooring array near 30oE (yellow squares) and hydrographic sections
occupied during the recovery cruise (red dots). (right) Mean vertical sections of the boundary current from
the hydrographic data.
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Improved Estimates of AMOC and Global Meridional Circulation
Using Altimetry with In Situ Tracers
PIs: P. Rhines1 and S. Häkkinen2
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
2
NASA Goddard Space Flight Center, Greenbelt, MD
1

Our 2014 study of Atlantic ocean warming has been extended to the global ocean, to diagnose
trends in 0-700 m and 0-2000 m heat content (Häkkinen et al. 2016). Salinity trends influence
mechanisms of ocean warming, with warming at a fixed pressure level combining vertical
migration of isopycnal surfaces and changes in the salinity/potential temperature relation:
‘spice’ changes. This defines a ‘thermohaline vector’ of water-mass change at fixed pressure.
Trends over the past 50 years are dominated by sinking of isopycnal surfaces, which normally
accompany cooling on isopycnal surfaces, when the slope of the potential-temperature/salinity
profile is positive. Key sites of warming are subtropical mode water convection sites, subtropical
evaporation sites, and subpolar/subtropical boundaries. In the more recent two decades the
Southern Hemisphere oceans have dominated the global ocean warming, with altimetry and
ARGO profiles providing much added coverage.
In a second study, a collaboration with the HYCOM modeling group at Florida State University,
we have analyzed the path dynamics of the Denmark Strait Overflow Water (DSOW), which is the
principal component of lower North Atlantic Deep Water (NADW). The deepest DSOW spreads
widely across the Labrador Sea, while its upper component flows as a narrow deep boundary
current; this is the result of potential vorticity pathway created by the shoaling topography of that
basin. Abrupt transitions occur where DSOW encounters the Gulf Stream/North Atlantic Current
transition zone between 45°N and 52°N offshore pathways and stationary gyres form, as the deep
water enters the subtropical gyre. Comparison with CFC and Iodine-129 tracer data verifies the
existence of these transitions, some of which occur above in the Labrador Sea Water, which forms
upper NADW (Xu et al. 2015).
A third study (Xu et al. 2016) shows how meridional heat transport by AMOC circulation is
attributable to distinct water masses, which high-resolution models can represent accurately: low
salinity waters from the South Atlantic and high salinity water from the subtropical North Atlantic
transformed in and offshore of the western boundary current by cooling to the atmosphere.
Our reconstruction of the vertical structure of the heat transport emphasizes the contrasting water
masses of the upper ocean with its warm western boundary current and cold southward flowing
NADW. This reinforces the traditional importance to global climate of the cold, deep southward
flowing branches of AMOC. We argue that recent work that attempts to revise the classical view,
by placing the important return flow at mid-depth is not supported by this high-resolution model
study, nor by corresponding observations of deep variability by the RAPID project.
In a fourth study, the polar front between Greenland and Norway, at the Iceland Faroe Ridge, is
the site of dense overflows exchanging with warm, northward flowing Atlantic subtropical water.
An analysis of 17,000 Seaglider sections over three years, near the polar front, has demonstrated
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the broad pathway of warm water flow poleward. This warm water mixes at the polar front with
colder, fresher waters of the Norwegian Sea; these high-resolution glider sections show the
mixing to occur dominantly in winter, where deep convection and mixed-layer baroclinic instability
overturns the water column all the way down to the sloping polar front (Beaird et al. 2016).
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Figure 1: Wintertime mixing across the polar front. The Iceland-Faroe Ridge and Iceland-Faroe Front in a
wintertime Seaglider section (Dec. 2-19, 2007, perpendicular to the ridge), with the Iceland Basin on the
left and Nordic Seas on the right. (a) Salinity, (b) red backscatter (counts) and (c) oxygen saturation (as a
fraction) along the section with isopycnals contoured in gray. (d) Potential temperature-salinity relation
for the section, with color showing oxygen saturation (same scale as (c)). Example profiles of (d) potential
temperature vs salinity, (e) salinity vs depth, and (f) potential temperature vs depth correspond to the
profiles labeled in (a). The intrusive layers in example profiles 2 and 3 are indicated with white dashes. Source:
Beaird et al. 2016.
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Subpolar North Atlantic Air-Sea Fluxes, Mid-Latitude Cyclones, and
Their Effect on AMOC
PIs: A. Romanou1,3, S. Lozier2, M. Bauer1, J. Romanski1, and T. Hall3
1
Columbia University, New York, NY
2
Duke University, Durham, NC
3
NASA-Goddard Institute for Space Studies, New York, NY
In this project, which began in March 2016, we aim to investigate possible linkages among 1)
the relatively short temporal and spatial scales associated with regional storms, 2) water mass
formation processes in the subpolar North Atlantic, and 3) the longer climate scales of AMOC. The
linkages are studied in the subpolar North Atlantic where high frequency variability associated
with large air-sea fluxes (momentum, heat, and freshwater) drives deep water mass formation
(Labrador Sea Water, LSW), which feeds into the deeper limb of the overturning circulation.
While previous studies have pointed to a connection for specific convection events, we will
investigate the entire record of observations available from satellites, historical hydrography, the
Argo program, and the new OSNAP observing system to describe the conditions under which this
link holds. We will also take advantage of atmospheric and oceanic reanalyses to investigate these
linkages.
The goal of this project is to assess how well the GISS-climate models simulate these linkages
under present climate conditions and to use stochastic modeling, assimilation results, and a
series of perturbation experiments to improve our understanding of these linkages so that future
climate uncertainty with regards to storms, fluxes, water mass formation, and the AMOC in the
GCMs is reduced.

Recent results

Using the NASA-MAP Climatology of Midlatitude Storminess (Bauer et al. 2016) we identified the
regions in the subpolar North Atlantic with the highest frequency of cyclone occurrence (Figure 1).
The region west of the southernmost tip of Greenland is the one associated with large heat losses
in the Labrador Sea, in the climatological mean. Our analysis will be continued with MERRA-2
fluxes and cyclones because this is the product that extends beyond 2013.
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Figure 1: Climatological mean November-December-January-February-March (left) cyclone center density
and (right) mean turbulent heat fluxes, based on MERRA reanalysis. The contour lines in the left figure
delineate the area that includes 85% of the storms.
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The Oleander Project: Sustained Observations of Ocean Currents in
the NW Atlantic Between New York and Bermuda
PIs: T. Rossby1, K. Donohue1, C. Flagg2, J. O’Brien3, R. Curry4
1
University of Rhode Island, Narragansett, RI
2
Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY
3
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA
4
Bermuda Institute of Ocean Sciences, St. George’s, Bermuda
Since late 1992, high-horizontal resolution upper-ocean velocity has been sampled by an acoustic
Doppler current profiler (ADCP) mounted in the hull of the container vessel CMV Oleander, which
operates on a weekly schedule between New Jersey and Bermuda. In addition to velocity, the
Oleander Project includes thermosalinograph (TSG) and monthly expendable bathythermographs
(XBT)—using the Autonomous eXpendable Instrument System, AXIS—sections that span the route.
The ADCP data acquisition system has been upgraded to a modified version of UHDAS—the
software system used on most UNOLS vessels. This modification enables real-time processing,
immediate transmission of data, and two operating ADCPS.
We continue to deliver data via the Oleander website and have included several downloadable
files of Gulf Stream North Wall position and upper ocean fluxes along the Oleander line.
Website: http://www.po.gso.uri.edu/rafos/research/ole
ADCP: http://po.msrc.sunysb.edu/Oleander/
TSG: http://po.msrc.sunysb.edu/Oleander/TSG/TSG.html
XBT: http://po.msrc.sunysb.edu/Oleander/ XBT/NOAA_XBT.html
Our goal is to provide sustained measurements of ocean currents and temperature across four
distinct regions: the continental shelf, slope sea, Gulf Stream, and northwestern Sargasso Sea.
Specifically, our objectives are to continue the Oleander velocity program to elucidate long-term
climatological variability and to provide near-real-time processed data distribution to enable
broad community participation in scientific analysis.
Schloesser et al. (2016) evaluates the TSG and Visible-Infrared Imager Radiometer Suite (VIIRS)
data for the characterization of sub-mesoscale structure of the near-surface temperature fields in
the Gulf Stream and Sargasso Sea. We find that the TSG (nominal horizontal resolution of 75 m)
resolves spectral characteristics down to scales smaller than 1 km, while the VIIRS fields (nominal
resolution of 750 m) reproduces spectra down to scales near 20 km in the Sargasso and 5 km in
the Gulf Stream.
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The Norröna Project: An International Collaboration for Sustained
Studies of the Meridional Overturning Circulation between Denmark,
the Faroes and Iceland.
PIs: T. Rossby1 and C. Flagg2
1
University of Rhode Island, Kingston, RI
2
Stony Brook University, Stony Brook, NY
The long-range objective of this project is to measure directly the exchange of water, heat, and salt
between the northeast Atlantic and the Nordic Seas between Scotland, the Faroes, and Iceland.
The approach is straightforward: to operate an acoustic Doppler current profiler (ADCP) in the
hull of the high-seas ferry Norröna that operates between Denmark, Torshavn in the Faroes and
Seyðisfjörður, Iceland to scan the currents repeatedly along the vessel’s route. The 75 kHz ADCP,
which reaches to greater than 500 m in the Faroe-Shetland Channel (FSC) and to the bottom over
the Iceland-Faroe ridge (IFR), has been collecting data since March 2008. Collection in the FSC is
year-round, but limited to the summer months for the IFR due to high swell conditions in winter
that lead to the drawdown of bubbles under the vessel. Three papers have been published and
another is currently in preparation.
In our most recent study, published last year in Tellus, we combine velocity data from along
four routes: three between Scotland and Greenland (one of these via Iceland) traveled by the
container vessel Nuka Arctica and the Norröna route between Scotland, the Faroes, and Iceland.
By estimating transport along these four routes between the Scotland Slope and the Reykjanes
Ridge, we can construct a quantitative estimate of upper ocean mean transport in the northeast
Atlantic. The most striking result to emerge from this study was that almost all North Atlantic
water to continue into the Nordic Seas does so through the central Iceland Basin (Figure 1). Very
limited flow north was observed in the central Rockall Trough. On the other hand the well-known
flow north of about 1.5x106 m3s-1 was observed along the Scotland Slope. This boundary transport
appears to be rather stable in that Nuka Arctica ADCP data from two different periods (1999-2002
and 2012-2016) give quite similar transport values.
The flow north in the Iceland Basin appears to bifurcate north of Bill Bailey and Lousy Banks with
one branch continuing east to join the Scotland Slope Current just north of the Wyville-Thompson
Ridge and the other curving north and west with some of this water continuing over the IcelandFaroe Ridge and the remainder continuing west towards the Reykjanes Ridge (see Childers et al.
2105 for a comprehensive discussion).
Since September 2013, the Norröna project has been operating an Automated XBT Instrument
System (AXIS). This allows us to construct sections of the thermal structure of both the FSC and the
IFR on a monthly basis. We now have some 30 thermal sections from which we have made first
estimates of the mean temperature field and its seasonal cycle. As this database grows we will
also be able to quantify in some detail variability on longer timescales. We are presently updating
the velocity field, which together with the temperature field will allow us to further improve
estimates of heat flux into the Nordic Seas. This will be useful as a very accurate constraint on
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allowable atmospheric heat losses the Nordic Seas. In collaboration with Norway, we have also
restarted operation of a thermo-salinograph on the Norröna.
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Figure 1: Cumulative transport in Sv (beginning on the eastern side) along the three Nuka Arctica and
Norröna routes. Black dots indicate each Sv change in cumulative transport (summing from east to west
along each route) and red dots indicate each third Sv. The wide pink arrow indicates the flow across the
Reykjanes Ridge and the blue area indicates schematically the loss of overflow water at 400 m depth
(Childers et al. 2015). All ADCP and XBT data are available at: po.msrc.sunysb.edu/Norrona/.
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Transport Pathways in the North Atlantic: Searching for Throughput
PIs: I. I. Rypina1 and L. J. Pratt1
International Collaborators: J-J. Park2
1
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA
2
Kyungpook National University, South Korea
The objective of this program is to clarify the transport pathways in the North Atlantic, with
implications for physical, chemical, or biological tracers.

Recent results

At the end of their life cycle, American eel (Anguilla rostrata) migrate to the Sargasso Sea from
freshwater habitats along the east coast of North America in order to spawn planktonic eggs. The
eggs develop into larvae that then have to reach estuarine and freshwater nursery habitats along
the North American coast within approximately their first year of life.
Many details of the American eel larvae journey remain a mystery, including the exact location of
their spawning site; their ability to navigate by physical cues in the open ocean; their strategy for
crossing the strong oceanic transport barriers separating the Sargasso Sea from the coast, namely
the Gulf Stream and the continental slope/shelf break front of the Middle- or South- Atlantic Bight;
and the extent to which ocean circulation changes can influence the likelihood that larvae will
reach coastal nursery habitats.
American eel has long been harvested by both recreational and commercial fishermen and has an
important cultural value for many Native American tribes. The commercial harvest of American eel
in the USA and Canada exhibits substantial variability. The harvest record, which extends back to
1950, shows a pronounced peak around 1975-1980, with a general decline afterwards. The record
is also marked by shorter-term year-to-year variations, with harvest values doubling (or halving) in
just one year.
In 2014, we have developed a coupled biological-physical model of larval migration that combined
behavioral adaptations of larvae, including directional horizontal swimming, daily vertical
migration, and mortality, with a realistic model of ocean physics based on an ocean circulation
model FLAME.
In 2015, we used the developed physical-biological model to investigate the extent to which
interannual changes in the ocean circulation affect the success rates of larvae in reaching coastal
nursery habitats. Our results suggest that natural oceanic variability can lead to changes in larval
success rates by a factor of two. Interannual variation in success rates are strongly affected
by the Gulf Stream inertial overshoot events, with the largest success in years with an inertial
overshoot and the smallest in years with a straighter and more southern configuration of the Gulf
Stream downstream of Cape Hatteras. The mean Gulf Stream length and latitude between 75°W
and 70°W longitude can be used as proxies for characterizing the overshoot events and can be
converted into success rates using linear regression. A paper describing these results has been
submitted.
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Figure 1: Probability map showing where successful larvae cross the Gulf Stream in different years. Color
indicates percentage of successful larvae crossing the Gulf Stream at a given location.
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Assessing Unstoppable Change: Ocean Heat Storage and
Antarctic Glacial Ice Melt
PIs: Claudia Schmid1 and George Halliwell1
Postdoc: Sudip Majumder2
1
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, Miami, FL
2
University Miami, Miami, FL
Our project focuses on computing transport indexes for monitoring the Meridional Overturning
Circulation (MOC) in the South Atlantic Ocean at selected latitudes. To accomplish this, a method
for deriving monthly three-dimensional fields of absolute velocity in the upper 2000 m of the
ocean developed by the PI is used to calculate to study the circulation during the Argo period.
The method is based on in situ observations from Argo (profiles and subsurface drift) that are
complemented with sea surface height from satellite altimetry (AVISO). These Argo & SSH velocity
fields are used in conjunction with fields of the Ekman transport to derive time series of the
monthly means of the MOC transport across selected latitudes, starting in 2000. The methodology
has been evaluated by comparing the derived transports with estimates from independent
observations derived from expendable bathythermograph (XBT) transects between 24oS and 35oS
as well as other published results. An expansion into the North Atlantic is planned where, among
others, transports across 26.5°N that are estimated from data collected by the RAPID Climate
Change-MOC and Heatflux Array (RAPID/MOCHA) will be used to verify the methodology.

Recent results

• Mean meridional heat transport from Argo and SSH increases from 0.66 PW at 35°S to 0.76
PW at 30°S, 0.92 PW at 25°S and decreases to 0.53 PW at 20°S.
• The seasonal variability is dominated by annual cycle in 35°S to 25°S. A weaker semi-annual
cycle can be seen at 20°S in Argo and SSH.
• Interannual variability is dominated by shifts in timing of maximum (e.g., mostly in austral
fall), but sometimes in austral summer or winter at 35°S.
• Models are in quite good agreement with Argo and SSH: the amplitudes are similar with the
exception of HYCOM/NCODA at 20°S; differences exist mainly in the mean transports.
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Figure 1: Left: time series of MOC transport and meridional heat transport at 35°S. Right: annual cycle of the
MOC transport at four latitudes (shading indicates 95% confidence interval); black: Argo & SSH; blue: NCEP/
GODAS; cyan: SODA; and red: HYCOM.

Modeling Effects of Ice Sheet Changes on AMOC Variability
PIs: A. Schmittner1, A. Hu2, and S. H. Mernild3
1
Oregon State University, Corvallis, OR
2
National Center for Atmospheric Research, Boulder, CO
3
Center for Scientific Studies, Chile
We are investigating impacts of ice sheet variations on the AMOC, focusing on the Greenland Ice
Sheet (GIS). Projections of the future AMOC evolution, such as performed for the Assessment
Reports of the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change, do not typically include ice sheet
melting even though we know that the AMOC is sensitive to freshwater input into the North
Atlantic and that the GIS is projected to accelerate melting in the future. Here we have organized
an international model inter-comparison project (AMOCMIP) that focuses on including GIS
melting in future projections. We have developed a protocol that includes realistic amounts and
distributions of GIS meltwater for two emission scenarios (RCP4.5 and RCP8.5). Seven state-ofthe-science global climate models (GCMs) have conducted simulations with and without GIS melt.
We have also developed an AMOC emulator in order to perform probabilistic AMOC projections
including GIS melting until the year 2300. As a side project that was not originally planned, we
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have also investigated the effects of Antarctic Ice Sheet (AIS) variations during the Holocene on
global and regional climate and the AMOC.

Recent results

• Seven modeling centers have submitted model data to AMOCMIP. Preliminary analysis
shows that GIS melting leads to a significant additional AMOC reduction in some models
but not in others. Overall the GCMs project a consistent reduction of the AMOC for RCP4.5
until about year 2100 after which it recovers or stabilizes. In contrast for RCP8.5, the AMOC
continues to weaken throughout the coming three centuries (Bakker et al., in prep.)
• An AMOC emulator has been developed by adding an atmospheric energy balance model to
an existing four-box model of the AMOC. Model parameters are tuned using GCM results.
The emulator has been tested. It performes well for most fitted AMOCMIP GCMs. Tests with
independent model simulations that were not used in the fitting procedure showed that it
also performes reasonably well for modest extrapolations.
• The AMOC emulator was applied to include various uncertainties such as climate sensitivity,
polar amplification, and AMOC sensitivities to warming and GIS melt to perform probabilistic
AMOC projections (Bakker et al. 2016). Initial results show large differences between the
emission scenarios. While the AMOC stabilizes during the 22nd and 23rd centuries for RCP4.5
at ~20% reduction compared to current levels, it continues its decline for the RCP8.5
scenario until it is reduced by ~75% at year 2300. GIS melt leads to an additional AMOC
reduction in RCP8.5, particularly during the 22nd and 23rd centuries.
• Implementation of interactions between the GIS surface mass balance and the AMOC
whereby warming of the ice sheet and associated freshwater fluxes affect the AMOC have
not resulted in significant effects.
• We used freshwater fluxes simulated by a high-resolution model of the AIS over the
Holocene to force the University of Victoria climate model. The AIS model, which was forced
by variable surface and subsurface ocean boundary conditions, simulates significant multicentennial variability in freshwater fluxes. These fluxes result in significant variability of
surface and subsurface temperatures, mainly in the Southern Ocean but also elsewhere,
and AMOC variability. We propose a positive feedback, whereby AIS melting from subsurface
ocean warming results in meltwater fluxes, which stabilizes the water column in the
Southern Ocean, which amplifies the subsurface warming. Both AIS and ocean dynamics act
as low pass filters such that this positive feedback works on multi-centennial timescales.
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MOVE: Meridional Overturning Variability Experiment
PIs: U. Send and M. Lankhorst
Scripps Institution of Oceanography, La Jolla, CA
The objective of the MOVE project is to maintain an operational observing system to continuously
sample the strength of the lower branch of the AMOC at 16°N. The system extends from the
western boundary to the mid-Atlantic ridge. The MOVE time series started in 2000 and has now
returned 16 years of data. In early 2016, MOVE carried out fieldwork to retrieve the data and
service the instrumentation. Analyses are ongoing. Early results were presented at the 2015
RAPID-US AMOC International Science Meeting in Bristol (Lankhorst et al. 2015; Send et al. 2015).
MOVE data have been used in the “State of the Climate” reports since 2011 (e.g., Baringer et al.
2015). The project continues to maintain a website with current information at: http://mooring.
ucsd.edu/projects/move/move_intro.html
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Figure: Location of the three active MOVE sites (top) and resulting time series of sea water volume
transported across the section in the 1200-5000 m depth layer (bottom). There was stronger southward
transport (denoted by negative sign) in the earlier years and again in recent years, with weaker southward
flow in between, highlighting inter-annual variability of the flow field. Figures from Send et al. 2011.

Forced Transients in Water Mass Transformation and the Meridional
Overturning
PI: Michael Spall
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA
The objective of this program is to develop a theoretical understanding of how the thermohaline
circulation responds to transients in atmospheric forcing. Quantities of interest include the
ocean circulation, extent of deep convection, meridional heat transport, meridional overturning
circulation, and the temperature and salinity of product waters.
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Recent results

Three papers have been published and a fourth has recently been submitted.
• A simple dynamical systems model of a convective basin subject to time dependent
precipitation and time dependent heat fluxes has been developed and compared with eddy
resolving numerical models. The precipitation work was in collaboration with Yuki Yasuda,
a graduate student at the University of Tokyo and a Fellow of the WHOI Geophysical Fluid
Dynamics Summer School in 2013. Linearized analytic solutions are possible; while the
fully nonlinear coupled equations can be directly integrated numerically. The amplitude
and phase of the convective water mass temperature and salinity, the meridional heat
transport, surface heat flux, and the meridional overturning circulation predicted by the
theory compare well with a series of numerical model calculations. The key response is a
transition from one-dimensional behavior for high frequency forcing to three-dimensional,
quasi-steady behavior for low frequency forcing. The transition frequency depends on nondimensional numbers that characterize the stability of the boundary current, strength of
atmospheric forcing, and the eddy flushing timescale of the basin. Two papers have been
published in the Journal of Physical Oceanography describing this work.
• A second set of papers has been developed to understand how the Beaufort Gyre of
the Arctic Ocean responds to mean and time-dependent anticyclonic wind stress curl
(Manucharyan and Spall 2015; Manucharyan et al. 2016). This region is of interest for the
AMOC because it acts as the primary reservoir for fresh water in the Arctic Ocean. Episodic
releases of this freshwater into the boundary current system has been implicated in
previous “Great Salinity Anomaly” events and reductions in the MOC and deep convection
in the subpolar North Atlantic and Nordic Seas. The steady theory describes how a balance
between baroclinic instability and Ekman pumping determines the mean state of the
Beaufort Gyre, the depth of the halocline, and the amount of freshwater stored in the basin.
Time-dependent analysis demonstrates the fundamental role that mesoscale eddies play in
determining how much, and how quickly, freshwater is stored and released from the gyre
when the Arctic Oscillation changes sign. The results suggest that the Arctic is in a parameter
space where it is very sensitive to changes in the wind stress and that the current state of
large freshwater storage in the Beaufort Gyre is primed to release a significant amount of
freshwater when the anticyclonic winds decrease.
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Figure 1. Comparison between theory and an eddy resolving numerical model for the depth of the halocline
and the adjustment timescale as a function of wind stress. Symbols are quantities diagnosed from a series
of numerical model runs subject to different surface stress. The solid and dashed lines are predictions from
the theory using slightly different parameterizations of eddy fluxes. Source: Manucharyan et al. (2016).

Mechanisms of Freshwater Exchange Across the East Greenland Shelf
PI: M. Spall1 and T. Haine2
1
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA
2
Johns Hopkins University, Baltimore, MD
The exchange of freshwater between the east Greenland shelf and the interior of the subpolar
North Atlantic and Nordic Seas is a key element in the maintenance and variability of the AMOC
and its sensitivity to changes in atmospheric forcing and freshwater outflow from the Arctic
Ocean. Work is developing along several lines.
We plan to combine a realistic, very high-resolution regional model of the east Greenland
shelf and adjacent deep ocean together with idealized, process-oriented models and in situ
observations to identify the strength, mechanisms, and sensitivity of this exchange. Processes
likely important for this cross-shelf exchange include: surface and bottom Ekman layers; nonlinear
eddy fluxes; local and remote wind-forcing; and wind-driven sea ice. We will diagnose the
exchange in a series of realistic model runs, design experiments for the idealized model that will
isolate the relevant processes for further study and understanding, and make comparisons with
in situ mooring, hydrographic observations, and remotely sensed sea ice data. We seek to gain
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basic understanding of what controls the flux of freshwater from the shelf to the basin interior,
and how it depends on external forcing (wind, outflow from the Arctic, Greenland runoff) and
environmental conditions such as bottom bathymetry and ambient stratification.
The realistic regional model has been configured in an enlarged domain and preliminary
calculations are underway. A paper has been submitted on the influence of downfront winds over
a buoyant coastal plume, a situation often found along the east Greenland shelf. The primary
balance is between Ekman transport destabilizing the water column and baroclinic instability
stabilizing the water column. It is shown that only the combination of both Ekman transport
and baroclinic instability results in significant diapycnal mixing of the fresh and salty waters.
Potential vorticity and salinity budgets are used to derive scaling estimates for this water mass
transformation rate, potential vorticity fluxes, and the eddy salt flux. A paper on this work has
been submitted to the Journal of Physical Oceanography (Spall and Thomas). In addition, a review
paper on the fresh water budget in the Arctic has been published (Carmack et al. 2015); see the
figure below.
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Schematic maps of: (a) The domain of the Artic freshwater system with the major ocean currents (long
arrows). The four Arctic Ocean gateways in Fram Strait, the Barents Sea opening, Davis Strait, and Bering
Strait (thin bars with red denoting inflow and blue denoting outflow); the gyral circulation patterns (circular
arrows); and the All Arctic Regions definition of the terrestrial contributing areas shown in white. (b)
Summary of components of the high-latitude freshwater system. Here moisture is transported from the
subtropical and tropical Atlantic Ocean to the Pacific Ocean via the Trade Winds over Central America (thick
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blue arrow). The subarctic front separates the thermally stratified subarctic oceans (darker blue) from the
salt-stratified Northern Ocean (lighter blue) in both the Atlantic and Pacific Oceans. Moisture is transported
from the Pacific and Atlantic Oceans to the Arctic catchment basins by the mid-latitude storm tracks (thick
blue arrows), which subsequently drains into the Arctic Ocean (thick white arrows) where it spreads initially
within the riverine coastal domain (dashed green arrows). Warm, salty Atlantic-origin waters (thin red
arrows) enter the Arctic Ocean through Fram Strait and through the Barents Sea opening and circulate
within the Arctic basins as subsurface, cyclonic, topographically steered boundary currents along the
continental margin and ridge system. Internally modified Atlantic waters exit the Arctic Ocean southward
through Fram Strait along eastern Greenland. Cooler and fresher Pacific-origin waters (thin blue arrows)
enter the Arctic Ocean through Bering Strait, and exit through the Canadian Arctic Archipelago and Fram
Strait along eastern Greenland. Within the Arctic Ocean a topological distinction is made between inflow,
interior, and outflow shelves. Source: Carmack et al. 2015.

Wave Processes Along 26°N in the Atlantic
PIs: Z. Szuts and K. Martini
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
This project analyzes the MOCHA/WBTS/RAPID mooring data along 26°N in terms of wave
motion at periods of hours to years, evaluated over 10+ years from seven full depth-moorings
across the basin. We discuss two results here: an evaluation of Rossby Wave reflection and the
characteristics of low-mode tidal internal waves.
There is large sub-annual variability of overturning calculations that is commonly ascribed to
Rossby waves (RWs) and eddies reaching the western boundary. Such features are large in
the ocean interior, but decay close to the boundary. A common hypothesis for the near-shore
reduction of energy is by boundary reflection of RWs, from westward-propagating long-waves to
eastward-propagating short waves that dissipate quickly.
Energy density levels at low frequencies are ideal to diagnose how much boundary reflection
occurs. If reflection is predominantly linear, we expect that there is conservation of frequency,
meridional wavenumber, and total energy. Long RWs have more potential energy (PE) than kinetic
energy (KE), while shortwaves have KE that is greater than PE over a shorter wavelength that yields
higher zonal energy density. Total energy density should be largest at the boundary and decay
offshore, with changes occurring with a characteristic scale of the Rossby radius (45 km at this
latitude).
These expectations can be compared to depth-integrated energies from the moored array that
are calculated from band-passed instrument records. Only the four western moorings have
velocity measurements. All RW activity is at periods longer than 153 days, which is the shortest
allowable by the linear dispersion relation. We find the following for the 100-1000 day band:
1. Though meridional KE doesn’t change much approaching the boundary, both PE and zonal
KE decrease strongly toward the boundary. There is no boundary maximum of PE+KE.
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2. The ratio of PE to zonal KE is practically uniform approaching the boundary.
3. PE and zonal KE decrease between WB4 and Mochab, which are located 40 and 100 km
offshore, and thus show that the boundary influences flow within 1-2 Rossby radii.
The first two points contradict the expected signs of RW reflection. The strength of the
contradiction suggests that neither linear reflection nor weakly nonlinear reflection is likely. The
third point suggests that the Rossby radius accurately describes the influence of the boundary,
implying that the processes responsible are predominantly geostrophic. Thus, an alternative
mechanism than RW reflection needs to be identified for the near-shore decrease in energy.
Tidal and inertial internal waves are largely understood from short-term observations of limited
spatial resolution. This analysis evaluates the monthly, seasonal, and interannual variability of lowmode internal waves across the basin, which includes how they are formed and propagate. We
focus here on mode-1 semidiurnal internal tides and wind-generated near-inertial internal waves.
The semidiurnal internal tide (M2 and S2) is the largest tidal signal at 26°N. Its strength is
proportional to the magnitude of the barotropic tide, which is largest in the east and decreases to
the west. Diurnal (K1 and O1) frequencies show weak barotropic forcing and internal tides that
are not well resolved. For semidiurnal tides at the eastern boundary, available potential energy
(APE) of the first baroclinic mode (mode-1) has a spring-neap cycle phase locked to the local
barotropic tide. At the Mid-Atlantic Ridge (MAR) and the western boundary, mode-1 APE is episodic
and lacks a spring-neap cycle. At the western boundary, semidiurnal internal tides are often
too weak to distinguish from background variability. These patterns suggests that semidiurnal
internal tides appear to be locally generated at the eastern boundary and remotely generated at
the MAR and the western boundary.
A major question is how internal tides propagate across the Atlantic Basin at 26°N. The four
western moorings sample internal tides shoaling on the continental slope. Coherent packets
of enhanced semidiurnal horizontal kinetic energy (HKE), APE, and energy flux are observed
propagating into the western continental slope, suggesting mode-1 internal tides shoal onto the
slope. There is little coherence, however, between mode-1 APE at the MAR (2700 km from coast)
or MochaE (500 km from coast) and the western boundary, even when lagged to account for
cross-basin travel time. Similarly, mode-1 APE at the MAR and the eastern boundary also vary
independently suggesting internal tides do not travel between the sites. These results suggest
that cross-basin propagation is limited or that the moorings are not on the propagation path.
Low-mode wind generated internal waves along the AMOC array are episodic, with large events
caused by winds during storms and hurricanes. Mode-1 near-inertial APE is strongest west of
the MAR, and we see energetic bursts associated with storm across the western boundary out
to MochaE 500 km offshore. Both near-inertial APE and HKE intensify during the fall and winter,
corresponding to hurricane season and winter storm generation.
Hurricanes generated near-inertial internal waves locally and low-mode internal waves that
propagated away from the hurricane. In 2011, two hurricanes passed over the western boundary
and produced large responses. Hurricane Irene passed directly over WB4 on August 25, on the
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abyssal plain just offshore of the slope moorings. This caused large (>0.2 m/s) velocities that can
be traced down to 3000 m. Two weeks later, Hurricane Katia passed 400 km east of the slope,
between WB4 and MochaE. A strong near-inertial response, likely generated by Hurricane Katia,
occurred at WB4 three days later. The response was low-mode and large near-inertial velocities
were observed down to the seafloor at 4500 m. A similar response was not observed east of the
storm track at MochaE. Propagation speeds calculated using the lag of between the storm and
the observations match theoretical mode-1 velocities, suggesting low-mode waves generated by
Hurricane Katia propagated westwards towards the continental slope.

Figure 1: (a) Map of the Atlantic at 26°N showing the mooring locations. (b) Vertically-integrated energy
density at each mooring for PE, zonal KE (u), and meridional KE (v), integrated in three frequency bands. (c)
Time series from each mooring of APE for the first baroclinic mode at the semidiurnal frequency.
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Line W: A Sustained Measurement Program Sampling the North
Atlantic Deep Western Boundary Current and Gulf Stream at 39°N
Completing a 10-Year Record of Deep Western Boundary Current
Observations at Line W: A Contribution to the AMOC Study
US PIs: J. Toole1, M. Andres1, R. Curry1, T. Joyce1, M. McCartney1, W. Smethie2, and I. Le Bras3
Collaborators: J. Smith4, S. Elipot5, and C. Hughes6
1
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole MA
2
Lamont-Doherty Earth Observatory, Palasades NY
3
MIT-WHOI Joint Program in Physical Oceanography
4
Bedford Institute of Oceanography, Dartmouth, Canada
5
University of Miami, Miami, Florida
6
National Oceanography Centre, Liverpool, UK
The Line W program was designed to observe interannual water property variability and transport
changes in the North Atlantic's Deep Western Boundary Current (DWBC) and Gulf Stream and
to investigate their causes and consequences for the climate system. Data from a sustained
moored array and repeated occupation of a hydrographic section provide a 10-year time series
of boundary current variability that is being used together with observations from companion
programs at other latitudes in the Atlantic to characterize the northern AMOC and its meridional
connectivity. The field program was completed with a final cruise aboard R/V Knorr (May 1-12,
2014) during which the six moorings in the array were recovered and the hydrographic section
was again reoccupied. In the time since, the moored and shipboard data have been processed
and (on-going) analysis of the observations conducted. MIT/WHOI Joint Program student Isabela
Le Bras, who is supported on this project, is deep into her dissertation research investigating the
DWBC and its interaction with the Gulf Stream. Finalized mooring and cruise datasets have been
submitted to the OceanSites data archive; data are also available on our project website: http://
www.whoi.edu/science/PO/linew/transport_tseries.php.
Despite significant short-term variability (Figure 1a), decadal trends in water properties and
boundary current transport are emerging from the analysis (Figure 1b). In particular, classical
Labrador Sea Water was observed to warm and increase in salinity over the decade of Line W
observations, consistent with the absence of deep convection and associated renewal of these
waters in the Labrador Sea after year ~2000. A statistically significant trend of decreasing
equatorward transport of this water mass was also observed, amounting to a 30% reduction over
the 10-year observing period.
Compositing analysis is being used to characterize the modes of DWBC variability at Line W. One
notable mode is associated with southward meanders of the Gulf Stream that force intense, deep
cyclonic circulations (Andres et al. 2016). Gulf Stream rings and topographic Rossby Waves are
also responsible for significant DWBC transport variability.
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Tracer data, in addition to temperature and salinity observations, are being used to quantify
advective timescales for the DWBC water masses transiting between subpolar transformation
sites and Line W. Smith et al. (2016) and Le Bras and Toole (2016) further assess mixing timescales
between the DWBC and ocean interior. Although it is clear that there is significant exchange
between the DWBC and interior, the former does provide the fastest conduit for meridional
communication.
The analysis effort is continuing on several fronts. A proposal to extend measurements at Line W
to ideally capture signatures of renewed deep winter convection observed in the Labrador Sea in
the last three years was not funded.
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Figure 1: (a) Time series of DWBC equatorward transport partitioned by water mass layer (yellow: upper
Labrador Sea water, green: classical Labrador Sea water, purple: Iceland-Scotland overflow water, black:
Denmark Strait overflow water. (b) Classical Labrador Sea water layer-averaged temperature and salinity
anomaly (from the respective 10-year means) and equatorward transport observed at Line W.
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Influence of the Equatorial Atlantic Cold Tongue and Angola Current
on Atlantic Basin Climate Variability
PIs: E. K. Vizy and K. H. Cook
The University of Texas at Austin, Austin, TX
Our project utilizes available observations, atmospheric and oceanic reanalyses, along with a
high-resolution intermediate level mixed-layer ocean model with Ekman dynamics coupled to an
atmosphere/land surface regional climate system model to advance our understanding of the role
of ocean/atmosphere interactions in the tropical and subtropical Southeastern Atlantic in forcing
regional and remote Atlantic climate variability. The purpose of this work is to better understand
the roles regional wind stress and thermodynamic processes over the southeastern Atlantic play
in the development of SST variability and coastal upwelling in the region, to elucidate the influence
of ocean/atmosphere feedback processes on regional and remote Atlantic variability of both the
ocean and the atmosphere, and to understand whether resolving small-scale oceanic structures
using a state-of-the-art coupled intermediate-level mixed-layer ocean/atmosphere regional
climate model can improve our predictive capabilities of the regional climate.

Recent results

• High-resolution observations along with atmospheric and oceanic reanalyses were
examined to understand how and why southeastern Atlantic SSTs have changed over the
1982–2013 period (Vizy and Cook 2015). Results indicate significant warming trends (0.5–
1.5 K per 32-years) along the Guinean and Angolan/Namibian Coasts, and a cooling trend
(−0.10 to −0.60 K per 32-years) over the subtropical South Atlantic (Figure 1). The largest
SST trends over the annual cycle occur during the austral summer months of November –
January. Analysis of the ocean surface heat balance indicates that the SST warming trend
along the Angolan Coast is associated with an increase in net downward atmospheric heat
flux. Furthermore, there is a weakening in coastal upwelling due to atmospheric circulation
changes related to an intensification of the summertime thermal low over southwestern
Africa and a poleward shift in the South Atlantic high-pressure system. The cooling trend
over the subtropical South Atlantic is also associated with the poleward shift of the South
Atlantic high, as stronger surface winds enhance latent heat loss from the ocean over this
region. Positive SST trends along the Guinean coast are found to be primarily associated
with changes internal to the ocean, specifically, reduced coastal upwelling, diffusion, and
enhanced horizontal transport of warmer water. These results indicate that the South
Atlantic regional climate variability and future climate variability are likely significantly
influenced by the interactions between the continental thermal low and the South Atlantic
anticyclone. A more comprehensive understanding of the South Atlantic high is currently
being investigated.
• The existence, seasonality, and variability of a Congo Basin Walker circulation (CBWC) is
investigated in Cook and Vizy (2015). An equatorial zonal overturning circulation with rising
motion over the equatorial Congo Basin and subsidence over the equatorial eastern Atlantic
is prominent from June through October. Interestingly, the timing of the CBWC is not in
phase with precipitation over the equatorial Congo Basin, and does not correlate with the
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seasonality of land surface temperatures. Instead, the CBWC only occurs when the Atlantic
cold tongue has formed. Despite the importance of the cold tongue formation for the
development of the CBWC, variations in the equatorial eastern Atlantic SSTs are not found
to be associated with the interannual variability in the CBWC strength. Finally, low-level
vertical velocity in the upbranch of the CBWC is found to be associated with vertical velocity
and rainfall over West Africa. Results suggest a teleconnection with West Africa such that
an anomalously strong CBWC upbranch is associated with enhanced precipitation over the
Guinean Coast and southern Sahel, and vice versa.
• Spearheaded by X. Sun, our science team has spent considerable time over the past
reporting period conducting a high-resolution coupled intermediate-level mixed-layer ocean/
atmosphere regional climate model simulation for the 35-year period of 1980 – 2014. This
model output will be utilized to better understand the importance of air-sea interactions
in South Atlantic climate variability across intraseasonal to decadal timescales. Analysis
of the model results is currently ongoing in multiple projects including an examination of
the long-term, multi-decadal change in the subtropical South Atlantic climate, as well as an
investigation of the role of air-sea interactions in Angola-Benguela front variability.
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Figure 1: 1982 – 2013 annual
mean linear trend (K per 32years) for the GODAS SSTs.
White, green, and purple
stippling denotes values
found statistically significant
at the 90, 95, and 99% level
of confidence, respectively
after taking into account
autocorrelation.
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Project: High-Latitude Application and Testing of Global and Regional
Climate Models (HiLAT)
Sub-project: Arctic Freshwater and AMOC Impacts
PI: Wilbert Weijer
Los Alamos National Laboratory, Los Alamos, NM
The HiLAT project started in June 2015, and is funded by DOE’s Regional and Global Climate
Modeling (RGCM) program to explore the regional and global consequences of climate change
in the Polar regions. Project partners at Los Alamos National Laboratory (LANL) and Pacific
Northwest National Laboratory (PNNL) are combining their expertise in modeling the ocean,
atmosphere, sea ice, land ice and marine biogeochemistry to address several pressing issues
regarding feedbacks between our rapidly changing cryosphere and the regional and global climate
system.
The sub-project “Arctic Freshwater and AMOC Impacts” will explore how changes in the freshwater
budget of the Arctic Ocean will affect mid-latitude climate through its impact on the AMOC. The
freshwater budget of the Arctic and subpolar North Atlantic Oceans are changing rapidly due to
reductions in sea ice cover, enhanced melting and calving of the Greenland Ice Sheet, and changes
in the hydrology of the major Arctic rivers and their catchment basins. Besides, intrinsic variability
of the Arctic climate system affects the exchanges between the Arctic and subpolar basins. We
are configuring an eddy-permitting (0.3°) version of a state-of-the-science climate system model
(ACME-v0, a recent clone of CESM) to explore to what extent changes in the freshwater budgets
of the Arctic and subpolar North Atlantic impact the strength and the variability of the AMOC. We
plan to perform time-slice experiments under pre-industrial, present-day, and future conditions
to study the changes in the freshwater forcing terms, and the response of the AMOC. To gain
more insight into the distribution, transport pathways, and resident times of different sources of
freshwater, we plan to tag these sources with dye colors to trace their propagation through the
Arctic and subpolar North Atlantic Oceans, and ultimately their contribution to the AMOC.

Subpolar-Subtropical Connectivity of the North Atlantic Circulation
PIs: X. Xu1 and E. P. Chassignet1
Collaborators: P. B. Rhines2 and W. J. Schmitz Jr3
1
Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
2
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
3
Woods Hole Oceanographic Institution, Woods Hole, MA
The objectives of this program are 1) to explore the dynamics are responsible for the threedimensional circulation in the transition region in the western Newfoundland Basin, and 2) to
document the role of this relatively small region plays in the large-scale North Atlantic circulation.
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Recent results

It has long been apparent from tracer observations that, in addition to the deep western boundary
current along western subpolar North Atlantic, the Denmark Strait overflow water (DSOW) spreads
widely across the deep Labrador Sea and in the Newfoundland Basin (Smith et al. 2005; LeBel et
al. 2008). The dynamics of the spreading is not fully understood. In a recent work (Xu et al. 2015),
we investigated the spreading and deepening of DSOW in the western subpolar North Atlantic,
using two 1/12° eddy-resolving Atlantic simulations, including a passive tracer injected into the
DSOW.
The results show that the deepest layers of DSOW transit from a narrow DWBC in the southern
Irminger Sea into widespread westward flow across the central Labrador Sea, which remerges
along the Labrador Coast (Figures 1b and 1c). This abyssal circulation, in contrast to the upper
levels of overflow water that remain as a boundary current, blankets the deep Labrador Sea with
DSOW. Farther downstream after being steered around the abrupt topography of Orphan Knoll,
DSOW again leaves the boundary, forming cyclonic recirculation cells in the deep Newfoundland
Basin. The deep recirculation, mostly driven by the meandering pathway of the upper North
Atlantic Current (NAC), leads to accumulation of tracer offshore of Orphan Knoll, precisely where
a local maximum of CFC inventory is observed. At Flemish Cap, eddy fluxes carry 20% of the tracer
transport from the boundary current into the interior. Potential vorticity is conserved as the flow
of DSOW broadens at the transition from steep to less steep continental rise into the Labrador
Sea, while around the abrupt topography of Orphan Knoll, potential vorticity is not conserved and
the DSOW deepens significantly.
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Figure 1: a) Observed CFC-11 inventory in DSOW from LeBel et al. (2008); b) model tracer inventory 15 years
after released in the DSOW north of the Denmark Strait sill; and c) modeled tracer concentration across
the deep Labrador Sea, where a similar distribution is observed in 129I and CFC-11 (Smith et al. 2005); see
details in Xu et al. (2015)

Evaluation and Diagnosis of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning
Circulation 3D Structure in Climate Models
PIs: Xiaobiao Xu1, E. P. Chassignet1, M. O. Baringer2, S. Dong2
Collaborators: P. B. Rhines3, J. Krasting4, and R. Hallberg4
1
Florida State University, Tallahassee, FL
2
NOAA Atlantic Oceanographic and Meteorological Laboratory, Miami, FL
3
University of Washington, Seattle, WA
4
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ
The overall goals of this project are 1) to derive a better and more comprehensive diagnosis for
evaluating the AMOC representation, including time mean structure and temporal variability,
in current climate models, and 2) to identify and understand the key physical processes or
mechanisms that lead to the wide spread of the AMOC state among the CMIP5 models as well as
the AMOC variability in individual models.
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Recent results

Motivated in part by on-going discussions regarding the AMOC and the subtropical gyre
contributions to the meridional oceanic heat transport near 25°N, we perform a detailed
examination of the temperature and salinity structure of the North Atlantic circulation (Figure 1)
in a high-resolution numerical ocean model and quantify the relative role of different circulation
components in the North Atlantic heat and freshwater transports.
The temperature and salinity structure of the meridional transport shows that across 26.5°N
the isopycnic component of the subtropical gyre is colder and fresher in the northward western
boundary currents than the southward return flows, and thus carries heat southward and
freshwater northward, opposite to the that of diapycnal component. When combined, the
subtropical gyre contributes virtually zero to the heat transport, lower than the value from
traditional vertical-horizontal decomposition (e.g., Johns et al. 2011) and the values derived in
Talley (2003). The subtropical gyre however contributes about a third of the total freshwater
transport northward across this latitude (acts to reduce the southward freshwater transport
by the AMOC), which may impact the salinity distribution and the deep-water formation farther
north. Across a section near 58°N in the subpolar North Atlantic (close to the eastern OSNAP
section), the diapycnal component of the circulation, or the transformation of warm saline upper
Atlantic water into colder and fresher deep waters, is responsible for essentially all the heat and
freshwater transports. This result underscores the need to map the spatial distribution and to
understand the driving processes of the diapycnal water mass transformation in this area, in both
observations and numerical models.
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Figure 1: Model mean meridional transport projected on θ-S plane across four trans-Atlantic sections. Red/
blue bars denote north-/southward transports in Sv within a ΔθxΔS box of 0.5°C x 0.1; black numbers in
a-c) are the net transport for each isopycnic layer; red/blue numbers in d) are model north-/southward
transports for the three water masses defined in observations (See Xu et al. 2016 for details).

Signature of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation in the
North Atlantic Dynamic Sea Level
PIs: J. Yin1, S. M. Griffies2, and S. Zhang2
Department of Geosciences, University of Arizona, Tucson AZ
2
NOAA Geophysical Fluid Dynamics Laboratory, Princeton, NJ

1

The objective of this project is to study how the AMOC influences the dynamic sea level (DSL) in
the North Atlantic and along the east coast of North America. We use the data-model approach to
understand both the variability of DSL on interannual and decadal timescales, as well as its longterm trend under external forcing. In addition to DSL, our analysis also includes the closely related
fields such as ocean temperature, salinity, and heat content in the North Atlantic.

Recent progress and results

• To understand the potential impact of Greenland melt on the AMOC and DSL in the North
Atlantic, we have performed a set of new 21st century projections with the GFDL ESM2Mb
model under the RCP4.5 and RCP8.5 emission scenarios. This is in collaboration with GFDL
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and the AMOCMIP project led by Oregon State University. In these runs, the meltwater
flux from Greenland is estimated using a new method based on the correlation between
surface runoff and the mid-tropospheric summer temperature anomalies over Greenland.
The estimated meltwater addition during the 21st century is likely more realistic compared
to model simulations. We have performed a systematic comparison about the 21st century
projections with and without the newly estimated meltwater flux from Greenland. We have
focused on its impact on AMOC, SST, and DSL in the North Atlantic. We found that compared
to the greenhouse-gas-only runs, the meltwater can cause a slight further decrease in AMOC
strength, a cooling of SST south of Greenland, and an additional sea level rise along the
Greenland coast and the northeast coast of North America by the end of the 21st century
(Figure 1).
• We are investigating the influence of the AMOC on the basin-mean DSL of the North Atlantic.
The heat, salt, and mass transport by the AMOC across the equator can alter the mean DSL
in the North Atlantic through the steric effect and mass redistribution. We focus on the
mean DSL during individual events such as 2009-10, and its long-term trend. We pay special
attention to the recent change in ocean heat content in the subpolar region, its linkage to
recent AMOC changes, and its impacts on regional DSL and nearby ice melt.
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Figure 1: Difference in SST and DSL between the 21st century projections with and without the additional
meltwater from Greenland. Left panel: SST (°C); right panel: DSL (m). The projections are performed with
the GFDL ESM2Mb model. The results show the mean difference during 2081-2100 under a strong emission
scenario (RCP8.5). The meltwater causes a slight further decrease in AMOC strength, a cooling south of
Greenland, and an additional sea level rise along the Greenland coast and northeast coast of North America.
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Impact of Atlantic Low-Frequency Variability on Summer
Arctic Sea Ice Extent
PI: R. Zhang
NOAA/GFDL, Princeton, NJ
The objective of this research is to investigate the impact of Atlantic low-frequency variability on
summer Arctic sea ice extent.

Results

Satellite observations reveal a substantial decline in September Arctic sea ice extent since 1979,
which has played a leading role in the observed recent Arctic surface warming and has often been
attributed, in large part, to the increase in greenhouse gases. However, the most rapid decline
occurred during the recent global warming hiatus period. Previous studies are often focused on
a single mechanism for changes and variations of summer Arctic sea ice extent, and many are
based on short observational records. The key players for summer Arctic sea ice extent variability
at multidecadal/centennial timescales and their contributions to the observed summer Arctic
sea ice decline are not well understood. In this study, the anomalous Atlantic heat transport into
the Arctic associated with the AMOC variability is identified as one of the key predictors for the
low-frequency variability of summer Arctic sea ice extent, using a 3,600-year-long control climate
model simulation. If the AMOC and the associated Atlantic heat transport into the Arctic were
to weaken in the near future due to internal variability, there might be a hiatus in the decline
of September Arctic sea ice. The modeling results also suggest that at multidecadal/centennial
timescales, variations in the atmosphere heat transport across the Arctic Circle are forced by
anticorrelated variations in the Atlantic heat transport into the Arctic.
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Figure 1: Mechanisms for low frequency
variability of summer Arctic sea ice extent
(SIE). (a) Schematic of Atlantic/Pacific
inflow (red/orange arrows) and Arctic
ocean circulation. White color reflects
observed climatological September SIE
over 1979-2013. (b) Schematic of three key
mechanisms. (c) Simulated low-pass filtered
(LF) annual mean AMOC index and HTATL
anomalies, normalized by their standard
deviations.
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On the Evolution of Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation
Fingerprint and Implications for Decadal Predictability in the
North Atlantic
PI: Rong Zhang1
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The objective of this research is to investigate the evolution of the AMOC fingerprint, its
connection with the meridional coherence of AMOC variability, and the implications for decadal
predictability.

Recent results

It has been suggested previously that the AMOC anomaly associated with changes in the North
Atlantic Deep Water formation propagates southward with an advection speed north of 34°N.
In this study, using GFDL CM2.1, we show that this slow southward propagation of the AMOC
anomaly is crucial for the evolution and the enhanced decadal predictability of the AMOC
fingerprint—the leading mode of upper ocean heat content (UOHC) in the extratropical North
Atlantic. A positive AMOC anomaly in northern high-latitudes leads to a convergence/divergence
of the Atlantic meridional heat transport (MHT) anomaly in the subpolar/Gulf Stream region, thus
warming in the subpolar gyre (SPG) and cooling in the Gulf Stream region after several years.
Recent decadal prediction studies successfully predicted the observed warm shift in the SPG in the
mid-1990s. Our results here provide the physical mechanism for the enhanced decadal prediction
skills in the SPG UOHC.
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Figure 1: Schematic diagram for the physical mechanism of the evolution of the AMOC fingerprint.

Impact of the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation on the
Decadal Variability of the Gulf Stream Path and Regional Chlorophyll
and Nutrient Concentrations
PI: R. Zhang1
Collaborator: A. Sanchez-Franks 2
1
NOAA/GFDL, Princeton, NJ
2
National Oceanography Centre, Southampton, UK
The objective of this research is to investigate the impact of AMOC on the decadal variability of the
Gulf Stream path and chlorophyll and nutrient concentrations in the Gulf Stream region

Results

In this study, we show that the underlying physical driver for the decadal variability in the Gulf
Stream (GS) path and the regional biogeochemical cycling is linked to the low frequency variability
in the AMOC. There is a significant anticorrelation between AMOC variations and the meridional
shifts of the GS path at decadal timescale in both observations and two Earth system models
(ESMs). The chlorophyll and nutrient concentrations in the GS region are found significantly
correlated with the AMOC fingerprint and anticorrelated with the GS path at decadal timescale
through coherent isopycnal changes in the GS front in the ESMs. Our results illustrate how
changes in the large-scale ocean circulation, such as AMOC, are teleconnected with regional
decadal physical and biogeochemical variations near the North American East Coast. Such linkages
are useful for predicting future physical and biogeochemical variations in this region.
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Figure 1: (a) Observed anti-correlated anomalies of the GS path (red) and AMOC fingerprint (blue).
(b-e) Simulated physical and biogeochemical variables from two Earth System Models (GFDL
ESM2M, and ESM2G): Inverted GS path (red), AMOC fingerprint (blue), chlorophyll index (green),
and nutrient (PO4) index (purple) (Smoothed with 5-year running mean and normalized).

Understanding the mechanisms of the Atlantic Multidecadal Oscillation
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The objective of this research is to understand the key mechanisms causing the Atlantic
multidecadal oscillation (AMO).

Recent results

Without analyzing the AMO mechanisms in fully coupled general circulation models (CGCM) that
include ocean dynamics, Clement et al. 2015 conclude that the AMO in CGCM is generated by the
same mechanism as in slab-ocean models (SOM), which lack ocean dynamics. They suggest that
the AMO is a direct response of the ocean mixed layer to stochastic surface heat fluxes without a
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role for ocean heat transport/circulation changes. Here we show that the above conclusions are
not justified. Any claims about the mechanisms governing the AMO, such as those in Clement et
al. 2015, must be based on direct analyses of these mechanisms. It is not possible to make robust
inferences about mechanisms causing the AMO from a simple analysis of sea surface temperature
(SST) patterns and power spectra. We refute the claims in Clement et al. 2015 through analysis of
the same models employed in Clement et al. 2015 and show that the mechanism causing the AMO
in CGCM is different from that in SOM, i.e., time-varying ocean heat transport convergence is a
leading cause of the AMO in CGCM.
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Figure: Regression of 10-year low-pass filtered (LF) variables on the standardized AMO index
when the variables lead the AMO index by 4 years using the same 10 CMIP3 pre-industrial control
fully coupled and slab-ocean models as listed in Table 1 in Clement et al. (2015). (A,C,E) Multimodel ensemble mean of 10 fully coupled models (CGCM). (B,D,F) Multi-model ensemble mean
of 10 slab-ocean models (SOM); (A,B) Regression of tendency of LF SST; (C,D) Regression of LF net
surface heat flux (positive sign denotes downward heat flux into the ocean); (E,F) Regression of LF
diagnosed ocean heat transport convergence.
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